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Preface
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Dam No. 26(R) Cofferdam Experimental and Analytical Study authorized by the

US Army District, St. Louis (LMS) and the research project entitled Structural Be-

havior of Sheet Pile Cellular Cofferdams sponsored by the Civil Works Research and

Development Directorate, Headquarter, US Army Corps of Engineers (HQUSACE),

under the Structural Engineering Research Program.
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were technical monitors. Dr. G. Wayne Clough, Dean, College of Engineering, VPI,
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The designers of navigation and waterfront structures are faced with the problem of

constructing these facilities at a site entirely or partially covered by water. In many

cases, the designer must provide a dry construction area. A popular construction

technology is to use sheet-pile cellular cofferdams to provide a continuous barrier

around a site to exclude the water. Generally, a cofferdam is considered a success if

it does not collapse, does not permit water to come in faster than it can be pumped

out, and is dry enough to permit the construction to proceed as planned. A cellular

cofferdam is formed by driving interlocking steel sheet piles into a series of intercon-

necting cells and filling the cells with a free draining soil to provide stability. The

most common geometry for the cells is a circular configuration, while other shapes,

-such as cloverleaf or diaphragm cells, are used for special situations. Primarily,

sheet-pile cellular structures have been utilized as temporary cofferdams to provide

a dry construction area. In recent years, cellular structures are being used as perma-

nent structures, such as locks, drydocks, piers, jetties, mooring dolphins, floodwalls,

and bulkheads. They are a viable alternative to more traditional structures.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The conventional design methods for sheet-pile cellular cofferdams were devel-

oped in the 1940's and 1950's from field and experimental observations. As a result

of the inability of earlier investigators to accurately determine the stresses in the cell

fill, no single method of design/analysis was universally accepted by the engineering

community. For example, the factor of safety for internal stability is checked by

four different methods, each with its own inherent empiricism associated with its

development.

Other problems with the conventional design approaches are:

a The various design methods give inconsistent answers which lead to a quandary

over which is correct.

e Many of the conventional design methods are overly conservative.

* None of the methods can predict deformations of the cofferdam, the one mea-

surement of performance which is easiest to monitor.

* There are no explicit procedures to consider soil-structure effects.

* There is essentially no consideration of three-dimensional effects.

One of the best examples of problems with the conventional design methods

occurred during the design and construction of the Lock and Dam No. 26(R) coffer-

dam. The plans for the construction of a one billion dollar replacement for the old

Lock and Dam No. 26 on the Mississippi River called for the use of a three-stage

cellular cofferdam to allow construction of the new lock and dam in the dry. This

cofferdam was one of the largest projects of its type in the world. The U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers instituted a large-scale instrumentation program for the first-

stage cofferdam, because they were concerned by contradictions between existing
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conventional design techniques for cofferdams. It also was felt that the conventional

procedures could be overly conservative.

The objectives of the instrumentation program were to obtain the field measure-

ments to determine the sheet-pile interlock forces at various levels in the cells, to

evaluate the benefits of the interior berm, and to evaluate the overall performance

of the cofferdams. Many of the field measurements could not be assessed by conven-

tional cofferdam analysis methods. This led to an effort to develop finite element

procedures that could be applied to the modeling of the cellular cofferdams to aid in

interpreting the instrumentation results and to assess conventional design methods.

The Lock and Dam No. 26(R) studies was one of the most extensive investi-

gations of a specific project. Three two-dimensional finite element models were

developed by modifying the program SOILSTRUCT [8, 33, 53]. Many of the

complexities ignored or crudely approximated by earlier investigators, such as the

circular geometry, the nonlinear material behavior, the interlock behavior, and the

interaction between soil and the steel sheet piles were incorporated using the finite

element method. The two-dimensional finite element models demonstrated their

value for this type of structure. However, the specialized two-dimensional finite

element models were not able to represent the full three-dimensional nature of a

cellular cofferdam. For example, the two-dimensional models could not consider the

nonuniform filling sequence, out-of-plane loadings, and torsional effects on struc-

tural connections. Since the response of a cellular cofferdam is three dimensional

in nature, full implementation of the findings of the two-dimensional finite element

studies was difficult to justify.

The focus of this investigation was to study the three-dimensional behavior of

Lock and Dam No. 26 (R) sheet-pile cellular cofferdam. The work involves the
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development of a new three-dimensional soil-structure interaction finite element

code for cellular cofferdam modeling and the application of the new code to the

study of the behavior of the first- and second-stage cofferdam at Lock and Dam

No. 26 (R).

Chapter 2 presents an overview of the basic concepts of cellular cofferdams, a

review of their history and performance, and an examination of design and analy-

sis procedures. Limitations of these design/analysis" procedures are discussed, and

recent cofferdam research efforts are reviewed.

Chapter 3 presents the reasons for developing a new three-dimensional, soil-

structure interaction finite element code, states the philosophy behind its develop-

ment, lists the required capabilities for the new code, and describes the basic code

that was modified to create a new code.

Chapter 4 describes the development and implementation of a new three-dimen-

sional interface element, the implementation of the higher order wedge, and the shell

element in the new code.

In Chapter 5, the development and implementation of a new three-dimensional

constitutive model for soil is presented. The new model is a variable moduli type

which is based on a hyperbolic relationship between shear stress and shear strain.

In Chapter 6, the behavior of the second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cellular

cofferdam is investigated during the filling process. The behavior of the isolated

main cell is used to verify the three-dimensional finite element code by comparing

it to the two-dimensional axisymmetric finite element analyses. After verification,

the new three-dimensional code is applied to a truly three-dimensional section of the

second-stage cofferdam for Lock and Dam No. 26(R) to examine the fundamental

behavior of the cofferdam during cell fill placement. The results of the analysis with
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the three-dimensional code are compared with those of previous two-dimensional

finite element analyses and instrumentation observations.

In Chapter 7, the second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam is analyzed

under differential loading due to initial dewatering of the interior of the cofferdam

and changes in river levels. The deflections of the cofferdam are compared to the

survey data collected from the second-stage cofferdam and the instrumentation

results from the first-stage cofferdam. Changes in stresses are reported and related

to the overall performance of the cofferdam. Also, in this chapter, the finite element

model is loaded to near collapse to study the behavior of cofferdams under extreme

loading conditions. The deflections and the related stresses are examined to explain

the unusual strength of the cellular cofferdams.

The last chapter is a summary of the findings of this research effort along with

the conclusions that can be drawn from the results of the study.



Chapter 2

Background

What are sheet-pile cellular cofferdams? A general definition for a cofferdam is a

temporary structure built to exclude water from a construction area so that work

may proceed in the dry. One type of cofferdam that is well suited to the construction

of harbor and navigational facilities is the sheet-pile cellular cofferdam. This struc-

ture is formed by installing interlocking sheet piles into a series of interconnecting

cells which are filled with a free draining soil to provide stability, Figure 2.1. Very

few cofferdams totally exclude all water from the construction area; generally, they

perform successfully if they do not collapse and do not permit water to come in

faster than it can be pumped out so that a dry construction area can be provided.

This chapter presents an overview of the basic concepts of cellular cofferdams, a

review of their history and performance, and an examination of design and analysis

procedures. Limitations of these design/analysis procedures are discussed and recent

cofferdam research efforts are reviewed.
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2.1 Historical Background

Around the turn of the century, designers of river and marine facilities began looking

at alternatives to earth dikes and single-wall cofferdams for providing water barriers

to permit construction in the dry. Alternatives were needed because many projects

had space limitations that precluded the use of earth dikes, and water depth require-

ments were often beyond the capacity of single-wall cofferdams. In 1908 a new form

of cofferdam was used for the construction of a lock at Black Rock Harbor, Buffalo,

N.Y. The cofferdam consisted of seventy-seven steel sheet-pile cells (Figure 2.2).

Each cell was 30 ft square with straight walls with an average piling length of 50 ft

and an average inner free height of 30 ft. Whaling was used around the top of the

inner walls of the cofferdam. The whaling was connected to the outer wall of the

cells by tie-rods. Initially, the designers felt that the cells by themselves would be

stable against external pressure, but during dewatering it was necessary to place a

berm of stone against the inner walls of the cofferdam.

The cells for this structure experienced bulging to a maximum of 3.5 ft at the

midpoint between cross walls and at a point approximately one-third the cell height

above the dredgeline or at the top of the inner berm [3]. During this process, the top

of the cells displaced outlined less than 1 ft. Even before the cofferdam was closed

the designers realized that by using a cell with curved inner and outer cell walls,

much less bulging would occur. As a result, the last four cells were constructed with

curved walls.

In 1910, a second steel sheet-pile cellular cofferdam was built to assist in the

raising of the sunken battleship Maine in Havana Harbor, Cuba [3]. The cofferdam

consisted of 20 circular cells, each 50 ft in diameter with connecting arcs between

8
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Figure 2.2: Black Rock Harbor cofferdam [3].
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the outer wall of the cells, Figure 2.3. The sheet piles for the structure were formed

by spicing short sections together to make a 75-ft-long sheet pile.

Initially, it was planned to fill the cells with a heavy clay that was expected to

displace a 25-ft layer of very soft harbor silt. It was thought that dropping the

heavy clay from a clamshell through water would cause it to sink through the silt

to an underlying soft clay, thus displacing the silt. During filling of the cells, time

constraints led to the use of hydraulic dredging, and the silt material was trapped

in the cells. It was impractical to consolidate or dewater the silt, and it remained

in a semiliquid state throughout the use of the cofferdam.

The cells were to be self-supporting. However, during dewatering, the inward

movements of the cofferdam became so alarming that it was decided that an inner

berm should be added to increase its stability. During the final stages of dewatering

and salvage work, the cells had to be braced against the hull of the battleship. The

very soft silt was believed to be the major reason for the extensive movements seen

during dewatering of the cofferdam.

Despite the difficulties encountered in the construction of these first two sheet-

pile cellular cofferdams, some engineers recognized that the basic idea was sound.

The cellular cofferdam would provide both an economical and durable structure

to act as a water barrier during construction. This opinion was not held by all.

Some engineers believed cellular cofferdams were less reliable than other types of

cofferdams. This opinion resulted from the failure of several cellular cofferdams for

large construction projects. In the book entitled Cofferdams, White and Prentis [62],

wrote:

... Because of the solid appearance and because they are of "steel", they

are esteemed much more than their performance seems to warrant; there

10
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have been many failures.

They go on to say that most of the failures were from bursting of the sheet-pile

interlocks or from piping of the soil in front of the inboard sheeting.

In 1945, Terzaghi [60] addressed the subject of cellular cofferdam design in what

is now referred to as a classic on the topic. He confronted the skeptics who advocated

discontinuing use of cellular cofferdams. He felt that the reported failures were due

to faulty design and not to an inherent defect in this type of structure. When a

cellular cofferdam is to be placed on a foundation other than rock, Terzaghi believed

more judgement and experience is needed to design it than other types of cofferdams.

Terzaghi notes that the principal weakness of cellular cofferdams lies in the sheet-

pile interlock connections. He goes on to say that while cells have burst due to

failure of the interlock material or because of sheet piles driven out of interlock, the

number of failures arc infrequent. In most cases, the costs to repair the cofferdam

were so small that the hazard was considered not significant when compared to the

overall economic advantages of using this type of structure.

Since Terzaghi's paper [60], the use of steel sheet-pile cellular cofferdams and

bulkheads has flourished. Cofferdams have become an integral part of navigation

and harbor construction. This does not mean that there has not been some problems

with their construction and performance, but they remain a viable technology for

water and harbor construction.

2.2 Cellular Cofferdam Geometry

The configuration of cellular cofferdams has been optimized over the years. Initially,

they were built with straight sides as was the case at Black Rock Harbor [3]. As

12
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mentioned earlier, curved inner and outer cell walls caused less bulging to occur.

As a result, the last four cells at Black Rock Harbor were constructed with curved

walls. This is an example of the evolution of the shape of the cellular structure.

Three basic configurations have been used over the years: diaphragm cells, circu-

lar cells, and cloverleaf cells, Figure 2.4. The diaphragm configuration was the first

type of cellular cofferdam used (Black Rock Harbor) and, initially, was the most

common. The diaphragm cellular cofferdam is an adaptation of the double-wall

sheet-pile cofferdam. Instead of tie-rods to connect the front wall to the back wall,

cross walls are used. Typically, diaphragm cells have curved inner and outer walls

with straight cross walls. The connections for the cross walls are usually 120-deg

wye piles. This arrangement causes the hoop tension in the cross walls to be the

same as that in the inner and outer walls. Diaphragm cells are not self-supporting,

and care must be taken in the filling process. During filling, the level of fill in ad-

jacent cells are limited to less than 5 ft to eliminate excessive deformations of the

cross wall. For this reason, the construction of diaphragm cells requires that all of

the cells in a reach must be formed before filling begins. The cells must be braced

to maintain their shape during the construction of the other cells. During filling, if

one cell in a reach ruptures, the adjacent cross walls may rupture due to the uneven

soil pressure, leading to a chain like rupture of the cells.

The circular cell configuration is the most common shape used today. It consists

of a series of circular cells, called main cells, connected by sheet piles arranged in

a semicircle, called arc cells (Figure 2.4b). The arc cells are connected to the main

cell 1 y means of a Y or T section. The portion of the main cell shared with the arc

cell is referred to as the common wall. The circular cellular cofferdam is constructed

by placing the sheet piles for several adjacent main cells. The sheet piles are placed

13
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with the help of a template to obtain the desired shape. Once the sheet piles are

placed, the cells are filled with a free draining soil. Next, the sheet piles for the arc

cells are positioned with help of a template and then filled. Once a main cell is filled

it is self-supporting and can be used as a working platform for the construction of

other cells. The circular configuration is preferred for difficult conditions such as

water with a strong current since the cells can be stabilized quickly, and one cell

of the cofferdam can rupture without advei.ely affecting the remaining cells. When

driving sheet piles in a strong current, an H-pile may be mated with the sheet pile

to increase stiffness and maintain alignment.

Cloverleaf cells are used primarily where there are problems with large differential

water heights and limited space. Cloverleaf cells can have large base widths without

the high hoop tension associated with circular cells. The internal diaphragm walls

in the cloverleaf cell reduce the radius of the outer walls resulting in less interlock

tension. Cloverleaf cells are difficult to construct because separate templates are

required for each quarter of the cell, and the level of the fill in each corner of the

cell must stay within 5 ft of each other.

A berm may be placed on the inside of any cofferdam. The berm provides

seepage control and additional sliding and overturning stability. A berm may also

be used around the outer edge of a cofferdam for scour protection. If a berm can be

constructed without encroaching on the working area, it is a cost effective approach

to increasing stability of the cofferdam. Berms are usually placed prior to dewatering

and shaped after dewatering.

14
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2.3 Cellular Cofferdam Failures

As reported in the section on historical background, cellular cofferdams initially had

a dubious reputation. Some of the early designers of cofferdams believed that cellular

cofferdams were less reliable than other types of cofferdams [62]. Terzaghi [60]

attributed most of these early failures to faulty design or construction practices, not

any inherent flaw in the cellular cofferdam concept.

The most frequent type of failure is due to the separation or rupturing of the

sheet-pile interlocks [11, 35, 60, 62]. The Corps [11] reported 35 incidents of failure

at 21 construction sites between 1956 to 1971. Of the 35 incidents of failure, the

predominant cause of failure was the rupture of the cells. Twenty-four of the 35

incidents were due to either failure of the sheet-pile interlocks or failure of the wyes

or tees. Four incidents were due to scour under high-velocity flow. Two failures

were due to foundation instability. The remaining five incidents range from a split

in a sheet-pile web due to impact of a bulldozer during freezing temperatures to the

overtopping by a tsunami.

A large number of failures of welded tees and wyes were reported [11]. The

failures generally occurred in the web of the main sheet pile, and often the rupture

of the web would occur on both sides of the tee stem. The Corps had recognized the

apparent weakness of welded connections in 1965 and directed its offices to utilize

only riveted connections in fabricated tees and wyes. In recent years, the Corps

has moved away from using tees altogether and now uses 30-deg riveted wyes for

circular cells.

In the Corps [11] investigation, the main cause of interlock failure was driving

the sheet piles out of their interlocks during construction. Only 2 of the 12 interlock
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failures were caused by accidents such as barge impact. Of the twelve, only three

incidents involved total interlock failure. The investigation found that cofferdam

collapse due to interlock failure was very rare since the interlock failures usually

occurred during filling and before dewatering.

Scour from high-velocity flow may elevate a minor construction defect into the

primary cause of the collapse of a cell. In the Corps [11] investigation, four failure

incidents were Attributed to scour of material adjacent to the cells. The scour of the

material exposed windows in the sheet piles or interlock separations which allowed

piping of the cell fill.

The Corps [11] report states that the design practice for cellular cofferdams at

the time of the report generally proved to be adequate as far as the geotechnical

aspects of the design are concerned, with the exception of seepage control leading to

piping failures. Cofferdam failures due to foundation failure have been infrequent,

but when they do occur they have been dramatic. The most spectacular foundation

failure was at Uniontown Locks and Dam on February 26, 1971, occurring during

a rising river with the cofferdam dewatered. The river level was 60 ft above rock

surface and 6 ft below the top of the cofferdam. The cofferdam had been dewatered

for only 10 days. The foundation failure occurred when four cells of the first stage

cofferdam slid between 37 to 72 ft into the work area. Cells adjacent to these four

cells were ruptured, and the work area was flooded within 10 minutes. The slide

occurred along a horizontal coal and clay seam about 16 ft below the rock surface.

The failure plane surfaced at the center of the work area. Failure was attributed to

the low shear strength along this seam and the high pore pressures in the foundation

resulting from the high river level.

In summary, the primary cause of cellular cofferdam failures involves the sheet
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pile, either by interlock separation or by rupture of the connection of the arc cell to

the main cell. As early as Terzaghi's paper [60], problems with sheet-pile interlocks

were of concern. He stated that the only inherent weakness of the cellular cofferdams

is the vulnerability of the sheet-pile interlock connections. Often the failure can be

traced back to problems occurring during construction such as piles driven out of

interlock, use of used sheet piles, splicing, or sheet piles from different manufacturers.

Other causes are extreme water level, overtopping, and barge impacts. The second

most frequent cause of cofferdam failure is piping. This comes from scour problems,

or poor seepage control at the connections to existing structures. Although rare,

cofferdam collapse due to a foundation failure can occur, but in all cases cited the

failures occurred well below the base of the cells and would have occurred regardless

of the type of cofferdam. No cases were cited where collapse of the cofferdam

occurred by the titling of the cells.

2.4 Early Cellular Cofferdam Design

Prior to Terzaghi's 1945 classical paper [60] on cellular cofferdams, the customary

methods for designing cellular cofferdams assumed the cofferdam could be repre-

sented as a rigid gravity type structure that must resist sliding, overturning, internal

shear of the cell fill, and bursting of the cells [46]. It was stated that to prevent

vertical as well as horizontal shear fail of the cell fill, the fill should have a natural

slope (angle of repose) greater than 3 to 1. If the cell fill material met this require-

ment, the cells were designed against overturning as if they were a gravity wall with

the resultant of forces on the cells having to passes through the middle one-third of

the base.
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2.5 Design Considerations

The primary function of a cofferdam is to act as a water barrier and it must be

designed to ensure adequate protection of the construction site. The engineer designs

the cells of a cofferdam to be stable under loads which result from providing the

necessary protection. The designer is concerned with ensuring that the cofferdam

is sized appropriately so the applied loads do not cause the foundation material

(soil or rock), cell fill, or steel sheet piles to reach a state that would allow radical

movements of the structure. Illustrations of these potential failure modes are shown

in Figure 2.5.

The considerations for stability of the cells of a cofferdam are essentially the same

as for any hydraulic structure with two exceptions, internal and interlock stability.

First and foremost, the cells must be able to contain the cell fill without bursting the

sheet-pile interlock connections. The interlock strength must be selected to with-

stand the hoop tension resulting from the combination of soil and water pressures

applied to the sheet piles. These pressures are a function of the height and diameter

of the cells, the density of the fill material, and the water level in the cells. The

condition of interlock hoop tension is normally most critical during the filling of the

cells, since at this time the water level in the cells is at its peak. Questions about

the maximum values of interlock tension actually experienced in the field generated

the studies that led to this research.

The external stability of a cofferdam with regard to sliding, bearing capacity,

and settlement are evaluated as for a gravity structure. Contemporary geotechnical

design procedures that have been used over the years have demonstrated themselves

to be adequate for the design of cellular cofferdams. Depending on the foundation
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Figure 2.5: Possible failure modes.
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material, whether sand, clay, or rock, the different modes of failure (bearing, set-

tlement, or sliding) may play a more important role in determining the external

stability. For instance, the external stability of cells founded on rock is controlled

by the sliding resistance of the cell-rock interface. The strength and stiffness of the

rock are usually so great that bearing and settlement problems do not play a role

in sizing the cofferdam.

For soil-founded cofferdams, one or more of the failure modes may control the

external stability. In these cases, the shear strength and compressibility of the foun-

dation are important design parameters. For clay foundations, careful consideration

must be given to all three modes of failure. Sand-founded cells are normally most

sensitive to sliding and, to a lesser degree, bearing failures. While acting as a wa-

ter barrier, a cofferdam may be subjected to a substantial differential water head.

The resulting seepage and uplift pressures may have a significant influence on these

modes of failure.

Internal stability pertains to the strength within the cells themselves. The cells

have two components which contribute to the internal stability: the sheet piles and

the cell fill. Internal stability is a measure of the ability of the cell fill to mobilize its

shear resistance to the applied lateral load without excessive shear distortions. The

cell fill derives its shear strength through the confinement provided by the sheet-pile

membrane. This confinement allows the fill to develop the necessary compressive

and shearing stresses to transmit the lateral loads to the foundation.
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2.6 Current Design Procedures for Interlock Sta-

bility

The interlock strength of cofferdam cells must be sufficient to withstand the forces

in the interlocks resulting from the combination of soil and water pressures applied

to the sheet piles. Conventional design procedures to predict interlock forces during

cell filling are determined as if the cell were a perfect pressure vessel. The maximum

interlock force, ti,,a in the main or arc cell outside the cross wall is calculated from

the hoop-stress equation

tma = p,=r (2.1)

where pmax is the maximum lateral pressure acting against the wall exerted by the

cell fill and water and r is the radius of the cell, Figure 2.6.

The analogy between the pressure vessel and a cell of sheet-pile cellular cofferdam

involves several assumptions. First, the cell walls are assumed to be continuous

with an uniform thickness. The articulated nature and nonuniform cross-sectional

area resulting from the interlock sheet piling are ignored. This assumption is only

a problem when attempting to predict cell deformations using membrane theory.

Second, the cofferdam cell is an infinitely long cylinder with free ends; the dredgeline

imposes an end constraint. To accommodate this issue, most methods for predicting

interlock tensions are empirically based. Despite the simplifications associated with

using Eq. 2.1, it has served as the principal means for predicting interlock forces for

cofferdam design.
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Figure 2.6: Interlock force determination by hoop-stress equation.
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2.6.1 Main Cell

The key to assessing the maximum interlock force is the determination of the max-

imum lateral pressure acting against the cell walls. The maximum pressure, Pmax,

is assumed to occur at the point of maximum bulging of the sheet-pile cell. It

is calculated by summing the effective lateral earth pressure and the difference in

water pressure between the inside and outside the cell. Figure 2.7 summarizes the

:our most commonly recommended design pressure diagrams for the determination

of the interlock force. These vary from one another by the location of the maximum

pressure, the shape of the distribution, and the magnitude of the pressures. The

pressure diagrams are empirically based and do not necessarily represent the actual

pressures applied to the sheet piling.

The Terzaghi [601, Figure 2.7(a), and the old Corps of Engineers [13], Fig-

ure 2.7(c), methods assume that the lateral earth pressure increases linearly with

depth to the dredgeline with lateral earth pressure coefficients of 0.4 and 0.5, re-

spectively. Recent studies have shown that these approaches are excessively conser-

vative [38, 49, 51, 55].

Based on their many year of experience in the design and construction of coffer-

dams in the 1930's and 1940's, the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) [1] developed

an earth pressure distribution for predicting the maximum interlock force which

increases linearly to a point of maximum pressure and then decreases to zero at

the bottom of the cell, Figure 2.7(b). The point of maximum pressure was as-

sumed to coincide with the location of the maximum bulge of the cell during filling.

Based on field observation, the location of maximum bulge was observed to occur

at one-fourth of the free height of cell above the dredgeline. Because most of TVA's
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Figure 2.7: The four most commonly assumed pressure diagrams for interlock ten-
sion [53].
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experience was with rock-founded cofferdam, they set the soil pressure to zero at the

tip. The method was subsequently extended to soil-founded cofferdams by assuming

the dredgeline played the same role as the rock. Thus, resulting in the same dis-

tribution of lateral pressure being used for both rock- and soil-founded cofferdams.

TVA assumed that there was sufficient deformation to develop active pressures ad-

jacent to the sheet piling. Thus, allow them to use a Rankine active lateral earth

pressure coefficient. The TVA method represented an improvement over Terzaghi's

approach, because it recognized that the interlock forces do not increase uniformly

for the full depth of the fill and the magnitude of the earth pressure should be closer

to active than at-rest.

Schroeder and Maitland [51] proposed a modification to the TVA method based

on their observation of large-scale model tests and cellular sheet-pile bulkheads

construction at port facilities in the northwest United States. Their approach used

a pressure distribution with the same basic shape as that of TVA, but with rede-

fined limits on the extent of the diagram and the lateral earth pressure coefficient.

Schroeder and Maitland found that for soil-founded cofferdams with sheet piling

penetrating the soil, the lateral earth pressure would be greater that zero at the

dredgeline. They proposed that the point of zero pressure would occur where sheet

piling developed a plastic hinge in their model tests, and termed this point to be

the plane of fixity. For cells founded directly on rock, they assumed the plane of

fixity would occur at the top of the rock. For soil-founded cofferdam, Schroeder and

Maitland proposed that the plane of fixity is analogous the point of zero rotation of

a single laterally loaded pile and the formulas to find the point of zero rotation for

a laterally loaded pile could be used to determine the location of the plane of fixity.

In their procedure, the maximum interlock force occurs at one-third of the effective
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free height of the cell which is the distance from the plane of fixity to the top of

the cell, Figure 2.7(d). They also recommended the use a lateral earth pressure

coefficient equal to 1.2 to 1.6 times the active pressure coefficient. Schroeder and

Maitland's approach compared well with the instrumentation results from Lock and

Dam No. 26(R) first-stage cofferdam [55]. The Corps of Engineers [48] has adopted

this method in its latest design criteria.

2.6.2 Arc Cell

The interlock forces in the arc cell wall are smaller than those in the main cell

or the common wall. One reason for this is the smaller radius of the arc cell,

thus, the interlock forces are smaller as shown by Eq. 2.1. A second reason is the

lateral pressures in the arc cell are likely to be smaller than those in the main

cell at comparable depth is because the smaller diameter arc cell will vertically

restrain the fill movements more than the larger diameter main cell. The increased

vertical restraint will result in arching in the arc cell fill. This phenomenon is

believed to occur, although it has not been shown through numerical modeling or

field observation. The three-dimensional finite element analyses developed for this

research provides a tool for assessing this phenor enon.

Since, in most cofferdam construction, the same size sheet piling is used for the

arc cell and main cell, the margin of safety for the arc cells is greater than for the

main cells because of the lower interlock forces in the arc cell walls.
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2.6.3 Common Wall

The common wall has greater interlock forces than the main cell because the main

and arc cell walls pull on the common wall through the wye. Two conventional

methods have been proposed to estimate the common wall interlock forces: the

TVA secant formula [1], and the Swatek formula [19]. The TVA secant formula is

derived from the free body shown in Figure 2.8. Using this free body, the formula

for the maximum interlock force in the common wall is

tW = p,,L sec 0 (2.2)

where L is the distance between the centerline of the main cell and centerline of the

arc cell, and 0 is the angle between the centerline of the wall and a line from the

center of the main to the wye. This formula assumes that the lateral pressure on

the main and arc cell walls is equal and the wye does not rotate. As discussed in the

previous section, the pressure on main and arc cell walls is not equal and therefore,

to maintain equilibrium, the wye most rotate. Because of these inconsistencies, the

accuracy of the approach is questionable.

The Swatek formula is derived from considering the free body of an equivalent,

straight-wall cofferdam geometry used in conventional design procedure for internal

stability, Figure 2.9. It is assumed to provide an average common wall interlock.

The Swatek formula is

tcw = pmaL (2.3)

This formula results in a smaller common wall interlock force thai the TVA secant

formula.
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Figure 2.8: Free body for the TVA secant formula for determining interlock forces
in the common wall.
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Figure 2.9: Free body for the Swatek formula for determining interlock forces in the
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2.7 Current Design Procedures for Internal Sta-

bility

Early concerns about overturning revolved around the assumption that the cell

behave as a gravity monolith. In this case, the moments due to the unbalanced

lateral load would have to be resisted by a triangular pressure distribution across

the base of the cell. Based on this assumption, if the unbalanced lateral load is

increased sufficiently, the contact pressure at the outer edge of the cofferdam would

have go to zero. Terzaghi [60] noted that this cannot occur in a cell filled with sand.

Even if arching developed to its fullest possible extent in the fill above the outer

portion of the base, the pressure on the outer edge must have a significant positive

value that cannot decrease in spite of increased unbalanced lateral load. Therefore,

the most unequal distribution of the pressure on the base that could occur is shown

in Figure 2.10. Since the pressure at the outer edge cannot decrease, an increase

in unbalanced lateral load will correspond to a shift in the neutral axis of the base

pressure distribution and an increase in the pressure at the toe.

Based on these observations, Terzaghi believed it was unlikely that a cofferdam

could fail by the monolithic overturning mechanism, but rather increasing the base

pressures on the toe side of the neutral axis would cause a shear failure in the cell

fill. To demonstrate this hypothesis in simple terms, Terzaghi made the customary

assumption that the pressure distribution on the base could be represented by a

straight line as shown in Figure 2.11. The shaded area in Figure 2.6 indicates the

stresses due to the unbalanced lateral load. Terzaghi stated that this unbalanced
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Figure 2.10: Terzaghi's base pressure [60J.
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lateral load, Q, could be represented as a moment, M, equal to

M=2bQ (2.4)
3

Q = 3b (2.5)

and the pressure distribution due to this moment could be resolved into two equal

and opposite resultant forces with magnitude of Q. Equilibrium required that the to-

tal shearing force on the neutral plane per unit length of the cofferdam, Figure 2.11,

should be equal to the resultant force on the base, Q.

Terzaghi further stated that the shearing resistance, S, on this plane was equal

to the lateral earth force, P., times the coefficient of internal friction, tan 0, of the

fill where lateral earth force, P,, is determined by

=1 yKcH 2  (2.6)
2

where KC is the lateral earth pressure coefficient on the neutral plane, -Y is the

effective unit weight of the cell fill, and H is the free height of the cell. In addition

to this shearing resistance, Terzaghi felt that resistance would also be provided by

the friction in the sheet-pile interlocks because no vertical shear failure could occur

without simultaneous slippage in the interlock in the same plane. Total tension in

an interlock for a height, H, is

T = yKiH 2r (2.7)
2

where K, is the lateral earth pressure coefficient at the sheet-pile cell wall. Total

resistance against slippage in an interlock is

Tf = 2-Ki 2 rf (2.8)
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where f is the coefficient of interlock friction ( steel on steel). Circular cells contain

two common walls per cell and length of each cell is 2L; those of the diaphragm

type contain one common wall per cell and the length of each cell is L. Hence,

the resistance to shearing along the neutral plane contributed by interlock per unit

length is
S. i -~K 2 f

s, = TL = - (2.9)

For a circular cellular cofferdam, the factor of safety against shear failure on the

centerline is the ratio of resisting to driving forces
FS = S,(2L) + 2S, (2.10)

T(2L)

For the special case of uniform cell fill density, L = r, and triangular distribution of

interlock forces

FS =ybH2 (K, tan 0 + Kif) (2.11)
3M

Terzaghi proposed that the lateral earth pressure coefficient, K where K is equal

to K, and Ki, within the cell should remain at an at-rest value between 0.4 to 0.5.

A constant value for lateral earth pressure coefficient throughout the cell fill was a

fundamental assumption in Terzaghi's development of vertical shear analysis. He

stated that this was no more than very crude approximation. He believed it very

probable that the value for the central part of the fill was much greater than that

for the fill adjacent to the inboard sheet piling. He recommended a constant value

because of a lack of a way to assess the value throughout the fill.

Although this procedure was developed for cells founded on rock, Terzaghi in-

dicated that the results of such analysis would not differ greatly for cells founded

on rock or soil, and it could be applied to cells founded on rock, sand, or hard-

to-medium clay foundations. He felt that if the foundation was able to resist the
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Figure 2.11: Vertical shear on the centerline [60].
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unequal base pressure distribution resulting from the combined vertical and hori-

zontal forces acting on the cell, shearing resistance on vertical planes within the fill

could be mobilized. Thus, it was recommended that the magnitude of this resistance

be considered in evaluating the stability of a cell.

Terzaghi's vertical shear concept received criticism after its publication concern-

ing the assumption of the vertical mechanism of failure and the choice of the at-rest

lateral earth pressure coefficient for shear resistance 'calculations. It was even criti-

cized for being too mathematical. The most outspoken critic was Pennoyer [45] who

wrote that a review of completed cofferdams showed that they performed success-

fully even though the safety factor for vertical shear determined using the Terzaghi's

procedure was less than or equal to 0.6. He noted that the resultant force of the

base pressure distribution was in the middle-third of the base even if the factor of

safety by Terzaghi's procedure was below 1.0. Pennoyer was critical of Terzaghi's

recommendation to use the friction in the interlock to provide resistance to vertical

shear. Pennoyer maintained that a value of 0.3 for a coefficient of friction for the in-

terlocks was unconservative and would lead to greater resistance from the interlocks

than would actually develop.

Krynine [32], in his critic of Terzaghi's paper, pointed out that it was incorrect

to use the Rankine active earth pressure coefficient to calculate vertical shear resis-

tance in the cell fill. His reasoning for this was that the assumed failure plane (the

vertical plane) cannot be a principal plane because shear stress acts on it. Terza-

ghi [60] concurred with Krynine's point and agreed that the lateral earth pressure

coefficient would be greater than the Rankine active value. Krynine also suggested

the possibility of a failure along a curved shear plane beginning at the outboard bot-

tom of the cell and inclined at an angle 0 as shown in Figure 2.12. This mechanism
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allowed for an increased resistance as the width gets larger. However, he presented

little to develop or substantiate this hypothesis.

During the 1950's, alternative methods of analysis based on different assumptions

for the internal failure surfaces were proposed. Most noteworthy were those of Cum-

mings [10] and Hansen [23, 24]. Cummings [10] proposed a method of analysis shown

in Figure 2.13 based on a horizontal shear concept. According to Cummings [10],

as the cell begins to tilt under lateral pressure, an inclined rupture surface will form

and the cell fill above this plane will begin to slide down the plane. The rupture

plane starts at the toe of the cell and is inclined at an angle equal to the internal

friction of the fill, although sliding on this plane is inhibited by the confining effects

of the sheet piles of the cell. The fill below the rupture plane is transformed into

a passive state by the combined effect of the lateral pressure on the exterior of the

cell and the weight of the fill above the rupture plane. Cummings felt that failure

would occur along a horizontal shear plane below the rupture surface.

The technical literature contains no reports of failure of full-size cells by the

forming of horizontal failure planes in the fill. The only positive experimental evi-

dence of such a failure mode comes from Cummings' own paper [10], describing his

model studies and theory, and from a TVA experiment using a cigar box with the

top and bottom replaced by glass [1]. The walls of both of these models were rela-

tively stiff, and the small size of the models raises serious concern that the surface

effects in the fill were far more important than they would be in a full-size cell. In-

deed, it is interesting to note Erzen's comments [20] in the discussion of Cummings'

paper. Erzen expressed concern that the stress distribution in the fill in Cummings'

models was strongly influenced by the proximity of the walls, and as a result, he

doubted whether Cummings had really demonstrated that distinct zones of active
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and passive pressure exist in the fill.

Hansen [23, 24] took a different approach to internal shear based on a more

rigorous analytical treatment. Observations from model studies suggested to him

that a cellular cofferdam founded on rock failed near the bottom of the cells by sliding

along a circular failure surface formed between the tips of the outboard and inboard

walls as shown in Figure 2.14. The portion of the cell above the failure surface rotates

as a rigid body about the center of the surface. Some of the assumptions made in

Hansen's method of analysis are not consistent with conventional soil mechanics.

In particular, Hansen's assumptions do not allow the stress-strain behavior to vary

from point to point in the cell fill according to the stresses and deformations. For

example, the fill near the inboard wall is assumed to respond the same as the fill

near the tip of the outboard wall, even though the confining stresses near the base

of the inboard wall are significantly higher than those near the outboard wall. Since

the behavior of soil is dependent on confining stress, it is questionable for Hansen to

neglect this feature. This, along with the complexity of applying Hansen's method,

especially for cells founded on soil, has resulted in the method having limited use

by practicing engineers.

Until recently (29 April 1988), the Corps of Engineers' criteria [12] for the design

of cellular cofferdams employed five different procedures to check the safety factor

for internal stability. At the present time, the design against internal instability is

controlled by the Terzaghi's vertical shear and Cummings' horizontal shear methods.

Efforts have been made through the years to sort out the controversy over the

rather large number of hypothesized failure modes that have accumulated. Several

model studies [1, 10, 37, 44] have been conducted to determine which proposed

failure modes best represent the failure of a cell and which ones are inappropriate.
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With one recent exception, these studies have not been of gi at help. In some cases,

the studies have actually been a hinderance to the understanding of the actual

behavior of fun-size cellular cofferdams. The use of relatively small models with

overly stiff walls led some experimenters to postulate failure mechanisms which are

highly unlikely in a full-size cell.

The one exception is Schroeder and Maitland [37, 51]. They performed a series

of large-scale model tests that more closely represented a full-size cell than was

represented in previous studies. In their tests, the cells were loaded well beyond

the point when signs of initial failure were observed. The maximum deformations

measured by Schroeder and Maitland reached up to 50 percent of the cell height.

With this much deformation, sharply defined terraces fGrmed in the surface of the

cells and during excavation of the cell fill, vertical failure planes were found. In

addition, slippage was observed along the sheet-pile interlocks starting at the middle

of the cell and advanced toward the inboard of the cells. The observed slippage in

the cell fill and the sheet-pile interlocks support Terzaghi's hypothesis of a vertical

shear failure mechanism.

Although Schroeder and Maitland's model study generally supports Terzaghi's

failure mechanism, they disagreed considerably with Terzaghi's recommended value

for the lateral earth pressure coefficient for determining the vertical shear resistance.

As previously mentioned, Krynine [32] had pointed out that lateral earth pressure

coefficient should be greater than 0.5 and could be slightly higher than the at-rest

values. By back calculating, Schroeder and Maitland found that the lateral earth

pressure coefficient in the test cells were equal to or greater than unity. This results

in an internal resistance in cell fill more than twice that calculated using Terzaghi's

recommendations.
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2.8 Instrumented Case Histories of Cellular Cof-

ferdams

Field measurements of actual cellular cofferdams form a valuable resource in un-

derstanding cofferdam behavior [1, 30, 34, 38, 39, 50, 55, 57, 58, 59, 61]. Field

measurements provide data that cannot be obtained from laboratory tests of model

studies. Therefore, field measurements provide the most valuable source of infor-

mation on the behavior of cofferdams. Although valuable data on the behavior of

cellular cofferdams have been obtained under operating conditions, no instrumented,

full-size cell has failed from differential loading, and, thus, no data are available on

cell behavior during failure.

Typical instrumentation for a cofferdam consists of slope inclinometer3 and strain

gages. Slope inclinometers are attached to the sheet piling and are used to measure

the lateral deformation of the cells. Strain gages are attached to the sheet piling

and are used to measure the strain in the web of the sheet piling which is converted

to an interlock force.

With increased attention on the development of the analytical aspects of the finite

element method for cellular cofferdam analysis, there remains a need for a well-

documented data base on field behavior which can be used for validation of these

procedures in a wide range of conditions. In an attempt to meet this need, Martin

and Clough [38] recently completed a study focusing on measured field response for

cofferdams subjected to differential loads. This study examined the case histories of

five large cofferdams that were constructed during the past 15 years. In Table 2.1,

the key aspects are given for the five cofferdams used in the case history studies.

The five cofferdams listed are traditional cofferdams used as temporary barriers to
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allow dewatering of a construction site within a body of water.

The cofferdams in the study had various combinations of foundations conditions,

cell fills, dimensions, and loadings. Many common trends were found between the

different case histories, but when differing conditions existed, differences in the cof-

ferdam response were also found. The findings of the study are summarized in the

following paragraphs.

2.8.1 Cell Filling

The filling of the cells of a cofferdam is normally the most critical loading condition

for sheet-pile interlocks. Yet, relatively few cofferdams have been instrumented

and monitored during cell filling. This can be attributed to the problems with

maintaining workable instrumentation on the sheet piles as they are driven and the

difficulty of obtaining a reasonable zero reading before filling starts. Fortunately,

instrumentation to monitor the cell filling process was successfully installed for two

of the cofferdams in the study; Lock and Dam 26(R) Stage 1 cofferdam and Trident

Drydock cofferdam. Only in the Lock and Dam 26 (R) Stage 1 cofferdam were

inclinometers installed to measure cell movement during filling.

Interlock Forces for Main Cell

In Figure 2.15 the ranges of measured main cell interlock forces for the two cases

immediately after filling are shown. The trend in the data is for the interlock forces

to increase with depth to a point above the dredge line, and then to decrease with

depth. After filling the cells for the Trident cofferdam, the cell fill was compacted

by a vibrating probe. With compaction of the fill, the interlock forces increased in
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Table 2.1: Key Aspects of Cofferdam Case History (38].
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magnitude by approximately 35-40 percent, but maintained the same basic charac-

teristic shape. For comparison purposes, only the data recorded immediately after

filling are used in this paper. Figure 2.15 also shows a comparison of the predicted

interlock forces for the TVA and Schroeder and Maitland methods to the observed

values.

Interlock Forces in Common Wall

Figure 2.16 shows a comparison between the observed interlock forces and the pre-

dicted interlock forces for the TVA and Schroeder and Maitland methods with inter-

lock forces in the common wall calculated by the TVA secant and Swatek equations

for both methods.

Conclusion on Interlock Forces During Filling

The general conclusions that can be drawn from the work to date are:

e The TVA and Schroeder and Maitland methods result in interlock force distri-

butions similar to the trends observed in the instrumentation data.

a The TVA method tends to predict the interlock forces for filling of the main

cell closer to the average observed value for Lock and Dam 26 (R) than for

the Trident cofferdam which is on the low side of the average. Conversely, the

Schroeder and Maitland method is closer for the Trident cofferdam and on the

high side for Lock and Dam 26(R).

* The location of the maximum interlock force occurred at a distance above the

dredge line of 0.125H and 0.25H for the Trident and Lock and Dam 26 (R),
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respectively. The higher location in the Lock and Dam 26 (R) is associated

with its greater embedment of the sheet piles.

9 As expected, the measured values for the common wall are greater than those

in the main cells. However, the measured values are less than those predicted

by the TVA secant formula and are more consistent with the Swatek's equation.

2.8.2 Differential Water Loading

The data for the four temporary cofferdams varies in the extent and consistency.

The data ranges from only survey measurements of the tops of the cells for the Lock

and Dam 26 (R) Stage 2 cofferdam to inclinometer and strain gages measurements

as in Lock and Dam 26 (R) Stage 1. The most reliable data obtained from these

case histories are the cell movements.

The movements from inclinometer readings for the Trident and Lock and Dam 26

(R) Stage 1 show the displacement patterns of the cell walls, Figures 2.17 and 2.18.

The deformed profiles in Figure 8 represent only the displacement that occurred

during the dewatering of the cofferdam. The Trident cell rotated in a relatively

uniform pattern, while the Lock and Dam 26 (R) Stage 1 cell underwent more of

a transnational distortion with the lower portion of the cell being restrained. This

difference can be attributed to:

9 The greater embedment of the sheet piles for Lock and Dam 26 (R)

* The presence of the berm for Lock and Dam 26 (R)

* The dense condition of the fill for the Trident cofferdam.
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Another interesting segment of cell movement data is the survey measurements

of locations on the tops of the cells. This allows an insight into the potential scatter

in the data because of the larger sampling number as well as other aspects of the

cofferdam response. In Figure 2.19, the movements of tops- of cells from the survey

measurements for Lock and Dam 26 (R) Stage 1 cofferdam are plotted against

differential head during dewatering. The differential head is a simple measure of the

load applied to the cofferdam. In spite of the scatter in the data, there is a consistent

trend for the deflection of the tops of cells to increase approximately linearly during

dewatering.

For comparison of the four temporary cofferdam movements, the measured dis-

placements of the tops of the cells are normalized by dividing by the free height,

and then plotted against the differential head, also normalized by dividing by the

free height, as shown in Figure 2.20. The figure shows that the nondimensional

movements follow the loading in an almost linear fashion until the very high levels

of loading which would occur during a flood event. Ranking the cofferdams response

by nondimensional movements: Willow Island has the least movement, while the Tri-

dent cofferdam has the greatest, Willow Island has the largest diameter-to-height

ratio, the strongest foundation, and a stabilizing berm, and it had the smallest

displacement. On the other hand, the Trident cofferdam has one of the smallest

diameter-to-height ratios, no interior stabilizing berm, the least foundation em-

bedment of the sheet piles, and the greatest free height, and it has the greatest

nondimensional movements. The conditions for the two stages of the Lock and

Dam 26 (R) cofferdam fall in between the Willow Island and Trident cofferdams as

do the nondimensional displacements.

Swatek [18] reports that in his experience the typical temporary cofferdam moves
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at the top 1 percent of its free height. This would be high for the data shown in

Figure 2.20, where all were less than 0.6 percent. Swatek's 1 percent would be in

line if the extreme values for a flood event were considered. Two-dimensional, finite

element analyses by Singh [561 show that for dewatering, the top movement of a

cell should not exceed 0.5 percent of the free height, especially with the presence

of a stabilizing berm. It would appear from all of the data and analyses that for a

prudent design of a cofferdam on a sound foundation, a value 0.5 to 1.0 percent of

the free cell height would be reasonable estimate of the top deflection of a cell.

The condition that had the most significant effect on cell behavior was the pres-

ence of a soft layer of compressible soil in the cell above the dredgeline. The move-

ments for cells with such a compressible layer were substantially greater than those

with clean sand fill. Other trends found by Martin and Clough [38] were that larger

diameter-to-height ratios better the foundation conditions, and the presence of a

stability berm all contributed to the lessening of the movement of the cofferdam.

One of the case histories investigated by Martin and Clough [38] was the coffer-

dam for Lock and Dam No. 26 (Replacement). The results from their investigation

will be used in later chapters to compare to the findings of the three--dimensional

finite element analyses developed for the investigation presented in this report.

2.9 Early Finite Element Analysis

The first endeavors to apply the finite element method to cofferdam analysis lid

not recognize the complexities in the sheet pile-soil system and, as a result, the

findings were unrealistic. Kittisatra j311 used an axisymmetric model to represent

a single main cell assuming that the sheet piles acted as an isotropic shell, the soil
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as a linear elastic material, and no slippage could occur between the cell walls and

the soil. He investigated the effects of filling the cell by a simple gravity turn-

on analysis, and approximated the nonaxisymmetric loading due to a differential

water level by a Fourier decomposition technique. Kittisatra's analyses predicted

the maximum deflection of the sheet pile during filling to be less than 0.5 in. which

was significantly less than what would normally be expected of a cofferdam [58].

Clough and Hansen [7] were the first to apply a more comprehensive soil-structure

interaction finite element analysis to cellular cofferdams. They utilized a vertical

slice model to investigate the potential of sliding failure along shale seams below

the base of the Willow Island Cofferdam due to differential water loading from de-

watering. The vertical slice model was based on a two-dimensional plane strain

representation formed by taking a vertical section through the main cell and assum-

ing the cofferdam to have straight walls as shown in Figure 2.21. The cell walls were

modeled by structural elements with the bending properties of steel sheet piles and

the inner and outer walls connected by a series of springs. These springs were used

to represent the response of the cross walls of the cofferdam, thus tieing the inner

and outer walls together. The stiffness of the springs was based on a sheet pile cell

acting as a perfect pressure vessel. The cell fill and foundation soil were modeled

with nonlinear stress-strain behavior. Slippage between the steel sheet piles and

the soil was allowed though the use of interface elements.

The deformation predicted by Clough and Hansen [7] were reasonable under lat-

eral loading, but were unrealistically small for the cell filling condition. Stevens [591

later reanalyzed the Willow Island Cofferdam with Clough and Hansen's vertical

slice model using a reduced stiffness for the springs connecting the inner and outer

walls. His basis for reducing the spring stiffness was to account for the gaps in the
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interlocks [59]. This approach yielded reasonable predictions for both the lateral

loading and cell filling conditions. Stevens reported that the amount of reduction

of the spring stiffness was determined by comparing the predicted movements to

the observed movements in a trial and error manner. No general procedure for

determining the amount of reduction was proposed.

2.10 Lock and Dam No. 26 (Replacement) Cof-

ferdams Studies

In previous applications to cellular cofferdams, the finite element method was em-

ployed as an after-the-fact or theoretical analysis tool. These applications served to

demonstrate the potential of the finite element method for the analysis of cellular

cofferdams. They constituted the initial steps in the application of the finite element

method to a new problem and laid the ground work for further developments which

could lead to significant benefits when applied to actual cofferdams under design

or construction. The Lock and Dam No. 26 (R) cofferdam offered an opportunity

to use the finite element method as an integral part of the design and performance

studies. Details on these studies are provided as needed in this report for compar-

ison and clarification of the findings from this research. An overview of the finite

element studies is presented in the remainder of this section.

Initially, the finite element analysis studies for Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cof-

ferdams were used to supplement the instrumentation effort for the first-stage cof-

ferdam. The instrumentation program was designed to monitor key aspects of the

cofferdam perfurmance, such as, strains in the inboard and outboard shcet-pile
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walls, earth pressures against the cell walls, and the deflections. Many of the pa-

rameters which were measured could not be predicted by conventional cofferdam

analysis procedures. This led to the incorporation of finite element analyses into

the study.

The Corps recognized that the cellular cofferdam is a three dimensional prob-

lem, but time and funding constraints required that some form of two-dimensional

approach would be taken first. These results would be available before the comple-

tion of construction of the first-stage cofferdam. The approach used three different

two-dimensional models which incorporated many of the key facets of cofferdam

behavior [8, 33, 53]. Each of the two-dimensional models endeavored to investigate

different features in the cofferdam construction and operation. Two of the three

approaches were developed specifically for this project. The models were referred

to as the axisymmetric, the horizontal slice, and the vertical slice models. A brief

description of the models is given in Table 2.2, along with their advantages and

disadvantages. Schematically, the models are shown in Figure 2.21, Figure 2.22,

and Figure 2.23.

The vertical slice model used in this study was essentially the same as the one

proposed by Clough and Hansen [7] and allows for the analysis of the entire con-

struction and loading history of the cofferdam. The axisymmetric model allowed a

comprehensive analysis of the filling process of a isolated main cell. In contrast to

previous works, a more realistic representation of the cell fill, steel sheet piles, and

their interaction was employed. The horizontal model was based on a generalized

plane strain analysis of a horizontal section cut through the cofferdam. This ap-

proach assumes that a constant strain exists in the out of plane direction resulting

from the vertical gravity loads above the plane. The model was proposed to allow
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Table 2.2: Two-Dimensional Finite Element Models [81

Model Purpose Advantages Disadvantages
Axisymmetric Provide data 9 Simple to perform e Does not consider

on effects of 9 Accounts for effects effects of stage other
filling isolated of cell embedment than filling
cell 0 Pro- * No cell interaction

vides data on loca-
tion of maximum de-
flection and interlock
tension upon filling

Vertical Slice Provides data * Can consider effects a Time consuming to
on loading of all stages of load- perform if loading is
stages other ing complex
than filling * Provides data on e Does not consider

history of behavior 3-D loadings effects
from filling to flood
stages

Generalized Provides data * Simple to perform 9 Does not consider
Plain Strain on interaction * Accounts for inter- influence of dredge-

between cells action of cells line support
during filling e Provides data e Considers only ef-

on common wall and fects of uniform cell
connection behavior filling
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Figure 2.22: Schematic of horizontal slice model [53].
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a means of analyzing the interaction between the main and arc cells under uniform

filling. Interlock stresses and cell deformations for the main and arc cell walls, the

common wall, and the wye connection of the main and arc cells were calculated

using this model. This model is unable to account for the lateral support provided

by the foundation near the dredgeline. Thus, the model is applicable only to the

upper two-thirds or so of the cell where the foundation has a limited effect. The

loading conditions for this model are oversimplified iti that it assumes the filling of

the main and arc cells are done simultaneously which is not the normal construction

procedure used in the filling process.

All three of the models were analyzed with three different versions of the computer

program SOILSTRUCT, developed by Professor G. W. Clough and his-coworkers for

the investigation of soil-structure interaction problems. SOILSTRUCT allowed the

incorporation of the incremental loading and construction, nonlinear soil behavior,

slippage between the materials, and yielding of the sheet-pile interlocks.

As previously mentioned, Stevens [59] correctly recognized that the steel sheet

piles forming the cells cannot be represented as an isotropic linear elastic pressure

vessel. Imperfections and yielding of the interlock connections reduce the horizontal

stiffness of the sheet-pile membrane. For the Lock and Dam No. 26(R) study,

Clough and his associates introduced the E-ratio concept, where the modulus and/or

stiffness of steel sheet piles in the horizontal direction is reduced from that of steel.

The E-ratio concept evolved from the axisymmetric model where the sheet piles

were represented as an orthotopic membrane with a reduced modulus in the radial

direction. The E-ratio concept and supporting experimental data will be presented

and discussed in more detail in subsequent chapters. With this reduction in the

stiffness of the sheet piles in the horizontal direction, Clough and his associates
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were able to accurately simulate the interlock behavior, Figure 2.24. This led to a

reasonable model of the cell deformation, Figure 2.25, for the first-stage cofferdam

at Lock and Dam No. 26 during filling.

With the use of the finite element results and the instrumentation data, Clough

and his associates discovered a number of important points with regard to the be-

havior of sheet-pile cellular cofferdams. First and most significant, was the influence

that the flexibility of the sheet-pile system had on the interlock forces. Since the

sheet-pile system is flexible, the cells bulge considerably during filling, Figure 2.26,

allowing the cell fill to mobilize its shear strength. This results in a lower lateral

earth pressure applied to the sheet-pile walls (Figure 2.27), and thus, yielding lower

interlock forces in the sheet piles (Figure 2.28). Second and the primary objective

of the investigation, the interlock forces in the common wall were significantly less

than that used in the design. The TVA secant formula over predicted the interlock

forces in the common wall, Figure 2.29.

Following the initial finite element investigation for the first stage cofferdam at

Lock and Dam No. 26(R), additional studies have been conducted to evaluate pro-

posed design changes in subsequent cofferdam stages. One of these additional studies

investigated the minimum allowable depth of penetration into the river bottom for

the sheet piles. Another compared clam shell filling of the cells with hydraulic dredge

filling. Finally, the investigation reported hereto iL a continuation of these efforts.

To further capitalize on the Lock and Dam No. 26 (R) efforts, the Corps of

Engineers funded a research program on sheet-pile cellular cofferdams. To date,

reports by Martin and Clough [38] on the effects of differential loadings on coffer-

dams, Singh [56] on two-dimensional finite element analysis of cofferdams, and Wu
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and Barker [64] and Huang and Barker [26] on sheet-pile interlock connections have

been produced under this research work.

2.11 Summary and Recommendations

For many years, sheet-pile cellular cofferdam technology had remained relatively

unchanged. The conventional design methods for evaluating internal and interlock

stability were developed in the 1940's and 1950's from field and limited experimental

observations and were semiempirical in nature. As a result of the inability of the

earlier investigators to determine the deformations and stresses in the cell fill, no

one single method of analysis/design was universally accepted. Instead, the factor

of safety for internal stability is checked by all the methods, each with inherent em-

piricalisms associated with its development. As for interlock stability, the problem

in determining stresses in the cell fill is reflected in the almost arbitrary choices of

lateral earth pressure coefficient and the shape of the pressure distribution applied

to the cell walls. The lateral earth pressure coefficient for these various methods

may range from an active value to one greater than the at-rest value depending

upon whether it is used in a resistance or driving force.

No actual determination of the stress field in the cell fill is ever made in these

conventional methods. The analytical techniques of the day were unable to account

for the complexities involved. The procedures used only rudimentary concepts of

soil-structure interaction which do not exhibit the true response of the cofferdam for

most circumstances. Furthermore, they made no attempt to determine the possible

cofferdam deformations that could be expected under the various loading condi-

tions. This last deficiency turns out to be an important missing aspect in predicting
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performance when deformations must be limited or when the deformations are used

to monitor the field performance of the cofferdam.

Computational capabilities have greatly improved since the early investigators of

cofferdanis did their work. Many of the complexities they had to ignore or crudely

approximate can now be considered more realistically through the use of the finite

element method. Early efforts in the finite element analysis of cellular cofferdams

were performed without due consideration of the soil-structure interaction involved

in the sheet pile-soil system. Clough and his associates [7, 8] have demonstrated that

with proper consideration of the soil-structure interaction effects, the finite element

method can be a powerful tool for the investigation of cellular cofferdam behavior.

The finite element method provides a means to predict cofferdam deformations which

were lacking in previous methods.

To date, the finite element analyses have been performed on two-dimensional

models which focus on specific facets of cofferdam behavior. A sheet-pile cellu-

lar cofferdam has three-dimensional loadings and configuration which may have a

significant effect on its response. In the past, the three-dimensional effects have

been largely neglected, or only grossly considered, because no practical tools were

available to incorporate them in a rational manner. Conventional design procedures

are based only on the simplest forms of two-dimensional configurations and load-

ing assumptions. The recent application of two-dimensional finite element models

to the Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam have achieved considerable success in

predicting certain aspects of the behavior, in particular, the deformations and in-

terlock forces in the sheet piles during filling. Importantly, it was found in the Lock

and Dam No. 26 (R) investigation that most conventional techniques were overly

conservative and led to more costly designs. However, universal implementation of
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the findings of these analyses is difficult to justify since uncertainties remain about

the assumptions made in arriving at the two-dimensional models.

The only way to address these uncertainties is perform a three-dimensional analy-

sis. The basic technology for three-dimensional modeling exists for the finite element

method, but the technology had not been developed to the same degree of sophisti-

cation as it has been for two-dimensional soil-structure interaction problems. The

development of a three-dimensional finite element code to analyses sheet-pile cel-

lular cofferdams requires a significant research effort. Once developed, the model

would allow a much more complete assessment of the validity of existing cofferdam

analysis and design procedures than hereto were possible. Specific items of interest

are:

" Nonuniform filling of the main and arc cells.

" Effects of differential loading.

" Regions of validity of two dimensional models.

It is important to note in regard to the last item mentioned that the three-dimensional

finite element code is not an end in itself. Instead, it will be the tool which can be

used to define where simpler two-dimensional models can be applied with confidence

and where they cannot.
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Basic Finite Element Code

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the reasons for developing a new three-dimensional soil-

structure interaction finite element code, states the philosophy behind its develop-

ment, lists the required capabilities for the code, and describes the basic code that

was modified to create a new code. In the subsequent chapters, the specific aspects

of the development of the code for soil-structure interaction analysis of sheet-pile

cellular cofferdams are presented.

It was established in Chapter 2 that one of the major deficiencies with procedures

for cofferdam analysis prior to the application of the finite element method was their

inability to determine the stress field in the cell fill. The reason for this was the

complexity of the geometry, the nonlinear soil behavior, the sheet-pile interlock

response, and the interaction between the soil and sheet piles. The finite element

method allows us to account for many of these factors. The application of the
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method for the Lock and Dam No. 26 (R) cofferdam has demonstrated its value for

sheet-pile cellular cofferdams [8, 33, 53].

The sheet-pile cellular cofferdam is a complex structure. The geometry of the

main and arc cells and the loadings applied to them are truly three-dimensional

in nature and cannot be easily simplified into a two-dimensional representation.

In previous finite element studies, the true three-dimensional nature of the sheet-

pile cellular cofferdam has been only partially considered or considered only in a

simplified form. An axisymmetric model was used by Clough and Kuppusamy [8, 33]

to provide a realistic depiction of the three-dimensional response of a single isolated

main cell during its filling. Although this model gives a three-dimensional response,

it applies only to one aspect of the cellular cofferdam. The horizontal slice model

described by Clough and Kuppusamy [8, 33] for the Lock and Dam No. 26 (R) study

was aimed at determining the influence on the interlock stresses in the common wall

due to the combination of filling the arc cell and main cell. As pointed out in Chapter

2, this model assumes uniform filling of the main and arc cells which contradicts

normal construction practice where the main cell is filled first. This representation

is further limited by not accounting for the influence of foundation confinement.

The preceding discussions, here and in Chapter 2, support the need for a full

three-dimensional analysis of the sheet-pile cellular cofferdam problem. It would be

impossible to perform a three-dimensional analysis of the cellular cofferdam problem

with closed-form classical continuum mechanics procedures and still maintain the

level of complexities and sophistication needed to understand the actual behavior of

the cofferdam. The basic technology for three-dimensional modeling exists for the

finite element method. The major reason for avoiding a full three-dimensional finite

element analysis by previous investigators has been the high cost of the computer
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resources and man power. Even with the advances in computer technology and the

advent of the supercomputer, a nonlinear, three-dimensional, finite element analysis

is not for the person with limited funds or a tight schedule.

One of the major decisions faced in undertaking a three-dimensional finite ele-

ment analysis is whether any of the existing general-purpose finite element codes

such as SAPIV, NONSAP, ADINA, NASTRAN, or ABACUS, among others, could

be used for the study. Unfortunately, as general as these codes may be, they were

developed with a certain class of problems in mind. None of the general-purpose

codes could directly be applied for the cofferdam analysis and would require exten-

sive modifications before they could be used. These codes lacked one or more of the

following modeling capabilities necessary for the analysis of a cellular cofferdam:

nonlinear soil behavior, incremental fill placement, initial gravity stress generation,

interface elements, seepage effects, and construction simulation. In addition, these

codes contain numerous other sophisticated options not needed for the cofferdam

analysis. Furthermore, the commercially available codes require a payment of fees

for their use and are difficult, if not impossible, to modify. It was concluded that

although the technology for a three-dimensional finite element analysis of the cof-

ferdam problem existed, to utilize it would require the development of a new code

designed specifically for the unique aspects of the cofferdam problem.

3.2 Philosophy

The philosophy for developing the new three--dimensional finite element code was to

do only the things necessary to have a functioning code which could be verified and

documented rapidly so that it could used to test critical phases of the Lock and Dam
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No. 26(R) cofferdam. Also, the modeling procedures were to be kept in line with

the two-dimensional codes used in earlier cofferdam studies when possible, so that

the two-dimensional codes could be validated. Attempts at implementing complex

constitutive models for the soil, interfaces, and sheet piles- would be avoided so as

not to distract from having a functioning code as fast as possible. Yet, the code

would be kept flexible so that changes could be made in the future.

3.3 Necessary Capabilities

Once it was decided to develop a code and a philosophy was established, the next

step was to formulate the necessary requirements for the code. In keeping with

the development philosophy, the capabilities of the two-dimensional code, SOIL-

STRUCT, were used to form the initial requirements for the three-dimensional

code.

To accurately model a sheet-pile cellular cofferdam through its construction and

operation, the key aspects that are fundamental to its behavior must be represented

as closely as possible. It was felt the code should have the capability to:

* Model the geometry of the cellular cofferdam.

* Model the anisotropic response of the sheet-pile assemblage.

* Model the interaction between the sheet piles and the soil.

* Model the nonlinear response of the soil.

e Determine the initial state of stress in the soil prior to construction.

* Simulate the process of construction of the cellular cofferdam.
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* Model the various events experienced during the operational of the cofferdam.

To simulate these aspects, a number of features were required in the code.

The geometry of a sheet-pile cellular cofferdam is complex and does not allow

subdivision into simple straight sided brick sections. Looking at a plan view of a

cellular cofferdam, Figure 3.1, it is clear that subdividing the main cell and arc cell

with elements having only a linear variation between corners (straight lines) would

require a large number of elements to approximate the curved geometry. Based

on this observation, it was necessary to have higher order isoparametric elements

included in the new code's element library to allow the actual curved shape of the

cell geometry be considered without requiring an excessive number of elements.

An essential capability for any finite element code used to perform soil-structure

interaction analysis is the ability to allow relative movements to occur on the inter-

face between different materials. Typically, this is accomplished through the use of

an interface element.

Again looking at a plan view of a main and arc cell, it can be seen that describing

the geometry of the connection of the main cell and the arc cell sheet piles would

be difficult using any type of three-dimensional solid element, such as a 20-node

brick element. Also, the cross-sectional thickness of the sheet piles is only about

0.5 in. Using a solid element to model the sheet piles would require a relatively

small thickness when compared with the other dimensions which would lead to the

possibility of an ill-conditioned stiffness matrix for the system. For this reason, it

was necessary to include a shell and/or membrane element in the element library to

model the sheet piles.

As previously mentioned, Stevens [591 correctly recognized that the steel sheet

piles forming the cells cannot be represented as an isotropic linear elastic pressure
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vessel. Imperfections and yielding of the interlock connections reduces the horizon-

tal stiffness of the sheet-pile membrane. Clough and his associates [8, 33, 53] have

further demonstrated the necessity to reduce the stiffness of the steel sheet piles in

the horizontal direction to account for this phenomena. Thus, the shell and/or mem-

brane element representing the sheet piles in the three-dimensional code should be

anisotropic to allow for a different Young's moiulus value in the tangential Jirection.

Soils are known to have complex stress-strain response. For example, consider

the stress-strain curves for a sand shown in Figure 3.2. For primary and/or initial

loading, the soil response can be represented by a nonlinear curve which is a function

6f the confining stresses and the strength parameters of the soil. During unloading

or reloading, the soil has a hysteretic behavior. If reloading is greater than previous

stress levels, response will follow the nonlinear primary curve until failure of the soil

is reached. Each of these behaviors is governed by the basic material characteristics

as well as the magnitudes of the principal stress difference, the confining stress,

and the stress history. To capture the key aspects of the soil behavior, a nonlinear

constitutive model for soil had to be incorporated into the code.

The in situ stresses and the changes in stresses play a significant role in the

deformation response of the soil. The use of a nonlinear constitutive relationship for

the soil requires the implementation of procedures to allow determination of stresses

from preconstruction through major flooding events. The initial stress conditions

prior to construction have to be computed to determine initial stress-strain response

of the soil mass. Procedures had to be provided that would model the application

of loads to the finite element model in an incremental manner and allow each soil

element to adjust its modulus values in accordance with the stress level at that

instant in the load sequence. Also, it was recognized that care had to be taken to
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Figure 3.2: Stress-strain behavior of sand [53].
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ensure that the stress changes caused by an increment of loading were small enough

for the adjustment to moduli at the end of each increment to allow an accurate

representation of the stress-strain response of the material.

Procedures had to be created to simulate the construction process of the coffer-

dam. This includes the placement of the sheet pile and cell fill, dewatering of the

interior of the cofferdam, placement of the berms, and raising of the river level on

the exterior of the cofferdam. To accomplish this, the code needed the capability to

handle concentrated nodal loads and displacements, surface pressure loadings, and

the application of body forces. These are common to many finite element codes,

but special procedures had to be implemented in the new code to allow them to be

use to efficiently in the simulation of the construction and operation of a sheet-pile

cellular cofferdam.

3.4 Development Scheme

Knowing that the development of a three-dimensional finite element code would

require a significant effort in both time and money, consideration was given to

modifying an existing code that had some of the features needed for the cofferdam

analysis. The code under consideration was developed by Kasali and Clough [29]

for the analysis of advanced and conventional shield tunneling procedures. Many of

the same questions and concerns set forth in this investigation were also considered

by Kasali and Clough [29]. It was decided that modification of this code would be

the most expedite way to develop a new code for this cofferdam study.
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3.5 Description of Existing Code

The code developed by Kasali and Clough [291 was written for the analysis of shield

tunneling in soft ground. It used some of the existing general-purpose codes as a

guide but focused only on those aspects needed for the tunnel model. The code

was written in a form suitable for extension. In this section, the major components

of Kasali and Clough's code are described along with some of its limitations for a

cofferdam analysis.

3.5.1 Element Types

Kasali and Clough's code had a general three-dimensional isoparametric or sub-

parametric solid element which may have from 8 to 21 nodes, Figure 3.3, with three

degrees of freedom at each node. The element is commonly referred to as a variable

node element. While in its eight-node form, the strains and, hence, stresses are

constant across the element. For other forms of the element, the strains and stresses

will vary linearly along a side or across a face of the element depending upon the

actual number of nodes per side or face. A major advantage of this element is that

the 20-node form of the element can be used in areas of high stress gradients or

curved geometry for greater accuracy. The variable nodes form of the element can

be used to transition to the eight-node form of the element in areas with smaller

stress gradients and linear geometry exist. This element was used in Kasali and

Clough's work [29] to model the soil as a solid, brick-type element and the tunnel

liner as a thick shell element.

One limitation of the element library in the code was that no solid wedge elements

were available. After attempting to generate the first finite element mesh for the
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cellular cofferdam, it was clear that solid wedge elements were necessary (Figure 3.4).

The description of the formulation and implementation of the solid wedge element

is presented in Chapter 4.

3.5.2 Stress and Strain Response

The only constitutive relationship incorporated into the Kasali and Clough code

was for isotropic linear elastic behavior. The code was written with the intention of

incorporation of a nonlinear constitutive model in the future, but that had not been

done at the time of this study. The code had an isotropic linear elastic stress-strain

relationship given by

{a} = [D] {E} (3.1)

where {a} is the stress vector, [D] is the stress-strain matrix and {c} is the strain

vector. This can be written in matrix form as:

ax D, v v 0 0 0

Oly v D1 v 0 0 0 C

a E v i' D1  0 0 0 (3.2aED=f (3.2)

TXY (1+v)(1-2v) 0 0 0 D2 0 0 %X

r., 0 0 0 0 D2 0 %,

T. L0 0 0 0 0 D2 J -T.

where E is the modulus of elasticity, , is Poisson's ratio, D, = (1 - v), and D2 =

1/2 (1 - 2v). It was necessary to alter this form of the stress-strain matrix for

the implementation of the nonlinear analysis needed for the cofferdam model. The

description of the implementation is presented in a later chapter.

The strains and stresses are computed at Gaussian integration points as well as

at the center of the elements. The code computes the principal stresses from the
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Figure 3.4: Quarter model of main cell of a cofferdam.
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general state of stress by the goniometric method [29]. The code also determines

the directional cosines for the three principal stresses.

3.5.3 Boundary Conditions

The finite element method for displacement problems has only two permissible ways

to apply the boundary conditions, prescription of nodal displacements and con-

centrated nodal loads. Consequently, forms of loading such as gravity action and

pressures assigned to element surfaces must be reduced to equivalent nodal forces be-

fore a solution can be found. When the isoparametric element principle is employed

in the finite element code, the calculation of equivalent nodal forces is not a process

that can be easily performed manually, since area or volume integrations over ar-

bitrarily shaped regions are generally involved. Hence the equivalent nodal forces,

due to pressures and body forces cannot be computed for direct input. Inclusion of

special procedures for performing these tasks is necessary.

Like any basic finite element code, the Kasali and Clough code has the capability

to consider applied concentrated nodal loads or displacement, but in addition it has

the ability to handle surface pressure loadings. This is useful in the modeling of the

application of water pressures to the cells.

3.5.4 Equation Solver

The storage of the stiffness matrix and the efficiency of the equation solver are

important considerations when attempting a three-dimensional finite element anal-

ysis. A significant portion of the required computer memory for a finite element

code is devoted to the storage of the stiffness matrix. If core memory is limited,
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the stiffness matrix may have to be stored on peripheral devices and brought in

and out of core during the reduction and back substitution operations. The time

required to accomplish these steps is generally far greater than the time required to

perform these mathematical operations in-core. Therefore, Kasali and Clough [291

chose an in-core solver for their code. To minimize storage, they used a method

called the skyline or profile storage scheme. Because of the characteristic sparsity

of the stiffness matrix formed by the finite element method, the method stores the

stiffness matrix by stringing each active portion of the column of the banded matrix

compactly into a vector. Where the active portion of a column has only entries

.associated with that degree of freedom of the system. One advantage of the profile

scheme of storage over the typical banded scheme is that it always requires less

storage. The only exception to this is when the stiffness matrix is diagonal in which

case the storage requirement will be the same. For the type of constitutive rela-

tionship use in this investigation, the stiffness matrix is symmetric which allows for

storage of only the diagonal entries and nonzero entries above the diagonal. Three-

dimensional finite element analyses have a large number of unknowns associated

with them. The use of an in-core solver required the use of a supercomputer for

this investigation because of the large amount of main core memory required for the

stiffness matrix storage.

3.6 Verification of Existing Code

Several simple test problems were analyzed to verify that Kasali and Clough's

code [29] was working correctly. The first two problems used a single element. The

first used concentrated nodal loads and the second used a surface pressure. The
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third test problem was a thick-wall cylinder problem which used twelve 20-node

solid elements and surface pressures. These test problems were the same problems

used by Kasali and Clough to checkout their code [29].

3.6.1 Single Element with Concentrated Nodal Loads

A single element with eight nodes was loaded with four concentrated loads, 25 lb

each at the top nodes as shown in Figure 3.5. The boundary conditions are such

that only vertical (z-direction) movements could take place. The displacements

may be calculated directly from continuum mechanics and compared to the results

predicted by the finite element code. A comparison between the displacements from

theoretical computations and finite element analysis are shown in Table 3.1. There

is excellent agreement between theoretical computations and finite element results.

3.6.2 Single Element with Surface Pressure Loading

A single element with 20 nodes was loaded with a surface pressure load of 25 psf

as shown in Figure 3.6. The boundary conditions are such that only vertical or z

movement could take place. A comparison between the displacements from theo-

retical computations and finite element analysis are shown in Table 3.2. The values

of vertical displacement at the nodes indicates that there is excellent agreement

between the theoretical and finite elements results.

3.6.3 Thick-Wall Cylinder Problem

The thick-wall cylinder problem was analyzed to verify procedures in the basic finite

element code concerning stiffness generation and assembly, equation solution, and
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Figure 3.5: Single element with concentrated nodal loads [29].
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Table 3.1: Comparison of Results for Single Element with Concentrated Nodal
Loads.

Node Vertical or Z Displacement (Feet x10 - s )
Number Finite Element Analysis Theoretical Calculation

1 7.42857 7.428
2 7.42857 7.428
3 7.42857 7.428
4 7.42857 7.428
5 0 0
6 0 0
7 0 0
8 0 0

Table 3.2: Comparison Results for Single Element with Surface Pressure Loading.

Node Vertical or Z Displacement (Feet x10-3 )
Number Finite Element Analysis Theoretical Calculation
1, ... , 4 1.85714 1.857
5,..., 8 0 0

9, ... ,12 1.85714 1.857
13,...,16 0 0
17, ... , 20 0.928571 0.9285
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Figure 3.6: Single element with surface pressure loading [29].
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displacement and stress computations. The thick-waU cylinder problem is shown in

Figure 3.7. The cylinder may be subjected to uniform internal and/or external radial

pressures. From the theory of elasticity, the variation of stresses and displacements

with the radial distance r is given by:

a2p - b2 p+ a2b2 (p.- p,) (3.3)
b2 - a 2  r2(b2 - a 2 )

a2pi - b2p0  a 2 (p. - p) (34)
o - a2  r2(b2- a2 )

0= 0 (3.5)

1- v pa2 - b2  1 + v a2b2(p, - p.) (3)u =--g (r)[ b, - 1,J+---]
E b2 - a2 E r(b2 -a 2 )

where

r is the radial distance.

ar is the stress in the radial direction.

ao is the stress in the tangential direction.

p0 is the uniform external pressure.

pi is the uniform internal pressure.

a is the inner radius of the cylinder.

b is the outer radius of the cylinder.

0rO is the shear stress in the rO plane.

v is the Poisson's ratio of the cylinder material.

E is the Young's modulus of the cylinder material.

u is the displacement in the radial direction.

If are is identically zero, the polar components of stress, ar and oe are the principal

stresses.
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Pi *-------------- ----- P0

Figure 3.7: Thick-wall cylinder problem [29).
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The symmetry of the loading and geometry allowed the representation of the

problem by only one quadrant. The finite element mesh used in the analysis is

shown in Figure 3.8. The mesh consists of twelve 20-node elements. The nodes at

the top and bottom are restrained in the vertical (z) direction.

The problem analyzed is equivalent to that of a thick-wall cylinder subjected to

an external pressure and an internal pressure of zero. It is useful to analyze this

problem because the circular geometry of the problem corresponds to the circular

sheet-pile cofferdam. For the case where pi in the Equations 3.3, 3.4 , and, 3.6 is

zero, the three equations reduce to

a'- [1 _ 2  (3.7)
ar b2 _ [1-

-b2 PO [1 + a2 (3.8)S -b2 a 2  2

U + V[r(l 2 -pob2 a2b ] (3.9)
E V -a r(b2 - a )

The problem is modeled by applying a uniform surface pressure, po, of 25 psi

normal to the outer circumference of the mesh shown in Figure 3.8. The values of

the parameters for the problem are:

v = 0.3

E = 30,000,000 psi

a = 5.0 in.

b = 20.0 in.
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Figure 3.8: Finite element mesh for the thick-wall cylinder problem [291.
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The stresses from the finite element analysis and the theoretical solution are

compared in Figures 3.9 and 3.10; the displacements are given in Table 3.3. There

is excellent agreement between the two sets of results for the radial and tangential

stresses and the displacements. This indicates that the basic procedures in the code

are accurate.

3.7 Limitation of the Code

Even though the code as written by Kasali and Clough [29] has been accurate, it

has a number of limitations with regard to performing a soil-structure interaction

study of a sheet-pile cellular cofferdam. The major limitations are the lack of

shell/membrane, interface, and quadratic wedge elements, and routines to simulate

the placement of fill, seepage effects, and dewatering. Also, important was the lack

of nonlinear material response.

Other capabilities had to be modified. The initial stress routine had to be changed

to allow the use of total unit weights above the water table and effective unit weights,

or pore pressures, and total unit weights below the water table. Also, during the

initial stress calculation the modulus values for the three-dimensional soil elements

and stiffness values for the interface element had to be determined from their consti-

tutive relationships. Finally, the incremental analysis procedure had to be set into

context of a nonlinear analysis.
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Figure 3.9: Variation of radial stress with radius [29].
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Figure 3.10: Variation of tangential stress with radius [29].
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3.8 Summary

In this chapter, the basic philosophy and requirements for developing a new three-

dimensional finite element code were established. Instead of using one of the existing

general-purpose finite element codes, the decision was made to develop a new code

by enhancing a basic linear elastic code written by Kasali and Clough [29]. The code

written by Kasali and Clough has many of the features needed for the analysis of a

sheet-pile cellular cofferdam, including the use of a higher-order, three-dimensional

solid element and an efficient element assemblage and equation solution routine.

The basic code was verified with several test problems and was accurate.

While the Kasali and Clough code met the basic requirements for this study, it

required considerable modification for three-dimensional analysis of sheet-pile cel-

lular cofferdams. In the next two chapters, details of the additions and modifications

to the code are presented.
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Table 3.3: Comparison of Displacements for Thick-Wall Cylinder Problem.

Radial Displacements
Distance ( x10-6 inches )

Inches Finite Element Theory
5.0 8.09444 8.08889
7.5 7.31643 7.31852

10.0 7.51381 7.51111
12.5 8.08910 8.08889
15.0 8.85948 8.85926
17.5 9.73956 9.73968
20 10.68930 10.68889
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Additions to the Element Library

4.1 Introduction

In Section 3.3 of the previous chapter, the capabilities necessary to conduct a

three-dimensional soil-structure interaction finite element analysis of sheet-pile cel-

lular cofferdams were listed. Included in the list of requirements were a three-

dimensional interface element to allow relative movements between different mate-

rials and higher-order elements to accurately model the geometry of the cellular

cofferdam structure. This chapter describes the three-dimensional interface ele-

ment, the higher-order wedge element, and the shell element incorporated in the

new code.
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4.2 Interface Element

One of the most important aspects in soil-structure interaction analysis is the sim-

ulation of the behavior of the interface where the soil and the structure meet. Con-

ventional finite element formulation requires compatibility of displacements at the

nodal points connecting adjacent elements (no gaps). Furthermore, to ensure nu-

merical accuracy, compatibility of the displacement field along the common sides

of adjacent elements should be maintained. These constraints can misrepresent the

actual physical phenomenon occurring at the interface between the soil and the

structure. This is especially true when the stiffness of the two differ significantly.

Relative movements do occur between the soil and the structure, and they play an

important role in the overall response of the system. It is important to simulate this

behavior in a soil-structure interaction finite element analysis.

Special-purpose elements have been developed to simulate interface response [14,

21, 22, 63, 65].

Two separate philosophies have been followed in this work. The first philosophy

follows that credited to Goodman, Taylor, and Brekke [22]. The element is formu-

lated on the basis of the relative nodal displacements of the solid elements adjacent

to the interface element, Figure 4.1a, and is referred to as a zero-thickness inter-

face element. The second philosophy uses a solid isoparametric formulation for the

interface element with the assumption of uniform strain throughout its thickness,

Figure 4.1b. This type of formulation was first proposed by Zienkiewicz et al. [65]

and is referred to as the thin-layer interface element. The thin-layer interface ele-

ment has been further developed by Desai and his associates [14].
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Figure 4.1: Typical types of interface elements used in soil-structure interaction

analysis.
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While each of these philosophies have their merits and limitations, the zero-

thickness element has a number of advantages over the thin-layer element for the

cofferdam analysis. The principal advantage is in the development of the mesh for

the cellular cofferdam. At the intersection of the main cell and arc cell, the geometry

is complex and using the thin-layer elements would significantly add to the difficulty

in generating a mesh for the cofferdam.

4.2.1 Zero-Thickness Interface Element

The most commonly used interface element for soil-structure interaction analyses is

based on that proposed by Goodman, Taylor, and Brekke [22]. This element type

is found in the computer program SOILSTRUCT, which was used in the two-

dimensional studies for Lock and Dam 26(R) [8, 33, 53]. A schematic of this element

is shown in Figure 4.1; has four nodes and zero thickness. Thus, the element has

pairs of nodal points with the same coordinates. A brief review of the derivation of

the two-dimensional element is presented in Appendix A to provide the background

for evaluating the element for use in the three-dimensional code.

4.2.2 Evaluation of Interface Element Formulation

When the formulation for the Goodman, et al. [22] interface element was originally

proposed it was based on relative displacements. However, when integrated into a fi-

nite element code, it became a function of the absolute displacements of the adjacent

solid elements. The stiffness matrix, [K], relates of the absolute displacements of the

adjacent solid elements to the internal forces in the system. Reviewing the terms of

the stiffness matrix (Appendix A) shows that the off-diagonal terms of the stiffness
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matrix may be equal to the diagonal terms, which may lead to an ill-conditioned

stiffness matrix. When added into the global stiffness matrix, the interface element

stiffness matrix can then cause numerical inaccuracies. An ill-conditioned matrix

may occur when the high normal stiffness value in this zero thickness element is

needed to keep the two adjacent elements from penetrating one another, Figure 4.2.

Wilson [631 illustrated the possible numerical problems which can develop for this

formulation and proposed an improvement. He used a one-dimensional problem

consisting of two elements joined by an interface element as shown in Figure 4.3.

This example problem for the Goodman, et al. [22] is formulated and solved in

Appendix B. The example problem shows the accuracy of computed displacement

using the Goodman, et al. [22] interface element formulation dependents on the

number of significant figures. The displacement for five significant figures are 0.33283

for ul and 0.33333 for u2. While, the displacement for four significant figures are

0.4995 for u, and 0.5000 for u2. If only three significant figures are used, the set

of equations are singular and u, = U2 = oo. This example illustrates that the use

of large values for stiffness coefficients in this type of interface element formulation

can lead to numerical problems. Even though modern digital computers have 6 to

15 significant figures, the same type of numerical problems can occur.

4.2.3 Alternative Formulation

Wilson [63] showed that numerical problems found in the Goodman, et al. [22]

interface formulation could be avoided by stating the equilibrium equations in terms

of the absolute and relative displacements rather than the absolute displacements

alone. Using the previous example, the displacements for the system can be written

as an absolute displacement, ul, and a relative displacement, A, at node 2 with
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Figure 4.2: Penetration of adjacent element [5].
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O JOINT ELEMENT/

(A) ELEMENT IDEALIZATION OF JOINT

(B) DISPLACEMENT NO EXTERNAL LOADS

(3) 1P2 P2

(C) DEFINTION OF POSITIVE INTERNAL FORCES

Figure 4.3: Example problem to evaluate interface element [63].
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respect to ul. Therefore, the displacement at node 2, u2 , would be u2 = ul + A and

the absolute displacement would be related to the relative displacement by

{1 1.0 0.0 1 or{u}=[T]{ur} (4.1)
U2 1.0 1.0 1AI

Substituting this into the basic equilibrium equations,

[K] {u} = f} (4.2)

results in a modified set of equilibrium equations for the system given by

[K'] {U} = {FT } (4.3)

The modified equilibrium equations are formed by premultiplying by [T]T, resulting

in

fFr} = [T]T{IF [1.0 1::] { o.0 } 1 .0 (4.4)

and

[Kr] = [Kr] + [Kr] + [Kr] (4.5)

where

[Kr = [TIT [II [TI = (4.6)

1.0 1.0 1.5 0 1.0 0.0 1.5 0

0.0 1.0 0 0 1.0 1.0 0 0

[Kr] = [TIT [K21 [T] = (4.7)

1.0 1.0 0 0 1.0 0.0 1.5 1.5

0.0 1.0 0 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5
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[K3] = [T]T [K3] [T] = (4.8)

1.0 1.0 1000.0 -1000.0 1.0 0 0 0

0 1.0 -1000.0 1000.0 1.0 1.0 0 1000.0

Thus, Eq 4.3 can be expressed as

[.0 10.5] 2 } 1 (4.9)1.5 1001.5. A .1.0

With five significant figures, the solution to these equation is

{u1 } (0.33308 (-0
A = 0.00050 1(.0

and

U2 = 0.33358 (4.11)

To obtain this accuracy, the Goodman formulation would require eight significant

figures. It is important to note that if only two significant figures were retained for

the stiffness matrix while performing the solution, the result would be

{Ui 0.=33~ (4.12)
A 0.00050

Furthermore, if the interface stiffness approaches infinity, u1 = and A = 0 without

any numerical abnormalities.

Based on these findings and past experience with the program SOILSTRUCT,

it was decided that the interface element to be implemented into the three-dimensional

finite element code would be formulated in terms of both absolute and relative dis-

placements as unknowns.
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4.2.4 Interface Element Formulation

In papers by Ghaboussi, Wilson, and Isenberg [21] and Wilson [63], derivations are

presented for three-dimensional interface elements in terms of both absolute and

relative displacements. However, these derivations require the transformation of the

adjacent element stiffness matrix to the local interface coordinate system for each

node. For a three-dimensional problem with curved surfaces, as would be the case for

the cellular cofferdam, this would require the adjacent element stiffness matrix to be

transformed eight times during element assemblage. This would be time consuming

and difficult to incorporate in the program. Buragohain and Shah [41 presented

an alternative derivation for a curved isoparametric interface surface element which

was derived for an arbitrary curved surface as would be the case for the cofferdam

analysis. The principal limitation with this formulation was that it used absolute

displacements. While neither the elements of Ghaboussi, et al. [21) or Buragohain

and Shah [4] had all the desired characteristics, they did come close to that desired.

Thus, it was decided to derive a new formulation that would take advantage of the

positive aspects of each of the approaches.

A schematic of a 20-node solid element, an 8-node shell element, and an 8-node

interface element is shown in Figure 4.4. The unknowns are the three components

of absolute displacement, u, v, and w, at each node and the three components of

relative displacement Au, Av, and Aw, at each node in the global reference system.

The geometry as well as the displacements vary quadratically within the element.

The variation can be defined in terms of the shape functions, Ni. This variation for

the interface is thus compatible with the corresponding variation in geometry and

displacement field for the adjacent quadratic isoparametric solid or shell elements.
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The shape functions, Ni, are expressed in the natural coordinates (s,t) for the

surface and may be written for the corner nodes as

N, =1 (1 + tt,) (1 + s,) (tt, + ss, - 1) (4.13)
4

and for the midside nodes

For t =0

N = 1 (1 - t2) (1 + Ss,.) (4.14)

For s = 0

N = 1 (1 - S2) (1 + tt,) (4.15)

Thus, the coordinates of any point on the surface of the interface is described in

terms of the nodal coordinates as

8 8 8

x = Nx,, y = E Ny,, z = N,z, (4.16)
1-1 i=1 i=1

and the relative displacements at any point are expressed in terms of the nodal

relative displacements as

8 8 8
A, = ENzi, Av = Ni~v,, Aw = E ZAw, (4.17)

j=1 '= =1

The relative displacements in global coordinates at any point are

{Au} = Av } [B] f Aq} [B,] {Aq,} (4.18)

AW

in which

N, 0 0

[B,] = 0 Ni 0 and {Aq}T = A Vi, Aw, (4.19)

0 0 N1
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// /
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8 TO 20 NODE 4 TO 8 NODE 8 NODE

SOLID INTERFACE THIN SHELL

Figure 4.4: Solid, interface, and shell element configuration for three-dimensional
code.
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The stiffness of the interface is defined in two mutually orthogonal directions

along the surface of the interface and a direction normal to the surface. Taking the

tangential stiffnesses in the two orthogonal directions as k, 1 and k,2 , and the normal

stiffness as k,, with the corresponding unit vectors V1, V2, and V3 defining the two

tangential and normal directions, respectively, at any point on the interface surface,

the forces on the interface surface are

fk., 0 0 Au, 1

f.2 0 k,2 0 Au,2 (4.20)

f. 0 0 k,, Aun

where f,,, L2, and f, are the forces per unit area in the directions V1, V2, and V3,

respectively, and Au,1 , Au, 2, and Aun are the corresponding relative displacements

in directions V1, V2, and V3, respectively. This can be written symbolically as

{ff} = [k] {Au'} (4.21)

The surface relative displacements, Au', are related to the global relative dis-

placements, {Au) by

{Au'} = [T] {Au} = IT] [B] {Aq} (4.22)

where [T] is the transformation which is defined as

V, V Viz

[T]= V2z V2 y V2z (4.23)

v3z V3

where Vi, V,, and Vj, are the x, y, and z components, respectively, of the unit

vector V.
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The urit vectors can be expressed in terms of the local coordinate system of the

interface surface at any point. Specifying V, and V as the vectors tangential to the

surface, they can be obtained by

{9S 19S 1} iN is N, ONS } (4.24){, = a, az, 8 -N-,,--8-N, aNT,

and

t ax'ay'azI aN-Xi aN-y'- a j (4.25)

The three unit vectors V1, V2, and V3 are then found by

V, V (4.26)V1v1

V.V

3 -V X" Vt (4.27)
I V- I. 11/ti

V2 =V3 X V1 (4.28)

The stiffness matrix [K] for the interface element in terms of relative displace-

ments is given by

[K] = f [B] T [T]T [k) [T] [B] IV, x Vtldsdt (4.29)

A 3 x 3 Gauss quadrature was used for the numerical integration for the stiffness

matrix.

4.2.5 Implementation of the Interface Element

The first step in implementing the interface element in the finite element code was to

write a subroutine to calculate the stiffness matrix for the element as outlined in the

previous section. This was accomplished by integrating the normal and tangential

stiffnesses of the interface over its surface. The transformation matrix, Eq 4.23,
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between the global coordinate system and the local coordinate system tangential and

normal to interface surface are found at each integration point by using the direction

cosines from the Jacobain. The contribution of stiffness for each integration point

is collected to form the stiffness matrix for the interface element.

It was not clear from the literature how the interface element stiffness matrix

should be assembled into the global stiffness matrix in the computer code. The

method used herein is described in the following text. As mentioned in the previous

section, the relative displacements associated with an interface element are actu-

ally global degrees of freedom. These relative displacements must be related to the

respective absolute displacements at a nodal point. To achieve this in the imple-

mentation, the interface element is attached to a three-dimensional solid element

which is referred to as the parent element. The interface element is designated in

the input by assigning it to the face of a solid element. By assigning the interface

element to a face of a parent element, no additional nodal points are required in the

mesh. Only additional degrees of freedom are added at the respective nodal points.

This is particularly attractive when generating a complex mesh.

The interface element is assigned to the parent element by incorporating its stiff-

ness terms in the stiffness matrix of the parent element. This requires expanding

the stiffness matrix of the parent element to include the additional degrees of free-

dor of the interface element. The procedure for including the interface element in

the expanded stiffness matrix requires more than a simple placement of the inter-

face element stiffness terms in the expanded portion of the stiffness matrix. The

st iffness matrix for the interface element includes only those lerms relating to the

relative displacemnents. As part of the parent element stiffness matrix, the stiffness

contribut ion of the degrees of freedom for the absolute displacements in the parent
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element must be included in the expanded portion of the stiffness matrix. This is

achieved by copying the terms in the columns and rows of the degrees of freedom

for the absolute displacements into the respective columns and rows of the degrees

of freedom for the associated relative displacements and then adding the associated

stiffness terms of the interface element.

Once the expanded matrix has been formed, the assembly of the global stiffness

matrix of the system follows the same procedures as for any other element. The

difference being that the relative displacements are now global unknowns to be

obtained from the solution.

4.2.6 Verification of the Interface Element

A series of test problems were solved to verify the accuracy of the implementation

of the new interface element in the code. The first test problem was a solid block

resting on a rigid foundation, Figure 4.5. This problem was used to confirm the

correctness of stiffness matrix generation and assembly, displacement and force per

area computations for both single- (four and eight node) element and multielement

cases. A second problem was chosen from the literature to provide verification with

other types of interface elements.

Test Problem 1

The first test problem is a solid block resting on a rigid foundation subjected to

a uniform lateral surface pressure, Figure 4.5. An interface is placed between the

block and the foundation. Three different meshes were used to analyze the problem,

Figure 4.5. The first two meshes consisted of one solid element and an interface

element; one with linear interpolation function for displacements (Figure 4.5a) and
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the other with a quadratic interpolation function (Figure 4.5b). The third mesh had

eight solid elements and four interface elements (Figure 4.5c). A shearing stiffness,

k,, of 100.0 pcf was chosen for the interface to allow easy verification of the results.

A high Young's modulus of 30,000,000 psf was used for the block. Thus, the only

significant movement should be generated by the interface, and would be equal to:

A = k (4.30)kA

where P is the shear force and A is the area of the interface. For the problem in

Figure 4.5, the block should have a uniform movement relative to the foundation of

0.2500 ft. Table 4.1 presents the displacements of the corner of the block from the

finite element analysis. The results are the same from all three meshes. The finite

element results are in agreement with the expected result.

Test Problem 2

This problem was reported in the Desai, et al. paper [141 where results are provided

for a thin-layer interface element, which lies between two three-dimensional solid

elements, (Figure 4.6). Computed displacements from the finite element analyses

using (1) no interface; (2) the new interface; and (3) the Desai thin-layer interface

are given in Figure 4.7. The two solutions using interface element provide consistent

results.
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INTERFACE

ELEMENTSE
/.............

A. 4-NODE PROBLEM B. B-NODE-PROBLEM

"4 ---.t-.-e.0...- " -

ELEMENTS

C. MULTI ELEMENT PROBLEM

Figure 4.5: Meshes for interface Test Problem 1.
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C-10,00O psi

Figure 4.6: Desai's interface test problem 114).
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Figure 4.7: Results for Desai's interface test problem [14].
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4.3 Degeneration of Brick-Type Isoparametric

Elements

The geometry of the cofferdam required the use of wedge shaped elementz in lo-

cations to generate a smooth consistent mesh. A wedge element for a three-

dimensional model would be equivalent to a triangle element in a two-dimensional

model. For isoparametric element that uses a linear interpretational function,

such as a four-node two-dimensional quadalateral element or eight-node three-

dimensional brick element, the elements can be degenerated to a three-node triangle

element or six-wedge element by collocating two corners. In the process of verifying

the code, it was discovered that the quadratic forms of the brick element in the code

would not accurately degenerate to a wedge, as shown in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.9

shows the mesh, loading, and the results of one problem used in the verification of

the existing code. The mesh contained four wedge elements which were formed by

collocating the three nodes along both top and bottom edges and the two midside

nodes on one face of a brick. The shape functions for each location are accumulated.

From che Figure 4.9 it is clear that the stiffness coefficients at the collocated poirts

are too large, resulting in nonuniform displacement of the loaded surface.

Irons [27] has exposed some of the problems of degenerating quadratic brick-

type isoparametric elements to wedges and trehedrals. Irons proposed procedures

for modifying the shape functions of degenerated elements using the hierarchical

approach for the shape functions in which the nodal variable at the midside measures

the departure from linearity. He was able to first consider the linear effects due to

the corner values and then, the additional effects due to the midside values. Using

this strategy, the quadratic effects due to the corner values need never be considered.
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Figure 4.8: Degeneration of a brick-type isoparametric element.
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(b)

Figure 4.9: Example problem of degeneration by simple collapsing of one side of
brick-type isoparametric elements.
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Unfortunately this approach does not work for all possible degenerations of the brick

element, and it is a special problem since it does not apply to the Serendipity family

of elements used in the code.

4.3.1 Formulation for Degeneration of Quadratic Serendip-

ity Element

Newton [42] presented a strategy for modifying the serendipity shape functions to

accommodate the degeneration of the brick-type element. The shape functions for

the 20-node, three-dimensional solid element used in the code (Figure 4.10a) are

N =1 (1 + rri) (1 + ssi) (1 + tti) (rri + ssi + tti - 2) (4.31)

for the corner nodes and

N, = 1(1 + rri) (1 + ssi) (1 + tt,) (1 - r2sit? - s2rt r t2 r2? (4.32)= 4

for the midside nodes. The degenerate form needed for the cofferdam analysis is

shown in Figure 4.10b. The shape functions for the nodes numbered in the figure are

the ones that require modification and are denoted by asterisks. The modifications

are

N2 = N2 + N3 + Ni0 (4.33)

N6 = N6 + N7 + N14 (4.34)

N1s = N1 8 + N 9  (4.35)

Nj* = N, + AN 1  (4.36)

N4 = N4 +AN, (4.37)

N12 = N 12 - 2AN, (4.38)
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Figure 4.10: Degeneration for a quadratic serendipity element.
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N5 = N 5 + AN 5  (4.39)

N; = N8 + AN5 (4.40)

N*6 = N16 - 2AN5  (4.41)

where

AN, r 2 ) (1 Sa2 )(1 +t) (4.42)
16'

AN 5s= 1 (1 - r 2) (1i-2) (1-_ t) (4.43)

For all of the remaining nodes of the element, the original shape functions, Eq. 4.31

and 4.32, hold true.

4.3.2 Implementation for Degeneration of 3-D Element

As previously stated the existing code had an 8 to 21 node, three-dimensional brick-

type solid element. The basic code had a scheme for altering the element's shape

functions if additional nodes are added above the basic 8-node configuration (linear

case).

The modifications for the degeneration of the brick was implemented in a similar

fashion. If two corner nodes were coliocated and the element face is quadratic, the

modification to the shape functions are made. The degenerated elements are input

with the same number of nodal entries as the typical brick element but with node

numbers repeated at the collocated points.

4.3.3 Verification of 15-Node Wedge Element

Two problems were solved to verify the degeneration of the three-dimensional brick

element. The first of these consisted of a single element with a surface pressure as
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shown in Figure 4.11a. Figure 4.11b shows the results of the finite element analysis

with the implementation. This figure shows uniform settlement across the loading

surface as would be expected for successful implementation. The second problem

was the example that first revealed the difficulty in collapsing the quadratic brick,

Figure 4.9. The results with and without the modifications for degeneration of the

brick element given in Figure 4.12 show how the modification led to a solution which

is consistent with a uniform surface loading. The test problems demonstrated the

new procedures for degeneration of quadratic three-dimensional brick elements into

15-node wedge elements were implemented successfully. It is notable that while the

present effort concentrated on the 15-node wedge configuration for the cofferdam

analysis, it should also work for the other possible degenerations of the element.

4.4 Shell Element

As pointed out in the Chapter 3, the presence of steel sheet piles in the cofferdam

system made it necessary to include a shell element in the element library. The

small cross-sectional thickness of the sheet piles, 0.5 in., and the large number of

elements needed to model the problem dictated the use of an element other than

the solid 20-node element to simplify the mesh generation around the connection of

the arc cell to the main cell. The following requirements were in selecting the shell

element for this study:

* Nodes only at the midsurface of the element.

* Higher-order shape functions to approximate the curved geometry of the cells.
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Figure 4.11: Single-wedge element with a surface pressure.
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Figure 4.12: Results for four-wedge elements with a surface pressure.
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e Anisotropic stress-strain properties to allow for a different Young's modulus

value in the tangential direction.

The shell element proposed by Reddy [47] using a doubly curved isoparametric

rectangular anisotropic shell element was used in the code. The element derived

based on orthogonal curvilinear coordinate (shell coordinates) system with the ref-

erence surface of the element midsurface (Figure 4.13). The formulation of the

element is presented in Appendix C. The quadratic (8-node) isoparametric form of

the element was used in the code. The element stiffness matrix is 40 by 40.

This element is too stiff for thin shells but yields good results for moderately thick

shells. To avoid the overstiffening (i.e locking) of the elements for thin shells, reduced

integration is required in the evaluation of the stiffness coefficients associated with

shear energy terms. For the quadratic isoparametric element, the 2x2 Gauss rule

was used for shear energy terms and the standard 3x3 Gauss rule was used for

bending terms.

4.4.1 Implementation of Shell Element Formulation

The three-dimensional code was based on cartesian coordinates in contrast to the

shell element which was based on orthogonal curvilinear coordinates. This meant

that the input coordinates for the geometry defining the shell elements had to be

transformed to curvilinear coordinates to develop the local stiffness for the shell

element, while the stiffness of the shell elements had to be transformed to the global

coordinate system (cartesian) for assembly. This posed some difficulty in maintain-

ing a generalized shell element for the new code. Therefore, only a shell element

specifically geared for the sheet-pile cellular cofferdam was implemented.
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Figure 4.13: Geometry of the shell element [47].
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For the formulation for a doubly curved, isoparametric, rectangular, anisotropic

shell element, the coordinates of the shell element are defined by two radii, two

angles, and a z-coordinate. For the cofferdam analysis, the element needs to be

curved in one direction only. This was accomplished by approximating one of the

radii as infinity. Thus, the coordinates for the shell element can be defined by a

radius, an angle, and a z-coordinate. Local origins for the different radii of the

cofferdam geometry had to be designated to compute the shell element coordinates.

This was accomplished by specifying a different material type for each curved region

of the cell configuration and specifying the origin for each of the regions.

4.4.2 Verification of Shell Element

The validity of the formulation for the shell element was provided Reddy [47]. The

primary goal here is verify the implementation of the shell element in the new code.

To verify the implementation, a cylinder subjected to internal surface pressure

was used (Figure 4.14a). The cylinder has a composite wall consisting of an inner

thick-wall cylinder surrounded by an outer thin-wall cylinder. If the outer thin-

wall cylinder is assumed to have the same material properties as the inner thick-

wall cylinder, the basic equations for an open-end thick-wall cylinder presented in

Section 3.6.3 should give the stresses and displacements of the cylinder walls. The

equations from Section 3.6.3 are

_ a2p, - b2po a2 b2 (po - pi) (444)
b2 - a2  r2(b2 - a2 )

a2 pi - b2 p. a2b2 (po - p,) (445)

Sb 2 - a2  r2 (b2 - a2)

Uro = 0 (4.46)
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U=1 - (\ Iap + 1+V a'b(p - p.) (.7U E pb2a2 + r(b2 -aP) (4.47)

where

r is the radial distance.

a, is the stress in the radial direction.

aO is the stress in the tangential direction.

Po is the uniform external pressure.

pi is the uniform internal pressure.

a is the inner radius of the cylinder.

b is the outer radius of the cylinder.

ae is the shear stress in the rO plane.

v is the Poisson's ratio of the cylinder material.

E is the Young's modulus of the cylinder material.

u is the displacement in the radial direction.

The symmetry of the loading and geometry allowed the representation of the

problem by only one quadrant. The finite element mesh used in the analysis is

shown in Figure 4.14b. The mesh consists of eight 20-node solid elements for the

inner thick-wall cylinder and four shell elements for the outer thin-wall cylinder.

The nodes at the top and bottom are restrained in the vertical (z) direction. The

problem is modeled by applying a uniform internal surface pressure, pi, of 20 psi

normal to the interior elements of the mesh shown in Figure 4.14b. The values of

the parameters for the problem are:

v = 0.3

E = 1390 psi

a = 360 in.
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Figure 4.14: Composite, thick-wall cylinder problem: a. composite, thick-wall
cylinder with an internal surface pressure; and b. finite element mesh for the
composite-wall cylinder.
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b = 720 in.

The displacements from the finite element analysis and the Eq 4.47 are compared

in Figure 4.15 and there is excellent agreement between 'he two sets of results.

The problem was reanalyzed with an increased Young's modulus, (E = 30, 000, 000

psi), for the outer thin-wall cylinder. No exact theoretical solution was available for

this problem. An approximate analytical solution for the problem was obtained by

taking the radial displacement of the outer cylinder from the finite element analysis

and using it in the equation for the deformation of thin-wall pressure vessel to com-

pute the internal pressure needed to get that displacement in the inner thick-wall

cylinder. The deformation of a pressure vessel is given as:

Ur = - (4.48)

where

ur is the displacement of pressure vessel in the radial direction.

q is the uniform internal pressure in the vessel.

R is the radius of the pressure vessel.

t is the wall thick of the pre ..re vessel.

The resulting internal pressure was then substituted in Eq 4.47 as a uniform

external pressure, p,, with a uniform internal pressure, pi, of 20 psi to compute the

radial displacement of the inner thick-wall cylinder. These calculated displacements

are compared with the finite element results in Figure 4.15, and this indicates that

the shell element is computing the stiffness of the shell element accurately.
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Figure 4.15: Variation of radial displacements with radius.
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4.4.3 Representation of the Sheet Piling with Shell Ele-

ment

The cell membrane is made up of individual sheet piles connected through inter-

locks (Figure 4.16). For example, a single main cell at Lock and Dam No. 26(R) was

made up of 154 sheet piles, while 78 more were needed for the arc cell. To realisti-

cally model a cellular cofferdam, it is necessary to account for the primary aspects

of the response of the sheet piles comprising the cell membrane. In conventional

analysis procedures, the sheet-pile cell is assumed to respond as a perfect pressure

vessel. With this assumption, the sheet piles comprising the cells are expected to

be in perfect alignment after installation, and the interlocks are to serve as a ideal

connections which generate no movement in themselves. This perfect pressure ves-

sel assumption over simplifies the behavior and is far from the actual behavior of

the sheet-pile cell system. Load testing of interlocks shows a strongly nonlinear

load-displacement pattern caused in the main by imperfect initial contact along the

interlock (Figure 4.17). In the initial phase of the test, the interlock undergoes sig-

nificant movement under a low level of loading. Gradually the interlock stiffens, and

for subsequent levels of loading, the displacements are smaller. Each of these phases

of loading reflect a different portion of the interlock behavior. In the initial phase of

loading there are major gaps and openings along the interlock where the steel in the

thumb and finger connection is only in partial contact. As the load level increases,

the gaps and openings close, and the steel-to-steel contact increases, causing the

stiffening of the interlock response.

The membrane theory of thin-wall pressure vessels is a simple, yet representative,

tool for predicting the response of a sheet-pile cell filled with soil. Using membrane
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Figure 4.16: Sheet-pile interlock connections for cellular cofferdam.
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Figure 4.17: Mleasured load-displacement behavior of sheet-pile interlocks [8, 33,
53].
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theory, the interlock tension (hoop stress), t, in the sheet-pile of a cell is computed

by

t = pr (4.49)

where p is the lateral pressure acting against the wall and r is the radius of the cell.

The displacement is computed by

w pr 2  (4.50)

where p and r are as previously defined, E is the Young's modulus, h is the uniform

thickness of the idealized cell wall. The principal unknown in this computation is

the lateral pressure. The variation in radius for a given cell has a negligible effect on

the results. The lateral pressure is the earth pressure against the cell walls resulting

from the placement of cell fill. The magnitude of the earth pressure against the cell

walls is a function of the movement of the cell walls. If the cell fill is placed in a

rigid, unyielding cell, the lateral earth pressure would be at an at-rest condition,

but a sheet pile is flexible and will spread lateral. As the cell fill moves laterally, it

shears and mobilizes its shear strength. The shear strength of the fill tries to resist

this lateral movement. Thus, reducing the lateral earth pressure applied to the cell

walls in turn reduces the interlock tension and the interlock tension is a function ot

the flexibility of the cell walls.

In Clough and Hansen's [7] finite element analysis of the Willow Island cofferdam,

they were unable to accurately predict the deflections of the sheet piles during cell

filling. Stevens [59] later reanalyzed the Willow Island cofferdam with Clough and

Hansen's vertical slice model using a reduced stiffness for the springs connecting

the inner and outer walls. With this reduction in spring stiffness, he could more

accurately predict deformations in the sheet-pile cell during filling. Stevens [59]
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correctly recognized that the steel sheet piles forming the cells cannot be represented

as an isotropic linear elastic pressure vessel.

Separately, Clough and his associates [8, 33, 53] recognized that the sheet-pile

membrane of the cells for the Lock and Dam No. 26(R) did not deform as a perfect

pressure vessel with the properties of steel. Measured deformations ranged from

10 to 30 times those computed by the finite element analyses using the elastic

properties of steel. They felt in light of the construction process and nature of the

sheet-pile system, it is unlikely that the perfect pressure vessel assumption used in

previous finite element analysis was realistic. First, the slack and gaps found in the

interlock connections must be taken up during filling of the cell. Second, the hoop

tension in the cells is transmitted over a small bearing area in the interlock. This

can lead to rotation and/or local yielding of the interlocks which is supported by

the fact that the hoop strength is controlled by the interlock connection. Third,

it appears probable that a certain amount of realignment of the sheet piles takes

place during filling to reach a more stable configuration which would lead to greater

movements than would occur if the system was perfectly aligned initially. All of

these factors suggest that movements in the radial direction of a cell would exceed

those of a perfect pressure vessel during filling. This explained the reason that

previous finite element studies using the perfect pressure vessel concept had seriously

underestimated the deformation of the cells during filling.

A major aspect in the three-dimensional modeling of the cellular cofferdams with

the new three-dimensional finite element code was in accounting for this flexibility of

the sheet piling. The shell element described in this section allows the sheet piling to

be modeled as an orthotopic shell and to reduce the elastic modulus in the horizontal

direction with respect to that in the vertical direction (actual material modulus).
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The resulting ratio of the horizontal modulus to material modulus is called the E-

ratio. This approach was adopted by Clough and his associates in the axisymmetric

model used for Lock and Dam No. 26(R) first-stage cofferdam [8, 33, 53].

Clough and his associates [53] used inclinometer and strain gage data to estimate

the modulus along the circumference of the cell membrane and compute the corre-

sponding E-ratio. They used the inclinometer readings to arrive at an average radial

movement at the point of maximum bulge. They converted this radial displacement

to an average circumferential strain. Next, they used the stain gage data to arrive

at an average interlock force. The average interlock force was converted to a hoop

stress by using the thickness of the web. An estimate for the average circumference

modulus was calculated by dividing the average hoop stress by the average circum-

ferential strain and this value was then divided by the Young's modulus for steel to

obtain an E-ratio.

For the first-stage cofferdam for the construction of Lock and Dam No. 26(R),

the E-ratios estimated ranged from 0.01 to 0.03 for hoop stresses at one standard

deviation from the average measured. This estimate is crude because only four

inclinometers could be used to arrive at an average radial deflection, but it is useful

for estimating the order of magnitude of the E-ratio to be used in the analyses

and should predict stresses and deflections in the cells which correspond to those

measured in the field.

As a follow-up to the estimate of E-ratio, Clough and his associates [53] con-

ducted a parametric study with the axisymmetric model with E-ratios of 1.0, 0.1,

and 0.03. Cell filling is the primary cause of lateral expansion of the cell membrane.

The axisymmetric model which most closely represented the behavior of main cell

during filling was the best of the two-dimensional models for examining the effects of
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different E-ratios. Varying the E-ratio from 1.0 to 0.03 gives a wide range of possi-

bilities to consider. Figure 4.18 compares the radial deflection of the cell membrane

after completion of filling for the three E-ratios along with the range of measured

values. It shows that the smaller the E-ratio, the more flexible the cell membrane,

the larger the radial deflection. The maximum radial deflection occurs at the same

elevation in all instances, but the magnitudes were 3.4, 1.3, and 0.2 in. for E-ratios

of 0.03, 0.10, and 1.0, respectively. An E-ratio of 0.03 best represented the field

measurements, but is still slightly lower than the approximate average measured

observations. Figure 4.19 compares the interlock forces in the cell membrane after

completion of filling for the three E-ratios along with the range of measured values.

They found that there was a general trend between magnitude of the interlock forces

and the logarithm of the E-ratio. The maximum values for the interlock forces are

6.8, 4.5, and 3.4 kips per in. for E-ratios of 1.0, 0.1, and 0.03, respectively. The

predicted interlock forces for the three E-ratios show similar trends as the measured

data. The predicted interlock forces using an E-ratio of 0.03 agrees more closely

with an approximate average of the observed data, while predicted values using an

E-ratio of 1.0 are far greater than nearly all of the measured values. Figure 4.20

compares the predicted and measured earth pressure after completion of filling for

the three E-ratios. The pressures against the cel! walls above the dredgeline vary

proportionately with the E-ratio value. An E-ratio of 1.0 yields pressures nearly

equal to at-rest pressures, an E-ratio of 0.1 yield. pressures between the at-rest

and active states, and an E-ratio of 0.03 yields pressures approximately equal to

the active state. Although many of the pressure cells in the upper part of the cof-

fcrdam did not function properly, the measured earth pressures in the lower portion

of the cell follow similar trends to the predicted earth pressures for an E-ratio of
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0.03. The magnitudes of the coefficients for E-ratios of 0.03 and 0.1 fall within the

range of observed data, while the values for E-ratio of 0.03 lie closer to the mean

observed values.

These results illustrate the importance of soil-structure interaction: the more

flexible the cell, the higher the radial displacements, and the lower the horizontal

earth pressures on the cell walls, consequently, the lower the interlock forces within

the sheet piling. It appears that the flexibility offered by an E-ratio equal to 0.03

achieves essentially the optimum situation in reducing the earth pressures and in-

terlock forces, since an active earth pressure state was nearly reached in the cell

fill. Figure 4.21 shows the predicted average earth pressure coefficients versus the

maximum radial deflections for the three E-ratios. The earth pressure against the

cell membrane drops sharply at small levels of movement, and the rate of decrease

in earth pressure flattens significantly at the larger movements. A greater degree of

flexibility than that offered by the E-ratio of 0.03 would not result in any significant

reduction in earth pressure, since the near active state is reached at this level of

flexibility.

Experimental results [2, 43, 54] show that the E-ratio for the sheet piling at

Lock and Dam No. 26(R) was between 0.01 and 0.14. The experimental results

were from simple pull tests [43, 54] and from a assembly of four sheet piles with

a internal pressure to simulate the earth pressure from the cell fill [2]. The E-

ratio of 0.03 used in previous two-dimensional finite element studies is within the

experimental range of values and supports its use in the Lock and Dam No. 26(R)

studies.

The general philosophy for this research was to develop a three-dimensional finite

element code that would be consistent with the previous two-dimensional finite
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of radial deflections for three different E-ratios.
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element codes used in the Lock and Dam No. 26(R) studies [8, 33, 53], and to

compare the two-dimensional results for the Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam to

the three-dimensional findings. In keeping with this philosophy, the E-ratio of 0.03

was used in all of the analyses simulating the filling of the cells, while an E-ratio of

1.0 was used during differential loading.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, the necessary additions to the element library for the new three-

dimensional finite element code were presented. The limitations of previous interface

elements were discussed and the new three-dimensional interface element was de-

scribed. Advantages of the new interface element were demonstrated as increased

stability and improved modeling of soil-structure interaction over the older elements.

The geometry of the cofferdam required the use of wedge shaped elements in lo-

cations to generate a smooth consistent mesh. In the process of verifying the code,

iL ,as discove'ed that the quadratic forms of the brick element in the original code

would not yield the correct displacements when degenerate to a wedge element. Pro-

cedures were described to solve this problem. The implementation and verification

of the procedures in the code were presented.

The small cross-sectional thickness of the sheet piles, 0.5 in., and the large number

of elements needed to model the problem made it necessary to have a shell element

in the new code. The presence of such an 1.ment simplifies mesh generation around

the connection of the arc cell to the main cell. A functional shell element was selected

which allows for:

* Nodes at the midsurface of the element only.
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" Higher-order shape functions to approximate the curved geometry of the cells.

" Anisotropic stress-strain properties to allow for a different Young's modulus

value in the tangential direction.
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Table 4.1: Computed Displacements for Interface Test Problem 1.

Finite Element Solution Closed Form Solution
Corner Relative Displacements (Feet) Relative Displacements (Feet)
Nodes x y z x y z

1 0.2500 < 10- 1  < 10- 10 0.2500 0.0000 0.0000

2 0.2500 < 10- °  < 10-1°  0.2500 0.0000 0.0000
3 0.2500 < 10- 1°  < 10- 10 0.2500 0.0000 0.0000
4 0.2500 < 10-1°  < 10- 1°  0.2500 0.0000 0.0000
5 0.2500 < 10- 'o < 10- 'o 0.2500 0.0000 0.0000
6 0.2500 < 10-10 < 10-10 0.2500 0.0000 0.0000
7 0.2500 < 10- 1°  < 10- '°  0.2500 0.0000 0.0000
8 0.2500 < 10- °  < 10- ' 0.2500 0.0000 0.0000
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Chapter 5

Three-Dimensional Soil

Constitutive Model

5.1 Introduction

To accurately represent the behavior of the sheet-pile cellular cofferdam system, the

complex response of the soil must be included in the three-dimensional finite element

model. The stress-strain response is a function of the basic material characteristics,

relative density, water content, stress history, stress path, principal stress difference,

and confining pressure. For the analysis of the cofferdam, it was important to

capture the key aspects of the soil behavior and the parameters that control that

behavior within a constitutive relationship. In this chapter, the development of a

new three-dimensional constitutive model for soil is presented.
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5.2 Background

In keeping with the general philosophy for developing the finite element code, the

constitutive model for the soil was to be of the same order of complexity as the one

employed in the finite element code, SOILSTRUCT, used in the two-dimensional

analyses of the Lock and Dam 26(R) cofferdam. SOILSTRUCT uses a version

of the Duncan-Chang model which is often referred to as the hyperbolic model

because a hyperbola is used to approximate the relationship between shear stress

and strain during primary loading. A substantial amount of experience has been

gained over the years with this model along with a wealth of data related to its

parameters used in the model [16, 17]. One of the main reasons for its longevity is

its simplicity. The parameters for the model can be obtained from triaxial tests by

a straight-forward procedure, and when test data are not available there is a large

data base of published values for estimating parameters [16, 17]. However, direct

implementation of this model into the code is impossible because it is limited to

two-dimensional problems. Therefore, it was necessary to develop a new model or

to find an appropriate model in the literature.

The criteria for the model were: to keep it as simple, and conceptually similar

to the Duncan-Chang model, and to keep the parameters definable by commonly

used laboratory tests. Three important characteristics of the stress-strain response

of soils that the model must emulate are nonlinearity, stress-dependency, and in-

elasticity.

The Duncan-Chang model falls into a special class of constitutive relationships

called variable moduli models. Variable moduli models are mathematical represen-

tations that describe the relationship between the increments of stress and strain,
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yet, have no unique relationship or explicit yield condition. These models are essen-

tially elasticity based. To account for inelastic behavior during unloading, a special

load criterion is needed and separate stress-strain relationships are used for loading

and unloading.

5.2.1 Incremental Analysis

For incremental analysis, the stress-strain response is formulated simply by replacing

the elastic constants in an isotropic linear model by the tangent moduli which are

functions of the stress and/or strain. Using the variable moduli model, the three-

dimensional incremental stress-strain relationship can be described mathematically

as

dsij = 2Gtdeij (5.1)

dp = 3Ktde (5.2)

where dsij and deij are the incremental deviatoric stress and strain, respectively,

and dp is the incremental mean normal stress and de is the incremental volumetric

strain. Writing the equations in this fashion implies that the material is isotropic.

Furthermore, separation of the constitutive relationship into deviatoric and volumet-

ric parts prevent any coupling between them as occurs when a soil dilates during

shearing. However, for application to the cofferdam problem, this simplification

should yield a sufficiently accurate representation of the soil.

For an incremental finite element analysis, the stress-strain relationship is

{da} = [Ct] {d} (5.3)

,Ahere {do} and {dc} are the incremental stress and strain vectors, respectively, and

[Ct] is the tangent constitutive matrix. For the variable moduli model, the tangent
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constitutive matrix has the form

Kt+ Gt Kt- Gt Kt- !G 0 0 0

Kt- Gt Kt + G Kt- !G 0 0 0

K - Gt K t K-Gt Kt+ Gt 0 0 0
[Ct] 3= (5.4)

0 o 0 Gt 0 0

0 o 0 0 Gt 0

L 0 0 0 0 Gt

where Kt and Gt are the tangent bulk and shear moduli, respectively. The tangent

bulk and shear moduli are the slopes of the stress-strain curve at a given stress

and strain level for the pure hydrostatic stress state and pure shear stress state, re-

spectively. As pointed out earlier, for the three-dimensional variable moduli model,

the deviatoric (shearing) and volumetric behavior are independent. Looking at the

principal stress space as shown in Figure 5.1, the deviatoric and volumetric stress

level can be represented as two components. Changes in the volumetric stress level

occur along a line referred to as the hydrostatic stress axis where a, = a2 = a3.

Changes in the deviatoric stress occur on a plane perpendicular to the hydrostatic

line which is called the octahedral plane.

5.2.2 Tangent Shear and Bulk Moduli

Experimental work [41] has shown that the tangent shear modulus, Gt, and bulk

modulus, K. are dependent on the stress and/or strain level. Commonly, the tan-

gent bulk modulus is taken as a function of the hydrostatic or mean normal stress,

while the tartgent shear modulus is assumed to depend on both the hydrostatic stress

and a measure of the shear stress such as the variable moduli model proposed by
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Figure 5.1: Representation of devi;;toric and volumetric stresses in three-
dimensional stress space.
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Nelson and Baron [41).

Kt = Kt (f) = Ko + Kle,, + K2c (5.5)

Gt=Gt(p /J2) = Go + alp + a 2FJ2 (5.6)

where K1, K 2, a,, and a 2 are constants obtained by curve fitting to laboratory test

data and J2 is the second invariant of the stress deviator. Ko and Go are the initial

slope of the curves. This type of representation can be considered as the first terms

in a series expansion of more general analytical functions for Kt and Gt.

5.3 New Three-Dimensional Constitutive Model

Although elegant, these above expressions for the tangent shear and bulk moduli

lack simplicity and consistency with conventional soil mechanics concepts as found

in the Duncan-Chang model. For these reasons, it was decided that a new model

would be developed for the cofferdam analysis. The basic idea of a variable moduli

models would be maintained, but new expressions for the tangent shear and bulk

moduli would be derived.

To establish new expressions for the tangent shear and bulk moduli, the following

stress and strain definitions were used:

for shear stress

3 12 a) 2
S 1 [(Ol - a2 + (a2 + (0' _ 0,)2]o} (5.7)

= 72L(a 2

for mean normal stress
1

P = aoct=- (a + 0 + 03 ) (5.8)
3
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for shear strain

1 r [(C, - 2 + (C2 - C3) + (C3 _ E)2] 2 (5.9)

for volumetric strain

fV = foct = (Ci + C2 + f3) (5.10)

For the state of stress and strain in a triaxial test (a 2 = 93, C2 = f3), these expression

for stress and strain would reduce to

1
p = - (al + 2a 3) (5.11)

3

q = (a, - 0'3) (5.12)

f = (c, + 2E3) (5.13)

2
,= - (E - C3) (5.14)

3

The tangent bulk and shear moduli are defined as function of the mean normal

and shear stress, respectively

Kt = Kt (p) (5.15)

G, = Ct (q) (5.16)

and the incremental stress-strain relationships are

dp = 3KtdE- (5.17)

dq = 3Gtdc (5.18)
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5.3.1 Tangent Shear Modulus Definition

To define the expression for the tangent shear modulus, it was assumed that the

relationship between shear stress and strain during primary loading is represented

by a hyperbolic curve, as shown in Figure 5.2, and described mathematically as

a _ (5.19)
a + be,

This is analogous to the approach used by Duncan and Chang 116, 17], but in their

model they used a different definition for strain.

The physical meaning of the parameters a and b is show in Figure 5.3. Defining

a and b as
I

a 3 (5.20)3Gj

1
b = - (5.21)

quit

where 3Gj is the initial slope of the stress-strain curve, and quit is the asymptote of

the stress-strain function, the expression for shear stres- versus shear strain can be

written as

q= (5.22)
3G"-- quit

The tangent shear modulus can be written as

Gt- dq (5.23)

3de

Differentiating Eq. 5.22 with respect to f, yields

dq = 1 (5.24)
= 13G, [ +quit] 524

Writing Eq. 5.22 in terms of the shear stress gives

q (5.25)
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q

Figure 5.2: Hyperbolic representation of the shear stress and strain curve.
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CL

Figure 5.3: Physical meaning of the parameters a and b.
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Substituting for the shear strain in Eq. 5.24 and rearranging terms gives the expres-

sion for the tangent shear modulus as

t= Gi 1--L (5.26)

The stress-dependency of soils must also be included in the model. For all soils,

the stress-strain curve is stress dependent under most loading conditions. For ex-

ample, if drained triaxial tests are performed on two samples of the same soil at

different confining pressures, the sample with the larger confining pressure will have

the greater stiffness and the higher shear strength. Therefore, the initial slope and

the asymptote must be related to the stress level. This is taken into account in the

new model using empirical relationships to represent the variation of Gi and quit

with the stress level.

Initially, it was believed that the same relationship for the variation of initial

slope with the confining pressure for the stress-strain curve of a conventional triax-

ial compression test used in the Duncan-Chang model could be utilized in the new

three-dimensional model. Duncan and Chang based their model on soil behavior

observed in the conventional triaxial compression test where the minor and inter-

mediate principal stresses are equal and constant. The stress difference or shearing

stress, al - o2, is related to the axial strain (major principal strain) by a variable

Young's modulus. The stiffness or slope of the stress-strain curve for a given soil is

dependent on the confining pressure, Figure 5.4. The variation of initial slope with

confining pressure used in the Duncan-Chang model can be determined directly

from the drained triaxial test because confining pressure remains constant during

the test, Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.6 shows a schematic representation in the principal stress space of the
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Figure 5.4: Variation of stiffness with confining pressure.
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Figure 5.5: Variation of initial tangent modulus with confining pressure.
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plane on which the stress paths for conventional triaxial compression test lie. Fig-

ure 5.7 shows the stress path for a conventional triaxial compression (CTC) test on

the triaxial plane along with the hydrostatic compression (HC) stress path. For a

truly three-dimensional state of stress, the minor and intermediate principal stresses

are not always equal, and the confining pressure is not relevant in a truly three-

dimensional state of stress. Instead of the confining pressure, the mean normal

stress, p, is used to relate stress-dependency characteristics in a three-dimensional

stress space. As previously mentioned, the variable moduli model separates the devi-

atoric and volumetric behavior and represents them as two components. The stress

path for the volumetric portion moves along the hydrostatic line and the stress path

for the deviatoric portion moves within the octahedral plane. The changes in mean

normal stress results in volumetric changes and are related to volumetric strains by

the tangent bulk modulus. Although the deviatoric stresses and strains are uncou-

pled from the volumetric portion, the shear strength and the stiffness (slope of the

stress-strain curve) of soils are dependent on the mean normal stress. This is analo-

gous to their dependence on the confining pressure in a triaxial or two-dimensional

stress state.

The stress path for a conventional triaxial compression test in the q-p stress space

shows the mean normal stress varies throughout the test (Figure 5.8). To perform

a test that would separate the deviatoric and volumetric behavior, the stress path

labeled TC in Figure 5.8 must be followed. On the triaxial plane, this stress path

is shown in Figure 5.7. The variation of mean normal stress in the conventional

triaxial tests makes it impossible to use the stress-strain curve from triaxial tests to

directly determine the parameters for the model. Yet, it is important to be able to

utilize triaxial test results for determining parameters because they are the primary
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Figure 5.6: Stress path plane for triaxial test in principal stress space.
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Figure 5.7: Projection of stress paths on triaxial plane.
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source of data. Therefore, a procedure had to be developed to extract the necessary

information from the triaxial test results.

To utilize conventional triaxial compression test data for parameter determina-

tion, a procedure was developed to normalize the test data with respect to the mean

normal stress. The procedure evolved from similar steps to those used in determin-

ing the parameters from triaxial test results for the Duncan-Chang model. First,

the triaxial test results are plotted in terms of the'shear stress, q, and the shear

strain, fo, as shown in Figure 5.9. Next, the data are plotted on a transformed axis,

Figure 5.10, where the results follows a straight line that can be expressed as

- a + bfo (5.27)
q

Normalizing this equation with respect to the mean normal stress yields,

(f () a + &E.(~ (5.28)

This expression is shown in Figure 5.11. At f. = 0, the normalized intercept, S is

a 1 1

p_ (5.29)

where pi is the initial mean normal stress, ac = a, = a2 = a3 , shown in Figure 5.12

and p = pi. Thus, the intercept, a, is

1
a =(5.30)3Gj

Plotting the data as shown in Figure 5.12 allows the determination of the initial

slope for the shear stress versus shear strain curve for a given confining pressure

from conventional triaxial compression test data.

It is now necessary to establish an empirical expression for the variation of G

with the mean normal stress. The variation of G, with pi can be shown to fit a
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Figure 5.8: Stress paths in q-p stress space.
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Figure 5.10: Shear stress-shear strain data plotted on transformed axis.
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I /PI I

E

Figure 5.11: Normalized shear stress and shear strain data plotted on transformed
axis.
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Figure 5.12: Stress path showing the initial mean normal stress and the normal
stress at failure.
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logarithmic expression which plots as a straight line on a log-log axis, as shown in

Figure 5.13, and has the form

Gi = Kp, P  (5.31)

This is similar to the expression used in the Duncan-Chang model between c and 0'

that was suggested by Janbu [28]. The parameters K and n in Eq. 5.31 are called the

modulus number and modulus exponent, respectively, and are dimensionless. The

atmospheric pressure, pa, was introduced to allow for conversion from one system of

units to another. The parameters K and n can be found directly from the plot of

the data on the log-log axis and by drawing a straight line through the data points.

The value of K is equal to the value of the normalized initial slope at the point

where the normalized mean normal stress is equal to unity. The value of n is equal

to the slope of a straight line drawn through the data points

The stress-dependency of the asymptote, q,,tt, of the hyperbolic expression used

to describe the shear stress-strain response of the soil is obtained by relating it to

the shear strength of the soil. In essence, the asymptote is the limit value of the

shear stress and can be expressed in terms of the shear stress at failure of the soil

by [16, 17]

q! = Riqui (5.32)

where R! is the ratio of shear stress at failure, qf, to the asymptote. In conventional

soil mechanics, the shear stress at failure is described by Mohr-Coulomb failure

criterion. The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion states that the shear stress at failure

of the soil is governed by the normal stress as

Ir7 = f (a) (5.33)
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Figure 5.13: Variation of initial shear modulus versus initial mean normal stress.
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where the limiting shearing stress, T, on a plane is dependent only on the normal

stress, a, on the same plane. Eq. 5.33 defines a failure envelope for all states of

stress for which the largest Mohr circles are tangent to that envelope. This means

that the intermediate principal stress, C 2, (al > a2 > a3), has no influence on the

failure condition. The simplest form of the Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope is the

straight line as shown in Figure 5.14 and can be written as

Ir i=c+ atan¢ (5.34)

where c and 0 are commonly referred to as the strength parameters, cohesion and

angle of internal friction, respectively. In terms of principal stresses, (al _> a2 > a 3),

the failure condition, Eq. 5.34, can be written as

1 1 - sine a 1 + sine(.5
1o'~ = 2c cos 0 2ccosq€ (5.35)

For a three-dimensional stress state, the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is shown

in Figure 5.15 and can be written in terms of the stress invariants as

f(11,J 2 ,0)=- l I s in 0 +  J 2 s in 0(+ 7o) 0+ sin -ccos =0

(5.36)

where I, is the first stress invariant of the stress tensor and can be written in terms

of principal stresses as

Il = Ol + a2 + 0'3 (5.37)

and is to equal to three times the medn normal stress. J2 is the second invariant of

the deviatoric stress tensor and can be written in terms of principal stresses as

J2  [(Ol - 0a2)2 + (0.2 - a3)2 (C3 _ a1)2] (5.38)
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CT
or

Figure 5.14: Simple representation of the Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope.
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and can be related to the octahedral shear stress as

To= r (5.39)

0 is defined as

(20. -0"--"3

0 = cos-' 2 - 0- a3) where 0 < 0 < 60deg (5.40)

Expanding the terms

sin (0+_i (5.41)

and

in Eq. 5.36, the failure criterion can be written as

f(, J2 , 0) = -I, sin 0+ 1 2 [3 (1 + sin 0) sin 0 + V3 (3 - sin )cos 0] -3c cos = 0

(5.43)

The above equation can be rewritten in terms of p and q as

f (I, J2,0) = -psin ¢ + q [3 (1 + sin 0)sin 0 + V3 (3 - sin 0) coso] - 3ccos 0

(5.44)

Rearranging terms so that the shear stress at failure can be found, yields

=-,: 6(psino + ccos4) (545)

[V3 (1 + sin €)sin O + (3 - sin 0)cosa]

For the case of triaxial compression, 0 = 0, a.2 = 03 < ai, the failure criterion is

20, sin 0 + 40'3 sin 4 + 6c cos (5.46)3 - sin (.

Expressing a, in terms of a3, the confining stress as

1 + sin + 2c cos (5.47)

1 - sin 1 -sin4€
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MOHR-COULOMB

1 FAILURE SURFACE

Figure 5.15: Three-dimensional representation of Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion.
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and substituting it into Eq. 5.45 gives

(a -a3)- 3 in---- +4c I- sin +4usin4+6ccos--n(5.48)
3 - sin 4,

Rearranging Eq. 5.48

2a3 sin4, 4 cos 0 sin € + 6c cos €-6c cos € sin 5
(al - a3) = 1 -sin + (1 - sin 0) (3 - sin 0) (549)

and combining terms yields

q -- (al - "3) - 2a3 sin 0 + 2ccos 4 (5.50)
1 - sin 4

This is the familiar conventional soil mechanics expression for the shear stress at

failure based on the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion.

5.3.2 Tangent Bulk Modulus Definition

To define an expression for the tangent bulk modulus for the new constitutive model,

a relationship between the mean normal stress and the volumetric strains had to

be established. Figure 5.16 illustrated the nonlinear stress-dependent nature of the

volumetric strain found in a soil under hydrostatic loading. Figure 5.17 shows the

results of a series of isotropic consolidation tests performed on sands in a conven-

tional triaxial device by Domaschuk and Wade [15] to determine the volumetric

strain response due to increasing mean normal stress. These results indicated that

the volumetric strain increases at a decreasing rate as the mean normal stress is

increased. It is clear from Figure 5.16 that soils exhibit a nonlinear behavior un-

der hydrostatic loading. During unloading to the initial stress state, only a small

portion of the volumetric strain is recovered. The major portion of the strain is

unrecoverable and permanent.
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Figure 5.16: Volumetric strain versus mean normal stress.
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Figure 5.17: Plot of volumetric strain versus mean normal stress from triaxial con-
solidation test [151.
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By definition, the bulk modulus relates the mean normal stress to the volumetric

strain in the soil. Duncan et al. [161 proposed the use of a variable bulk modulus

in conjunction with the two-dimensional hyperbolic model. The expression for K

is given as a function of the confining pressure, o3, as

K = Kbp. ) (5.51)

where Kb and m are dimensionless material constants determined in a similar man-

ner as K and n. Domaschuk and Wade [15] proposed that the relationship between

the volumetric strain and mean normal stress over a limited stress range could be

expressed by an equation of the form

1
Et,= - [1n (K, + mp) + C] (5.52)

in which Ki is defined as the bulk modulus intercept, and m is the rate change in

bulk modulus. Using this expression, the tangent bulk modulus would be

Kt = K, + mp (5.53)

Neither of the expressions provide a sufficient model for the new, three-dimensional

finite element code. Eq. 5.51 does not account for the three-dimensional state of

stress through a variation in mean normal stress, and Eq. 5.52 can only be used

over a limited range of mean normal stress. After examination of the volumetric

behavior under hydrostatic loading, the following expression was used to define the

relationship between volumetric strain and mean normal stress

m

= Kb (5.54)

Figure 5.18 illustrates a plot of this expression on an arithmetic scale. The Kb and

m are nondimensional curve-fitting parameters. The atmospheric pressure, pa, was
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introduced to allow ease in conversion from one system of units to another. Plotting

this expression on a log-log scale, as shown in Figure 5.19, produces a straight line

of the form

4 = b + Pa(5.55)

The parameters Kb and m can be found directly from the plot of the data on the

log-log axis. Kb is equal to the value of the normalized initial slope at the point

where the normalized mean normal stress is equal to unity . The value of m is equal

to the slope of a straight line drawn through the data points.

The tangent bulk modulus, Kt, is the instantaneous slope of the mean normal

stress, p, versus volumetric strain, c,,, curve. The instantaneous slope is described

as
Kt = dp (5.56)

dc,

Rearranging Eq. 5.55 as
p p 

(5.57)

and differentiating with respect to the volumetric strain, E, yields

dp = Pa ( f, (5.58)
d -F_ mKb Kb

Substituting for volumetric strain, E,, using Eq. 5.55 into Eq. 5.58, yields the

final form for the tangent bulk modulus

Kt dp P 1p (5.59)

Some restrictions are necessary on the range of values of the tangent bulk modu-

lus, Kt. As the value of Kj approaches 'G, the off-diagonal terms of the constitutive

matrix, Eq. 5.4, will approach zero. This is equivalent to allowing the tangent Pois-

son's ratio to approach zero [161. Therefore in the finite element computer program,
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W

VOLUMETRIC STRAIN

Figure 5.18: Plot of expression for volumetric strain and mean normal stress on
arithmetic scale.
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4

VOLUMETRIC STRAN (LOG SCALE)

Figure 5.19: Plot of expression for volumetric strain and mean normal stress on
log-log scale.
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the value Kt is restricted to values greater than 3ZGt to provide a lower bound. Re-

strictions must also be placed on the upper limits of values of Kt. As a material

approaches incompressibility the tangent bulk modulus approaches infinity. This

is equivalent to allowing the tangent Poisson's ratio to approach 0.5. The tangent

bulk modulus approaching infinity will cause numerical instability in the finite ele-

ment solution. Kt is restricted to be no greater than 50.0 x Gt in the finite element

computer program. This is equivalent to setting Poisson's ratio to 0.49. Studies

have shown that the results of the finite element analysis may become inaccurate as

Poisson's ratio approaches 0.5 from 0.49.

5.4 Soil Testing Program for Three-Dimensional

Finite Element Study

In conjunction with the development of the three-dimensional finite element code

described in this report, a soil testing program was conducted by Virginia Poly-

technic Institute and State University [52] (VPI). The testing program had three

principal objectives:

* Explain and resolve differences which appeared in the results of two previous

triaxial test programs which had been performed on the Lock and Dam 26 (R)

cell fill sands.

9 Provide a data base that could be used to establish parameters for a range of

possible constitutive models that might be used in the finite element analyses.

e Provide stress-strain data for the cell fill sands following stress paths that are

realistic for the types of loadings expected for the cellular cofferdam problem,
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and that can be used to test soil model capabilities.

The soil testing program involved classification, strength, and deformation tests,

with the principal emphasis on the latter. The soil testing program was designed

around a series of triaxial compression and extension tests and a series of cubical

shear tests, along with basic classification tests. In addition, the US Army Engineer

Waterways Experiment Station (WES) Geotechnical Laboratory conducted a series

of triaxial compression tests for comparison to those conducted at VPI.

5.4.1 Background of Soil Testing for Lock and Dam No.

26(R) Cofferdam

The cell fill for the cofferdam at Lock and Dam No. 26(R) was a sand dredged from

the Mississippi River bed. From the grain size analyses of the material performed

for the design of the cofferdam, the cell fill was classified as a medium sand with 50

percent of the material by weight passing the No. 30 sieve and less than 10 percent

passing the No. 200 sieve.

After dredging the fill from the river bed and placing it on a barge for drainage,

it was dropped in the cells by a clamshell bucket. Once the surface of the fill was

above the water, it was leveled by a bulldozer. In situ tests performed in the cell fill

after completion of construction indicated a relative density of the fill in the range

of 55 to 60 percent [55].

The WES Geotechnical Laboratory performed a series of triaxial compression

tests for the design of the cofferdam. The primary emphasis of the series of tests

was to establish the shear strength of the cell fill. Subsequently, a second series of

triaxial tests were conducted by Woodward-Clyde Consultants under the direction
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of Mr. Richard Ladd of the Clifton Office [9]. The data from the two testing

programs for the cell fill were reported in terms of the stress-strain curves and the

failure envelopes.

This stress-strain data were assessed to determine the parameters for the hyper-

bolic model utilized in the two-dimensional finite element analysis of the first-stage

Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam [8]. The procedure involved examining the

data to see that it can be represented by the Mohr-Coulomb criteria, and that the

initial tangent modulus values are related to the confining pressure in the tests by

a prescribed power function. The Duncan-Chang soil model provided a reasonable

representation of the stress-strain response for both sets of tests. There was also

good ag-eement between strength envelopes from both series of tests. However, there

was a significant difference in the parameters for the relationship between the initial

tangent modulus and the confining pressure for the two sets of tests, Table 5.1. The

WES tests yielded modulus values about one-half of those of the Woodward-Clyde

tests. For the finite element analyses, the parameters from the two sets of data were

averaged and used to specify the soil response.

The reasons for the discrepancies between the two sets of data were not obvious,

but not an uncommon occurrence. The modulus is a sensitive parameter which is

influenced by factors that do not affect the strength values. Before undertaking

a new cell fill testing program for three-dimensional finite element analysis, the

test procedures for the previous two series of tests were examined to see if certain

differences in the test procedures may have contributed to the discrepancies and

to prevent introducing yet another set of procedures in the new testing program

that could led to another set of modulus values. Table 5.2 shows the key features

of the sample preparation and the testing procedure for the two series of tests.
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The principal differences in the test procedures were the sample preparation and

the rate of load applied to the sample. The literature shows evidence that sample

preparation has a significant influence and that the simple dry tamping method used

in preparing the WES samples for the first test series may result in a nonuniform

specimen [36j. The undercompaction procedure used in preparing the Woodward-

Clyde samples was designed to circumvent this problem of a nonuniform specimen.

Thus, on the surface it, appeared that the results of the Woodward-Clyde testing

program were more reliable and should be the procedure used in the new cell fill

testing program.

5.4.2 The New Soil Testing Prcgram

Sieve analyses were performed on cell fill material obtained from Lock and Darn No.

26(R) site. In Figure 5.20 the average results of the grain size analyses are compared

with the overall range for the cell fill and the earlier test programs. The VPI sample

results fell ne-r the middle of the overall range and are similar to those for the

sand used in the first WES and Woodward-Clyde investigations. The maximum

and minimum void ratios for the VPI cell fill material were determined to be 0.588

and 0.400, respectively. These values are slightly different than those found in

the Woodward-Clyde investigation which were 0.616 and 0.375, respectively. This

difference is likely due to the slightly different gradation.

The VFI test program included 23 triaxial (12 compression and 11 extension)

and 9 cubical shear tests. Samples for the triaxial test were prepared to three

different densities (26, 55, and 70 percent). These values were intended to bound

the density for the cell fill in the field. Specimens were constructed using moist

tamping compaction with an undercompaction procedure similar to that used in
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Table 5.1: Comparison of Stiffness Parameters between WES and Woodward-Clyde
Tests.

Friction
Relative Angle

Investigation Density (%) Degrees K n R!
Woodward-Clyde 57 36 1,250 0.65 .8

WES I 60 35 400 0.65 _.8

Note: For two-dimensional soil model:

E = = Kp,, ac

Et = EiI-Rf(al I
I (al - '3)f.

where E is the initial Young's tangent modulus and Et is the Young's tangent
modulus.

Table 5.2: Comparison of Testing and Sample Preparation Procedures of Previous
Efforts

ITEM WES WOODWARD-CLYDE
Sample 2.8" dia x 7" high 2.96" dia x 6.6" high

Maximum particle size > 1/2 sieve > 1/2 sieve
No. of layers 7 8
Compaction dry tamp undercompaction-wet tamp

No. of membrane 2 1
Saturation back pressure saturation back pressure

with vacuum assist
Consolidation time 2-3 hours 1 day approximation
When D, reported after consolidation after consolidation

Strain rate 0.44 % per min. 0.05 % per min.
Corrections for:

membrane thickness yes yes
membrane strength no ?

membrane penetration no
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the previous Woodward-Clyde study. Confining pressure ranged from 1 to 14 ksf.

A density of 55 percent was used for the cubical shear tests. Details on these tests

can be found in the report by Sehn et al. [52].

5.4.3 Cubical Shear Testing

The basic philosophy of the cubical shear testing was to develop data on the soil

response for stress paths similar to those experienced by the cofferdam fill. Also,

the test data are to be used to test the capabilities of both the two-dimensional

and three-dimensional soil models used in the finite element analysis of cellular

cofferdams. For the new three-dimensional soil model, these cubical shear tests

would provide a significant test of its ability to represent the behavior of the cell fill

under a truly three-dimensional stress condition.

One of the problems facing the investigation was to first identify the stress

paths to be used in the cubical shear testing. Because there were no other three-

dimensional analyses or instrumentation data to provide guidelines for this, the

two-dimensional finite element analyses of the cofferdam were used. These analyses

allow the examination of the stress changes for a large number of points within the

cell under the simulation of various stages of loadings experienced by the cofferdam

during construction and operation. These results were already available from the

work performed by Clough and his associates for the first-stage cofferdam of Lock

and Dam No. 26(R) [53].

As discussed in Chapter 2, three two-dimensional finite element models were

used; axisymmetric, vertical slice, and horizontal slice. The vertical slice model is

the only one of the two-dimensional analyses that was used to analyze the cofferdam

through construction and operation. For that reason, its results were used to develop
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Figure 5.20: Gradation curves for cell fill sand [52].
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the stress paths for the cubical shear testing. The vertical slice model assumes plane

strain conditions, while the actual conditions are more complex than plane strain.

With only two-dimensional stress path information for guidance, it was decided that

plane strain conditions would be maintained for one of the three axes in the cubical

shear tests. The principal reason for this is that an infinite number of possibilities

exist for the stresses in the out-of-plane axis, and those resulting from the plane

strain conditions are known and reasonable. In comparing the test data with the

three-dimensional soil model, out-of-plane stress values play a significant role in

the behavior of soil. This will be discussed later in this section.

Stress paths for selected key elements inside and adjacent to the cofferdam are

shown in Figures 5.21, 5.22, and 5.23 . In these figures, the stress path is defined

as a plot of the maximum shear stress in the plane versus the average value of the

major and minor principal stresses in the plane. Two reference lines are shown. One

representing the stress state during conventional one-dimensional consolidation, and

is referred to as the Ko line. The other reference line establishes the limit between

failure and nonfailure stress states, and is referred to as the Kf line. The slope of

the Ko line is defined as

= arctan I + Kj (5.60)

where K0 is defined in the finite element analysis in terms of the Poisson's ratio, v,

as
Ko V (5.61)

The slope of the K1 line is defined in terms of the maximum shear stress, (al - U3)!,

and an average principal stress, (Ol + a3)f, at failure by

a = arctan (aI + ) f(562)
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All stress paths exhibit significant similarity during the cell filling stage, where

the soil undergoes a loading corresponding to that defined by the K0 line. The

maximum shear stress and the average principal stress increase at approximately

a linear rate. After the cell is filled, the stress paths for the different locations

diverge depending upon their response to the differential loading on the cofferdam.

In almost all cases, the maximum shear stresses hold constant or decrease under

subsequent differential loading of the cofferdam.

The stress paths in Figures 5.21, 5.22, and 5.23 were used as guides to develop

a series of the idealized stress paths to be applied in the cubical shear testing.

Schematic plots of these idealized stress paths are shown in Figure 5.24. Stress

paths A, B, and C were selected to follow average trends seen in the results of the

vertical slice analyses. Two sets of cubical shear tests were performed with the

stress paths A, B, and C. The first set used stress magnitudes comparable to those

at the midheight of the cell. The second set used stress magnitudes equivalent to

those found near the base of the cell. Stress path D in Figure 5.24 was intended

to duplicate the loading found in the triaxial extension test. The last two stress

paths E and F are constructed to serve as a critical test of the soil model to follow

a loading that is very close to failure. Either of these types of loading path could

occur in the field if the sheet-pile system is extremely flexible, allowing large lateral

deformations of the cell and a relaxation of the horizontal stress in the fill. In the

subsequent stages of the tests, shear stresses are reduced from the critical state to

zero to to simulate a complete unloading. A detailed description of the cubical shear

te5ting can be found in reference by Sehn et al. [52].
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Figure 5.21: Stress path from vertical slice model for cell fill at midheight [52].
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Figure 5.22: Stress path from vertical slice model for cell fill at bottom [521.
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Figure 5.24: Sdhematic representation of stress paths used in cubical shear tests [52].
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5.5 Comparison of Predicted and Observed Stress-

Strain Response

To assess the soil model and refine the model's parameters determined in the pro-

ceeding section, the new three-dimensional finite element code with the new con-

stitutive model was used to predicted the stress-strain response from the testing

program. This evaluation concentrated primarily on'the tests for a relative density

of 55 percent and secondarily on the tests for a relative density of 70 percent. The

three-dimensional soil model is used to predict results from the compression and

extension triaxial test and Lhe cubical shear test. The differences in predictions of

the cubical shear te>.r results between the two-dimensional and three-dimensional

soil models a _ also discussed.

5.5.1 Triaxial Test Response

The parameters determined from the procedures described in Appendix D are used

in the three-dimensional soil model to predict the triaxial test results. In the triaxial

tests only the primary loading curves were generated, thus no comparison could be

made between the test results and the unload-reload modulus parameters. The

comparison of the three-dimensional model to the primary loading curve for the

triaxial tests involves the use of six parameters; 0, K, n, Rf, Kb, and m.

Various combinations of these parameters can be used to obtain a fit to the

observed data. It was shown in the preceding section that the procedures for deter-

mining these parameters can yield several possible combinations of the parameters.

Since the model was new and there was no experience base to help in the selection
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of parameters, the analysis of the triaxial tests and the cubical shear tests were

conducted concurrently.

In the first attempts to fit the observed data, it became apparent that the model

was sensitive to the value of Rf. When the value of Rf was less than or equal to 0.8,

a better fit was obtained for the results at the lower shear stress values. Conversely,

when the value of Rf was greater than 0.95, the shear stress and strain produced by

the model could accurately match observed value at the higher levels of shear stress.

Recognizing this limitation, the model was adjusted so that Rf is equal to 0.8 when

the shear stress level is at 85 percent or less of the mobilized shear strength and

0.95 at 100 percent of the mobilized shear strength.

After several iterations of fitting the model to the test data for both the triaxial

tests and the cubical shear tests, the parameters presented in Table 5.3 gave the

best fit to the observed tests for samples with a relative density of 55 percent.

Figures 5.25 and 5.26 show comparisons between the triaxial test data and the model

for the compression and extension tests, respectively. No one single set of parameters

fit both the compression and extension tests. Further comment is provided in the

discussion of the cubical shear tests.

Table 5.4 gives the parameters that produced the best fit to the observed data for

the triaxial tests with a relative density of 70 percent. Figures 5.27 and 5.28 show

comparisons between the triaxial test data and the model for the compression and

extension tests, respectively. As was the case for a relative density of 55 percent, no

one single set of parameters can duplicate the observed data for both compression

and extension tests. Again, the differences were small. For a relative density of 70

percent there were no cubical shear tests to help in selection of the final parameters,
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Figure 5.25: Comparison between soil model and triaxial compression test data for
a relative density of 55 percent.
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Figure 5.26: Comparison between soil model and triaxial extension test data for a
relative density of 55 percent.
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and in this case parameters were selected based on the findings of the fitting of the

cubical shear tests for relative density of 55 percent.

5.5.2 Cubical Test Response

The matching of the cubical test results with the soil model test predictions proved

a more difficult task than was the case with the triaxial tests. The response in the

cubicui shear tests involve a significant Poisson's effect which, in turn, influences the

stress-strain response of the soil. Thus, the predictions for the cubical shear tests

were sensitive to the bulk modulus.

In the first six cubical tests, the initial phase of loading was essentially the same as

a conventional, one-dimensional consolidation test. Three of the tests used a loading

magnitude representative of the midcell height, while the other three used a loading

closer in magnitude to that found in the lower portion of the cell. The response in

all cases was very similar, following almost identical stress-strain curves. For the

unloading phase, three different paths were used for each of the two different initial

loading paths. Nex ertheless, the soil stress-strain response was almost identical in

all cases. The similarity of the response in the first six cubical tests simplifies the

fitting of these results. If a set of model parameters are determined which match

one of the curves, it will also work for the others. Consequently, for the purposes of

discussion, only one of these tests is presented in detail.

The test selected for discussion is stress path B, shown in Figure 5.24, with the

higher loading magnitude. The stress path and the stress-strain curves are shown

in Figures 5.29 and 5.30, respectively. Figure 5.31 shows a comparison with the

cubical test results and the results predicted with the two-dimensional soil model.

The best fit for the two-dimensional model to the test results is obtained using the
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Figure 5.27: Comparison between soil model and triaxial compression test data for
a relative density of 70 percent.
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Figure 5,28: Comparison between soil model and triaxial extension test data for a
relative density of 70 percent.
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parameters derived from the triaxial extension tests with a Poisson's ratio of 0.3.

The two-dimensional soil model yields an almost linear relationship between the

deviatoric stress and the major principal axial strain during the loading stage of the

test. During unloading, the axial strain remains constant. The two-dimensional

predictions produce a good fit to the test data at the higher deviatoric stress levels

and during the unloading stage of the test. At the initial stage of loading, the two-

dimensional predictions show less strain than the test data and do not demonstrate

the nonlinear nature of the behavior.

Figure 5.32 shows the comparison between test results and the new three-dimensional

soil model. The comparison reveals a good fit with the observed data. The model

parameters for the extension test in Table 5.3 were used to fit the cubical shear

test results. The three-dimensional predictions capture the nonlinear nature of the

principal axial strain with increased deviatoric stress. The relationship between the

major principal axial strain and deviatoric stress during the loading stage of the test

can be divided into two portions; an initial soft response and a subsequent stiffer, al-

most linear, response. The three-dimensional model simulated this response, while

the two-dimensional model was unable to capture this behavior. The reasons for

the difference between the two soil models can be explained by examining the state

of stress in the three-dimensional model under the plane strain conditions and the

differences in the formulation of the models.

Figure 5.33 shows the simple, one-element finite element model used for the

three-dimensional predictions. The principal stresses and strains coincide with the

normals of the element faces. To impose plane strain conditions on the model, the

nodes on faces 1 and 2 were fixed against movement along the z-axis, as in the cubical

shear tests. Remembering that the ultimate shear strength of the soil is defined only
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Figure 5.29: Stress path B for cubical shear test.
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Figure 5.31: Comparison between two-dimensional model and cubical shear test for
stress path B.
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for stress path B.
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by the major and minor principal stresses and the intermediate principal stress has

no influence, an examination of the three-dimensional finite element predictions

reveals that during the commencement of the loading the minor principal stress is

along the z-axis. As the loading increases, the minor principal stress changes from

the out-of-plane axis under plane strain conditions, z-axis, to the in-plane axis,

and the x-axis. This was approximately the point where the major principal axial

strain changed to the stiffer response. The initial'tangent modulus, Ei, for the

two-dimensional model is a function of the confining pressure and increases at a

rate equal to the log of the confining pressure. Under the plane strain conditions,

the confining stress is equal to the minor principal stress in the plane of loading

(x-y plane). During the loading stage of the test, the confining stress increases at

a constant rate with the major principal stress and deviatoric stress. In the three-

dimensional model, the initial tangent shear and bulk moduli are functions of the

mean normal stress, p, and increase at a rate equal to the log of the mean normal

stress. The three-dimensional model yields a mean normal stress that increases at

a faster rate than the confining stress in the two-dimensional model, Figure 5.34.

This faster rate of increase in mean normal stress is one of the reasons that the

three-dimensional model provides a better fit to the observed data, but the primary

reason is the effect of mean normal stress in the formulation of the model.

The formulation for the three-dimensional soil model is in terms of the shear

and bulk moduli, while the two-dimensional model is in terms of Young's modulus

and Poisson's ratio. In the three-dimensional model, the tangent shear and bulk

moduli vary as a function of the mean normal stress and the shear strength ratio.

In the two-dimensional model, the Young's tangent modulus varies as a function

of the confining stress and the shear strength ratio, while Poisson's ratio remains
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Figure 5.33: Finite element model for cubical shear test.
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Figure 5.34: Comparison of mean normal stress and confining stress.
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constant. To illustrate the differences in the response of these two formulations, the

tangent shear and bulk moduli from the three-dimensional formulation are used to

compute an equivalent Young's tangent modulus and Poisson's ratio by

Et = KG (5.63)3K, + Gt -

3Kt - 2Gt
S6Kt + 2Gt (5.64)

In Figure 5.35, the values of Poisson's ratio from the two models are compared.

The two-dimensional model used a constant Poisson's ratio throughout the test. In

the three-dimensional model, Poisson's ratio increases throughout the loading stage

of the test. Poisson's ratio from the three-dimensional model starts at a value of

approximately 0.15 and increases to 0.37 at the end of the loading stage of the test.

This lower value of Poisson's ratio during initial loading in the test is the principal

reason for the minor principal stress being in the out-of-plane axis.

The plot in Figure 5.36 compares the Young's tangent modulus from the two-

dimensional model to the equivalent Young's tangent modulus from the three-

dimensional model. The modulus values are plotted against the major princi-

pal strain. The plot reveals that the Young's tangent modulus from the three-

dimensional model, thus the stiffness of the soil, increases constantly throughout

the loading stage of the test, while the tangent modulus from the two-dimensional

model deceases slightly at the start of the test and then increases back to its initial

value. The increasing tangent modulus from the three-dimensional model is the

primary reason for a better fit to the observed data.

The three-dimensional model did a good job of representing the soil response

during the plane strain K0 loading in the cubical shear device. However, before

drawing final conclusions, it is necessary to consider the tests that are closer to the
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Figure 5.36: Comparison of value of Young's modulus during cubical shear test for
stress path B.
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failure state of the soil.

Figures 5.37 and 5.38 show the load path and test results for hypothetical load

path F, as referred to in Figure 5.24. This specimen is loaded so that the stress

path travels along and slightly below the K1 line. The test shows a significantly

greater amount of strain in both minor and major principal strains due to the high

shear stress level. Figure 5.39 shows a comparison of the two-dimensional model

using the best fit parameters in the K0 loading tests. These parameters result in a

response significantly softer than the observed response. A better fit was obtained

by increasing the friction angle in the model from 39 to 42 deg, as can be seen in

Figure 5.40. The two-dimensional model has decreasing stiffness with increasing

shear stress, while the observed test data has increasing stiffness with increasing

shear stress. Figure 5.41 shows the comparison of the three-dimensional model

with the parameters used in the previous K0 tests. The comparison reveals that the

three-dimensional model yields a much better representation of the soil response

during the test. The primary reason for this is that the stiffness computed in the

three-dimensional model increases with shear stress and mean normal stress.

This contradictory response of the two-dimensional model is more pronounced in

this test than in the previous K0 tests. The reason for this is *hat at high stress levels

the value of Et in the two-dimensional model is markedly reduced as the deviatoric

stresses increase, Figure 5.42. With v constant, this reduction in Et implies that

both values of tangent bulk and shear moduli, Kt and Gt, are reduced at the same

ratio as Et. The reduction in Gt with increasing deviatoric stress is realistic, but

the marked decrease in Kt with increasing deviatoric stres. is contrary to observed

experimental behavior. Test results indicate that the value of the bulk modulus is

essentially independent of the magnitude of the deviatoric stress and is primarily
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dependent upon the mean normal stress or hydrostatic pressure. At or near failure,

both the Gt and Kt are reduced to a negligible amount as a result of reducing Et to a

very small value. As a result of this, with any subsequent loading, the soil is assumed

to have essentially no resistance to any type of deformation. This phenomenon has

been referred to as a black hole [401. Tests results clearly show that this is not

characteristic of real soils, which are capable of sustaining additional hydrostatic

stresses even after failure. Figure 5.43 shows the plot of Poisson's ratio for the two-

dimensional model and the equivalent Poisson's ratio from the three-dimensional

model. In the three-dimensional model, Poisson's ratio increases as the shearing

takes place. This equivalent Poisson's ratio increased to a higher value, 0.43, than

in the previous K0 test. By increasing 0 in the two-dimensional model, the failure

deviatoric stress for the soil is increased, resulting in the predicted deviatoric stress

for the test being further from the failure envelope.

This, in turn, increases E, and produces a better fit to the data.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, a new three-dimensional constitutive model for soil was developed

based on the variable moduli concept. The general philosophy for the model was to

keep it in the same order of complexity as the one employed in the finite element

code, SOILSTRUCT, used in the two-dimensional analyses of the Lock and Dam

26(R) cofferdam. The primary criteria for the model were; to keep it as simple and

as close as possible, conceptually, to the Duncan-Chang model, and definable by

commonly used laboratory tests. There are three important characteristics of the
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Figure 5.37: Stress path F for cubical shear test.
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stress-strain response of soils that the model had to emulate. These were nonlin-

earity, stress-dependency, and inelasticity.

The new model was formulated in terms of the tangent shear modulus, Gt, and

bulk modulus, Kt. For the tangent shear modulus, it was assumed that the relation-

ship between shear stress and strain could be represented by a hyperbolic curve and

the stiffness was dependent on the mean normal stress and the shear stress ratio.

For the tangent bulk modulus, it was assumed that the relationship between mean

normal stress and volumetric strain could be represented by power function and the

stiffness was a function of the mean normal stress.

A testing program was conducted to explain and resolve differences between two

previous testing programs, to provide a data base to be used to establish parameters

for new and existing constitutive models, and to provide a stress-strain data base to

test the capabilities of the new and existing constitutive models. A total of 23 triaxial

(12 compression and 11 extension) and 9 cubical shear tests were performed. The

triaxial compression tests were performed to compare with results from the previous

testing programs and to add to the data base for determining the constitutive model

parameters. As a first step to examining the influence of load path, triaxial extension

tests was performed to look at the soil response under a load path that would be

the limiting condition during cell filling. To further examine the influence of load

path dependence of the stress-strain response of the cell fill, cubical shear tests

were performed along a series of stress paths which reasonably duplicated those

experienced at critical locations in the cell fill. The data from these tests were used

to test the new three-dimensional constitutive model.

To assess the new soil model and refine the model's parameters, the new three-

dimensional finite element code with the new constitutive model was used to predict
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the stress-strain response from the compression and extension triaxial test and cu-

bical shear tests. The differences in predictions of the cubical shear test results

between the two-dimensional and three-dimensional soil models were examined in

detail. Several interesting discoveries were made. First, even though the shear

strength determined from compression and extension tests were the same, the stiff-

ness of the stress-strain curves were different. The differences were not great, but

they were significant. Secondly, the stiffness parameters that matched the extension

tests also gave the best match to the cubical shear tests. Finally, the difference in

the formulation of the three-dimensional model in terms of shear and bulk moduli

from the two-dimensional model in terms of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio

had a significant influence on the ability of the models to predict the cubical shear

test results.
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Table 5.3: Parameters of Soil Model for a Relative Density of 55 percent

Test K n R! Kb. m €
Compression 350 0.5 0.8 0.0025 0.8 39deg

Extension 250 0.5 0.8 0.0025 0.8 39deg

Table 5.4: Parameters of Soil Model for Relative Density of 70 percent.

Test K n R1  Kb m 0
Compression 550 0.5 0.8 0.0025 0.8 41 deg

Extension 450 0.5 0.8 0.0025 0.8 41 deg
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Chapter 6

Cell Filling Analysis

In Chapter 2, the history of sheet-pile cellular cofferdams and their design was

presented. The deficiencies in the conventional design procedures were illustrated

by recent experiences in the design and construction of cofferdams for Lock and

Dam 26 (R) and the application of two-dimensional soil-structure interaction finite

element techniques was described. The two-dimensional finite element analyses

have focused on specific facets of cofferdam behavior successfully. However, universal

implementation of the findings of these analyses is limited since uncertainties remain

about simplifications in the two-dimensional models. This research has led a new

three-dimensional nonlinear soil-structure interaction finite element code for sheet-

pile cellular cofferdams. In this and the next chapter, the results of the analysis of

the second-stage cofferdam for the construction of Lock and Dam No. 26(R) with

the new three-dimensional code are presented and compared with the results of

previous two-dimensional finite element analyses and instrumentation observations.

In this chapter, the behavior of the second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R)

cellular cofferdam is investigated during the filling process. The presentation of the
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results of the analyses are divided into assessment of: (1) the behavior of an isolated

main cell and (2) the three-dimensional section of the cofferdam including a main

cell and an arc cell during filling. The behavior of the isolated main cell is used

to verify the three-dimensional finite element code by comparing it to the two-

dimensional axisymmetric finite element analyses. The three-dimensional analyses

of a truly three-dimensional section is used to examine the fundamental behavior

of the cofferdam during cell fill placement.

6.1 Project Description

The old Lock and Dam No. 26 near Alton, Illinois, was a bottleneck on the Missis-

sippi River for the last 2 decades. To remove this obstruction to river traffic, the

US Army Engineer District, St. Louis, has been constructing a one billion dollar

replacement lock and dam 2 miles downstream from the old Lock and Dam No. 26.

The construction scheme calls for the use of a three-stage cofferdam to permit

the construction of the replacement lock and dam in the dry. This cofferdam is

one of the largest sheet-pile cellular cofferdams ever to be built. Construction

began on the first-stage of the cofferdam in the summer of 1981 and was completed

the following summer. In 1985, after completion of the construction of six dam

monoliths, the first-stage cofferdam was removed and the placement of the second-

stage cofferdam began. The second-stage was completed in late 1985 and was used

for the construction of the main lock which was completed in 1989. The third-stage

of the cofferdam will be used for the construction of a second lock and river closure.

The construction of the third-stage cofferdam began in the 1989 with completion

and dewatering in 1990.
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The first-stage of the cofferdam was built to provide a dry work area for the

construction of six of the seven gate sections of the dam. It enclosed the largest

area of the three stages, 25 acres, and measured approximately 1,500 ft in length and

800 ft in width. The cofferdam consists of forty-five, 63-ft diam circular main cells,

linked together by 43 connector arc cells, Figures 6.1 and 6.2. The cells extended

60 ft above the river bottom to El 430 and had an approximate embedment of 35 ft

into the river bed, Figure 6.3.

The second-stage of the cofferdam was built to allow for the construction of the

1,200 ft main lock and the connecting gate section of the dam. This stage of the

cofferdam is comprised of 54 main cells and 52 arc cells with the same geometric

configuration as the first-stage. It encompassed an area 1,900 ft in length and 600 ft

in width, Figures 6.4 and 6.5. The second-stage was designed for a top elevation of

430 ft resulting in a height above the dredgeline ranging from 60 ft on the Missouri

leg to 80 ft on the Illinois leg. The embedment depth of the cell ranged from a

maximum of 35 ft on the Missouri leg to a minimum of 15 ft on the Illinois leg,

Figure 6.6.

The third-stage of the cofferdam is presently under construction and will allow

the construction of a second 600-ft-long lock and the closure between the lock and

the Illinois river bank, Figure 6.7. This stage of the cofferdam is comprised of

29 main cells and 28 arc cells with the same geometric configuration as the first-

and second-stage. For this stage, the elevation of the top of the cofferdam will be

raised to 431 ft to avoid the necessity to flood the cofferdam to circumvent damage

during extremely high river stages. Both the first- and second-stages were flooded

to eliminate possible damage due to overtopping during high river conditions. If

the cells for these stages had been 1 ft higher, the need for flooding would not have
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figure 6..Artist illustrationl Of the fi,,t-stage Lock ,cd Darn No. 26(R) c-offerdan'
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Figure 6.2: Plan view of the first-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam.
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Figure 6.3: Profile section through the first-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) coffer-
dam.
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been necessary, and millions of dollars and time lost in construction would have

been saved.

6.1.1 Foundation Materials and Properties

The Lock and Dam 26(R) cofferdam is founded on a 70-ft-thick alluvial sand deposit

underlain by bedrock. The deposit is composed of a series of dense to medium-dense

sand layers, Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.6. Lenses of cobbles and boulders are present

in some of the lower layers. For the most part, however, there is little variation

among sand layers throughout the deposit. Standard penetration tests show that the

deposit was fairly uniform in density with average relative density of approximately

70 percent [53]. The soil properties for a relative density of 70 percent from the

laboratory testing program were used in the analyses for the foundation materials.

6.1.2 Cell Fill Materials and Properties

The cell fill is a sand dredged from the Mississippi River bed. After dredging the

fill from the river bed and placing it on a barge for drainage, it was dropped in the

cells by a clamshell bucket. Once the surface of the fill was above the water level,

it was leveled by a bulldozer. From the grain size analyses performed for the design

of the cofferdam, the cell fill was classified as a medium sand with 50 percent of the

material by weight passing the No. 30 sieve and less than 10 percent passing the No.

200 sieve [53]. In-situ tests performed in the cell fill after completion of construction

indicated a relative density of the fill in the range of 55 to 60 percent [6]. The soil

properties for a relative density of 55 percent from the laboratory testing program

were used in the analyses for the cell fill.
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Figure 6.4: Artist illustration of the second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) coffer-

dam.
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Figure 6.5: Plan view of the second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam.
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Figure 6.6: Profile section through the second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R)
cofferdam.
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Figure 6.7: Artist illustration of the third-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam.
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6.1.3 Sheet Piles

Each main cell in the cofferdam consists of 154 steel sheet piles while the connecting

arc cells are made up of 78 sheet piles, Figure 6.8. The supplier of the steel sheet

piling was U.S. Steel Co. For the first-stage cofferdam, high-strength steel sheet

piles, PSX-32, were used in the common walls between the main and arc cells where

higher loads were expected. PS-32 sheet piles were used in all other sections of

the cells. The sheet piles from the first-stage were reused for the second-stage

cofferdam. The high-strength sheet piles were used in the common walls for the

cells along the Illinois leg of the cofferdam.

6.1.4 General Construction Sequence

The first operation in the construction of the cells for the Lock and Dam No. 26

(R) cofferdam was to place the steel sheet piling. The sheet piles for the main cell

were placed with assistance of a template to maintain the cell's shape. The main

cell was then filled. Once two adjacent main cells were filled, the sheet piles for the

connecting arc cell were driven and the arc cell was filled. The cell fill was dredged

from the riverbed, placed on barges, and allowed to drain. The fill was placed in

the cells with a clamshell bucket. A bulldozer was used to level the fill once the

fill was above the river surface. After all of the cells were placed and filled, sand

stability berms were placed against the interior by clamshelling the sand over the

sides of the cell. Once the berms were in place, the dewatering of the cofferdam

began with aboveground pumps which pumped water directly from the pool. Well

points were installed once the water level was low enough to allowed it. The well

points were lowered in stages to draw down the pool until the final dewatered state
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Figure 6.8: Layout of sheet piles in main and arc cell.
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was achieved. After final dewatering, the berms were shaped and the river bed silts

were excavated to ready the site for construction to begin.

6.2 Response of Isolated Main Cell during Fill-

ing

In the investigations of the first-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam, the

behavior of a main cell during filling was studied by analyzing an isolated main cell

with a two-dimensional axisymmetric finite element model [8, 33, 56, 53]. In the

isolated main cell model, it was assumed that adjacent connecting arc cells and main

cells were empty and had no influence on the response of the isolated main cell being

filled. It was further assumed that no differential loading was applied to the isolated

main cell. Under these boundary conditions, an isolated main cell during fill could

be modeled as an axisymmetric problem, Figure 6.9. For the analysis of the first-

stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam, an axisymmetric model was developed

by Clough and his associates [7, 8] that provided a near complete description of

the process of filling an isolated main cell. The axisymmetric finite element model

accounted for the staging of load due to filling, the nonlinear behavior, slippage

along the interface between the soil and sheet piles, and yielding in the interlocks of

the sheet piles.

The new three-dimensional finite element code has similar capabilities as the ax-

isymmetric model and should provide comparable results under the same boundary

conditions and loading. The analysis of an isolated main cell provides a verification

tool for new three-dimensional code. The symmetry about the center of the cell

(z-axis) allows it to be represented in three dimensions by modeling one-quarter of
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the cell and the surrounding foundation, Figure 6.10. This three-dimensional case

will be referred to as the quarter model.

6.2.1 Verification of the Three-Dimensional Code for Iso-

lated Main Cell Analysis

A series of linear elastic analyses were performed using the axisymmetric and quar-

ter models of the first-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam. Two different

finite element meshes were used in the evaluation. The first mesh used 275 three-

dimensional 20-node solid elements for the cell fill and foundation, and forty-five

1-ft-thick three-dimensional 20-node solid elements to represent the sheet piling,

Figure 6.11. In the second mesh the one foot thick solid elements representing the

sheet piling were replaced by 8-node shell elements, Figure 6.12. The purpose of

the investigation of the two different meshes was to verify the shell element imple-

mentation.

The foundation for the models was extended laterally 100 ft from the edge of the

cell so that the fixed boundary would influence behavior of cell during filling of the

cell. The mesh for the foundation was extended in depth to the bedrock surface,

El 300, approximately 70 ft below the Mississippi River bottom, El 370. Bedrock

provided an incompressible lower boundary for the model.

Figure 6.13 shows the mesh used for the two-dimensional axisymmetric finite ele-

ment analyses of the first-stage cofferdam [56]. The foundation is extended approx-

imately 130 ft from the edge of the cell with the same depth of the foundation as the

meshes for the three-dimensional analyses. The same values of Young's modulus of

elasticity were used for like materials in the two-dimensional and three-dimensional
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Figure 6.9: Schematic of isolated main cell and axisymmetric model.
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Figure 6.10: Schematic of isolated main cell and three-dirr.2nsional model.
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models.

Figure 6.14 shows the radial deflection of the sheet piles from the analysis of the

isolated main cell under simple gravity, turn-on loading. The deflections for both

the axisymmetric and the three-dimensional analyses with 1-ft-thick elements for

the sheet piles are essentially identical. The deflections for the analyses with shell

elements representing sheet piling were more than twice that obtained from analyses

using the 1-ft-thick elements for the sheet piling. Figure 6.15 shows the sheet-pile

interlock stresses for the four analyses. Along the free height of the sheet piles, the

magnitude of the interlock stresses for the four analyses are essentially the same.

Near the dredgeline, the interlock stresses and deflections for the analyses with shell

elements are more responsive to the restraint provided by the foundation.

In the course of the research effort, the three-dimensional analyses with the shell

element were completed prior to implementation of the shell element in the ax-

isymmetric code. Therefore, the deflections from three-dimensional analysis with

the shell element were looked at with suspicion. The interlock stresses from the

three-dimensional analysis with shell elements were very reasonable. After careful

assessment of the results, it was determined that the results were accurate and the

shell element was implemented correctly. This was later confirmed by the develop-

ment of a shell element for the axisymmetric code [56]. The deflections from the

axisymrmetric analysis using shell elements were of the same magnitLde as those in

the three-dimensional analysis, Figure 6.14.

6.2.2 Modeling an Isolated Main Cell During Filling

The linear elastic analyses confirmed the soundness of the element formulation, im-

plementationi, and application of the code to large problem (approximately 4,000
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Y Llx

Figure 6.11: Finite element mesh for an isolated main cell from first-stage of Lock
and Dam No. 26(R) using three-dimensional solid elements to represent sheet piles.
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Figure 6.12: Finite element mesh for an isolated main cell from first-stage of Lock
and Dam No. 26(R) using shell elements to represent sheet piles.
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Figure 6.13: Finite element mesh for two-dimensional axisymmetric analysis of first-
stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam using shell elements for the sheet piles.
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Figure 6.14: Radial deflection of sheet piles from linear elastic analyses of an isolated
main cell.
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Figure 6.15: Sheet-pile interlock stresses from linear elastic analyses of an isolated
main cell.
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unknowns). The next step in applying the new code was to perform a nonlinear

three-dimensional soil-structure interaction analysis of a sheet-pile cellular coffer-

dam for a case that had comparable two-dimensional results, such as an isolated

main cell during filling.

As previously stated, the purpose of the isolated main cell analysis is to model

the response of a main cell during its construction. It is assumed that the adjacent

connecting arc cells are empty while the main cell is being filled, a horizontal water

level is maintained throughout the filling operation, and that other unfilled connect-

ing arc cells and main cells in the cofferdam have no influence on the behavior of

the main cell.

Finite Element Meshes

Three analyses were performed for three different penetrations of the cell into the

foundation. These different penetrations represent the possible varying conditions

that could be found for the second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam. At

one end of the spectrum was a penetration of 35 ft which was the same penetration

found in the first-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam. This depth of sheet-

pile penetration was found along the Missouri leg of the cofferdam. The mesh

from the linear analysis that utilized the shell elements, Figure 6.12, was used to

model this penetration. As noted, this mesh consisted of 1,361 nodes, 275 three-

dimensional 20-node solid elements for the cell fill and foundation, and 45 eight-

node shell elements for the sheet piles. Sixty three-dimensional 8-node surface

interface elements were located between the soil and sheet piles. The foundation

was extended laterally 100 ft from the edge of the cell and extended in depth to the
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top of bedrock, approximately 70 ft below the Mississippi River bottom, providing

an incompressible lower boundary for the model.

The two other penetrations analyzed were 15 ft and 10 ft. The 15-ft penetration

was the design penetration of the Illinois (channel) leg of the cofferdam. The 10-

ft penetration was used to consider possible scour effects. The mesh shown in

Figure 6.16 was used for both the 15- and 10-foot penetration analyses. The mesh

consisted of 1,635 nodes, 330 three-dimensional, 20-node solid elements for the

cell fill and foundation, 55 three-dimensional, 8-node shell elements for the sheet

piles, and 70 three-dimensional 8 node surface interface elements between the soil

and sheet piles. The lateral boundary was the same as in the previous mesh and

the depth of the mesh was 50 ft and 45 ft for the 15-ft and 10-ft penetrations,

respectively. The 10-ft penetration was modeled by not activating the surface row

of the foundation elements in the model shown in Figure 6.16.

Construction Simulation

The construction of the circular main cell was simulated by applying incremental

loads which were designed to represent placing of the cell fill material. The simula-

tion of the filling of a main cell began by establishment of in situ stress conditions in

the foundation prior to initiation of construction. The soil in the foundation was as-

sumed to be in an at-rest condition determined in accordance with the specified soil

properties and the initial groundwater and soil levels. The code computes the stress

level in each element by a gravity turn-on analysis with appropriate unit weights

for the soil and values of Poision's ratio, v, as a function of the at-rest lateral earth

pressure coefficients, K0,

v K (6.1)
+Ko
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Figure 6.16: Finite element mesh for an isolated main cell from second-stage of
Lock and Dam No. 26(R) with 10-ft of penetration.
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For the analysis of the 35-ft penetration, the soil surface was at El 370, 70 ft above

bedrock, and a river level of El 402 was used. The subsurface consisted of three

layers: (1) Alluvial outwash from El 370 to El 358; (2) Wisconsin outwash from El

358 to El 330; and 3) Illinoisan ice contact from El 330 to El 300. Below El 300,

the soil was assumed to be underlain by rigid bedrock. For the 15-ft and 10-ft

penetrations, the Alluvial outwash was removed and the soil surfaces were at El 350

and El 345, respectively, beginning in the Wisconsin outwash.

The elements in the mesh representing the cell fill, the sheet piles and sheet

pile-soil interfaces were not activated during the initial stress determination. Before

filling starts, the shell elements representing the sheet piles along with the interface

elements between the sheet piles and foundation soils were activated. The stresses

in the foundation were assumed to be unchanged from the installation of the sheet

piles.

The procedure used to model the fill placement is referred to as the dense liquid

technique [5]. In the procedure, each layer is placed as a dense liquid, i.e. to have

weight but no ability to resist shear. As the next layer is placed, the previous layer

is assumed to behave as a solid. Fills are generally constructed in a series of thin

layers compared with the total thickness of the fill. It is usually necessary to use

much thicker layers in numerical modeling of fill placement than used in the actual

construction. The number of layers needed to accurately simulate fill placement

depends on the information required from the analysis. If the analysis is focusing

on the soil underlying the fill, very few layers are required since both stresses and

displacements are not sensitive to the number of layers. However, in the cofferdam

analyses the focus is on the behavior of the fill itself, and more layers are necessary.

Obtaining accurate values for the cell fill deformation in the cofferdam problem is
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especially significant since they influence the shear transfer between the sheet piles

and the soil, and thus, the degree of arching in the cell fill.

Clough [5] found that the accuracy of the fill placement simulation was a function

of the number of layers, the stresses used to calculate the modulus values, and the

rate of change in the modulus due to the confining stress. For the three-dimensional

analyses of an isolated main cell during filling, the soil placement in the cell was

modeled with six to eight lifts with six substeps peir lifts. To check the accuracy

of the fill placement, the responses of the elements were monitored from load step

to load step. Changes in shear and mean normal stresses were generally much less

than 10 percent indicating that the code could update modulus values at intervals

that would provide an accurate representation of the stress-strain curve.

6.2.3 Difficulties in Three-Dimensional Modeling of the

Isolated Main Cell Analyses

The results of the isolated main cell analyses are presented with the results of the

previous axisymmetric analyses for comparison. As will be shown subsequently,

the results from the new three-dimensional finite element code compare well with

the axisymmetric results, but before examining these findings it is necessary to

discuss some of the problems encountered in modeling the isolated main cell with a

nonlinear, three-dimensional finite element code. In formulating the axisymmetric

model, certain degrees of freedom of the problem are eliminated or constrained by

assuming that an axisymmetric condition prevails. This luxury is not afforded in

the three-dimensional model. In the three-dimensional model, a vertical plane of

symmetry exists at 45 deg from the x and y axes. The coordinates of the nodal
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points and the angles formed by a line from the origin to the nodal points should be

mirror images of one another from one side of this plane of symmetry to the other.

The resulting displacements and stresses from an analysis should also be symmetric

about this plane.

The results from the initial nonlinear analysis were not symmetric and at the end

of filling the analysis showed that the cell had twisted with it displacing outward from

the origin along the x axis and inward along the y axis. This was of great concern

and instigated a long search to find out why the results were not symmetrical.

First, the results from the linear verification analyses were reexamined and were

symmetric for the five significant digits printed in the output. Next, the coordinates

of the nodal points were reexamined to make certain they were a mirror image from

one side of the plane of symmetry to the other and they were symmetrical. A number

of small problems with rectangular geometry were analyzed, and no problems with

the code were discovered. The problem only occurred when the geometry of the main

cell was used. It was not practical to search for the problem with the full model

because one complete analysis cost about $ 9,000 or about $ 1,500 per load step. To

arrive at a model that would be economical to analyze and would reproduce the same

problem, two rows of elements from the main cell were used to form a new model.

With this smaller model the problem persisted, yet no error in the code was found.

After numerous examinations of the code, the individual stiffness matrices were

examined. The components of the stiffness matrices of the elements were printed to

the full precision of the machine, 15 significant digits. It was discovered that some of

the diagonal terms of the stiffness matrices for two elements that should be identical

because of symmetry were off from one another in the fifth or sixth significant digit

even though the modulus values were identical. This led to the conclusion that there
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was an error in the geometry.

As stated earlier, the coordinates of the nodal points were a mirror image of

one another about the plane of symmetry, but on further examination only five

significant digits were used to define the coordinates. The grid generation software

reported only the coordinates to this number of significant digits. At the time, this

did not seem likely to make a significant difference. The angles formed with the

plane of symmetry and lines passing through the origin and mirror image nodal

points were not absolutely identical.

To increase the accuracy of the coordinates of nodal points, a computer program

was written to calculate the coordinates of nodal points to 28 significant digits

(double precision). Using the newly calculated coordinates, the diagonal terms of

mirror image elements matched for 15 significant digits (all that are available in

single precision).

Although this was the principal reason for the unsymmetric results in the nonlin-

ear, three-dimensional analysis of an isolated main cell, it was not the only reason.

New tangent shear and bulk moduli are calculated during each increment in the

construction simulation. These moduli are calculated based on the stress level in

the element. If all things are equal in two elements except for a slight difference in

stress level from one element to the other, the moduli value computed for the two

elements will be different and with additional increments of loading the difference

between the stress in the two elements will get greater. Even with 15 significant

digits of accuracy. if the stre'scses in these elements that are mirror images of one

another are off in the tenth to twelfth significant digit during the first increment

of loading, the moduli for the two elements will not be calculated exactly the same

for both for use in the next increment of loading. After 10 or 15 increments, the
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differences will grow to an intolerable level. To correct this, the stresses used in the

calculation of the moduli were rounded off to five significant digits. With this proce-

dure in place, the displacements, stresses, and moduli values remained symmetrical

to five significant digits throughout the analysis.

6.2.4 Results of the Isolated Main Cell Analyses

Results are presented for the sheet-pile penetrations of 35-ft and 10-ft. These are

the two extreme conditions that viere possible for the second-stage cofferdam, and

they are also conditions for which both two-dimensional axisymmetric results and

obGerved measurements were available for comparison. Results from the axisymmet-

ric analyses of main cell filling with an E-ratio of 0.03 are compared with results of

the three-dimensional analyses. For the axisymmetrical analyses of the first-stage

Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam, an E-ratio of 0.03 provided the best agreement

with the observed behavior. The E-ratio was also used in the three-dimensional

analyses.

Sheet-Pile Movements

At the end of filling, radial deflections of the cofferdam from the three-dimensional

analysis were 0.3 in. at the top of the cell, 3.1 in. at 15 ft above the dredgeline,

and 1.82 in. at the dredgeline. The radial deflections continued to decrease be-

low the dredgeline to 0.3 in. at the tip of the sheet piles. Figure 6.17 shows the

predicted radial cell wall displacements for the three-dimensional and axisymmetric

analyses along with a range of observed movements for two instrumented cells in the

first-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam. The two analyses give essentially

the same predictions, as they should in this case. The observed radial deflections
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bound the predicted results from both of the finite element analyses. The predicted

deflections reasonably match an average of the observed measured deflections.

Similar results was found in the analysis of the model with a penetration of 10 ft.

The three-dimensional analysis yielded a radial deflection of the cell to 0.3 in. at

the top, 4.3 in., 15 ft above the dredgeline, and 2.6 in. at the dredge line. The radial

deflections continued to decrease below the dredgeline to 0.6 in. at the tip of the

sheet piles. Figure 6.18 shows the predicted radial 'cell wall displacements for the

three-dimensional and axisymmetric analyses along with the range of those observed

movements from an instrumented prototype test cell used to verify the second-

stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam design. Again, the two finite element

analyses produce essentially the same prediction of the radial movements. The

predicted radial deflections fall within the observed range. The range of observed

deflections shows more spread than found in the observed deflections of the first

stage, a behavior thought due to the cells not being plumb during filling.

Interlock Forces

The predicted distribution of interlock forces in the sheet piles by the three-dimensional,

finite element analysis for the model with 35-ft penetration is shown in Figure 6.19

along with the results from the axisysmmetric analysis and the measured field val-

ues. The interlock force distribution is similar to the shape of the radial deflections

of the cell wall with the maximum interlock force of 3.1 kips per inch occurring at

approximately the same height above the dredgeline as the maximum deflection.

The predicted interlock forces compares favorably with the measured values. The

predicted values are also significantly less than the design values determined from

conventional procedures. The three-dimensional and axisymmetric finite element
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of radial deflection from the three-dimensional and ax-
isymmetric finite element for isolated main cell with 35-ft penetration.
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results are in close agreement.

The predicted interlock force distributions for the cell with a sheet-pile penetra-

tion of 10 ft are compared in Figure 6.20. A maximum interlock force of 4.2 kips

per inch predicted by the three-dimensional analysis is located at approximately

the same point as the maximum radial deflection. The two predictions of inter-

lock forces are similar with the three-dimensional analysis producing slightly higher

values than the axisymmetric results.

Earth Pressures

The predicted lateral earth pressures against the sheet-pile cell walls are shown in

Figures 6.21 and 6.22 for the models with penetrations of 35 ft and 10 ft, respectively.

Reference lines denoting the at-rest and the active pressures are also shown in the

figures. At the top of the cell, finite element results show at-rest earth pressures are

applied against the sheet-pile wall. This represents the earth pressure of recently

placed layer of soil elements. Between El 420 and 390, the finite element lateral

earth pressures are less than the at-rest and greater than active. From El 390 to

the dredgeline, the finite element earth pressures are essentially active. Below the

dredgeline, pressure against the inside of the cell wall increase to values betwefI

at-rest and active pressures.

Soil Stresses

Figures 6.23 and 6.24 show the vertical soil stresses in the cell fill and portions of the

foundation normalized with respect to the vertical overburden pressure. A vertical

stress ratio of 1.0 indicates a simple gravity stress condition. The figures show that

the normalized vertical stress ratios in the cell fill vary from slightly less than 1.0 in
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dimensional and axisymmetric finite element for isolated main cell with 35-ft pen-
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the center of the cell to substantially less than 1.0 near the sheet-pile walls. Since

vertical stress ratios in some areas are less than 1.0, it is apparent that a form

of stress transfer is taking place in the cell. Near the sheet-pile walls, where the

vertical stress ratios are significantly less than 1.0, there is a shear transfer between

the walls and soil resulting in a redistribution of the stresses in the cell fill. This

occurs because the walls deflect vertically less than the soil and settlement of the soil

is resisted by the friction between soil and the wall (also know as arching). Near the

center of the cell, away from the influence of the sheet piling, the vertical stresses

are substantially closer to the simple gravity stress condition.

The arching phenomena in cellular cofferdams has been investigated by Hardin [25].

He reported that there were two types of arching likely to occur in a main cell. These

are arching due to friction between the sheet-pile walls of the cell and the cell fill, as

described previously, and arching due to shear strength mobilization. Arching due

to shear strength mobilization is caused by a section of soil moving laterally which

is sandwiched between regions that have less lateral movement. This occurs in the

cofferdam when the sheet piling bulges during filling. At the point of maximum

bulge, the soil mobilizes more of its shear strength than directly above or below,

thus redistributing the stresses around this area of high movement. Hardin isolated

the two separate types of arching in his parametric studies with the axisymmetric

finite element model.

In the foundation beneath the cell, vertical stress ratios are fairly constant, but

below the tip of the sheet piling the vertical stress is greater than 1.0. In the

foundation outside the cell, the vertical stress ratios are greater adjacent to the

sheet piling and decreases with distance from the cell. The shear stresses between

the sheet piling and cell fill which reduce the vertical stresses in the cell fill also
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tend to apply a downdrag load on the piling. This vertical loading on the piling is

reflected in higher values of vertical stress ratio in the foundation soils near the wall

and below the piling. As the sheet piling settles, the shear strength of the soil is

mobilized to resist the increase in stress.

Figures 6.25 and 6.26 show the horizontal stresses normal to the wall and nor-

malized with respect to the vertical overburden pressure. These values represent

the lateral earth pressure coefficients that might be used in a traditional cofferdam

analysis or design. The horizontal stress ratios decrease from the center to the cell

walls and with depth in the cell fill. The values of horizontal stress ratios are fairly

constant in the foundation beneath the fill. However, in the foundation outside the

fill, the horizontal stress ratios are high adjacent to the cell walls and decrease with

distance from the cell. These trends of horizontal stress ratio can be attributed

to a combination of arching and radial deflection of the cell walls. Within the cell

fill, the lowest values are found near the cell walls where the radial deflections are

the greatest. These outward movements reduce the horizontal stress from its initial

at-rest state. Near the center and top of the cell, the radial deflections are less and

the horizontal stresses are higher.

Adjacent to the cell walls, the horizontal stress ratios vary from a high of 0.50

near the top of the cell to approximately 0.20 near the point of maximum bulge

of the cell. The Rankine active earth pressure coefficient in this case is 0.27, and

the predicted values range from 0.74 to 1.85 times the Rankine active value. Note

that the true earth pressure coefficients are, in fact, somewhat higher than those

indicated in Figures 6.25 and 6.26 since the vertical stresses in the cell are generally

less than the vertical overburden pressure assumed in calculating the earth pressure

coefficients. For example, the vertical stress near the cell walls is as low as 0.45 of the
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Figure 6.23: Normalized vertical soil stresses in an isolated main cell with 35-ft

penetration.
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Figure 6.24: Normalized vertical soil stresses in an isolated main cell with 10-ft

penetration.
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vertical overburden pressure. Also, the Rankine coefficient does not account for the

effect of wall friction which would lower the lateral earth pressure coefficient. The

higher values in the foundation outside the cell can be attributed to the compression

of the soil due to the outward radial deflection of the cell walls. Lateral earth pressure

coefficients are approaching those of passive earth pressure coefficients just below

the dredgeline and adjacent to the cell.

6.3 Response of Cellular Cofferdam during Cell

Filling

The three-dimensional analysis provides an opportunity to more accurately simulate

the process of filling the cells of the cofferdam than any previous model. In the two-

dimensional axisymmetric model, only the filling of an isolated main cell could be

assessed. The generalized plane strain model is used to evaluate the main and arc

cell during filling, but it assumes that main cell and arc cell are filled simultaneously

while in actuality two adjacent main cells are filled first, followed by the filling of

the arc cell between them. filled.

In this section, the results of the three-dimensional finite element analyses of

the cofferdam during filling are presented and compared with other approaches and

instrumentation observations where possible. These three-dimensional analyses at-

tempted to model as closely as possible the actual filling process of the cells, The

main cell was filled first, followed by the filling of the arc cell.
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Figure 6.25: Normalized horizontal soil stresses in an isolated main cell with 35-ft

penetration.
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Figure 6.26: Normalized horizontal soil stresses in an isolated main cell with 10-ft
penetration.
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6.3.1 Finite Element Representation of Cofferdam

To bound the penetrations of the sheet piling found in the second-stage Lock and

Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam, analyses were performed for penetrations of 35 ft and

15 ft. Each model consisted of one-half of a main cell and one-half of an arc cell.

The models represent a portion of the cofferdam that is not influenced by corners

or changes in direction of the cofferdam perimeter, as shown in Figure 6.27. The

models are formed by the two parallel planes of symmetry, perpendicular to the cell

and passing through the center of the main cell and arc cell.

Finite Element Meshes

The two meshes are shown in Figures 6.28 and 6.29. The mesh for a penetration of 35

ft consists of 2,458 nodes, 417 three-dimensional, twenty-node solid elements for the

foundation soil and cell fill, 198 eight-node shell elements for the sheet piling, and

336 three-dimensional, eight-node interface elements. The mesh for a penetration

of 15 ft consists of 2646 nodes, 466 three-dimensional, twenty-node solid elements

for the foundation soil and cell fill, 198 eight-node shell elements for the sheet piling,

and 318 three-dimensional, eight-node interface elements. In Figures 6.28 and 6.29,

the inboard of the cofferdam and stability berm are located on the right and the

outboard and river are on the left. The slice through the cofferdam is 43.207 ft wide

and extends 162 ft on the river side of the cofferdam and 205 ft on the dewatered

side.

During the analysis of the cell fill placement, only one-half of the model is re-

quired in the analysis. This reduction in the problem size is achieved by taking
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Figure 6.27: Schematic of cofferdam model.
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tFigure 6.28: Mesh for secondstage Lock and Damn No. 26(R) With 35-ft Penetra.
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Figure 6.29: Mesh for second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) with 15-ft penetra-
tion.
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advantage of the symmetry about the centerline of the cell parallel to the leg of the

cofferdam. This reduces the size of the problem and, thus, the expense.

Construction Simulation

The first step in simulating the cell filling is to establish the state of stress in the

foundation before construction. For the cells with 35-ft penetration, the before-

construction state of stress is established as the at-rest stress in accordance with

specified soil properties, stratigraphy, a river bottom at El 370 and water pressures

based on a river El 402. For the cells with 15-ft penetration, the before construction

state of stress is based on a river bottom at El 350. During this stage of the analysis,

the elements in the mesh representing the cell fill and sheet-pile elements above the

dredgeline are not activated. The elements representing the sheet piling below the

dredgeline are also not activated. All independent degrees of freedom associated

with these inactive elements are fixed.

The construction of the circular main cell was simulated by applying incremental

loads which were designed to represent placing of the cell fill material as described

in the previous section on the analyses of isolated main cell. The filling process was

simulated by placing the fill in main cell and the subsequent placing of the fill in

the arc cell.

6.3.2 Response at Completion of Main Cell Filling

The first major construction step in this analysis was the filling of the main cell.

This section describes the results at the completion of the filling of the main cell.
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Cell Movements

At the end of filling only the main cell, the three-dimensional model with a pene-

tration of 35 ft had predicted main cell radial deflections of 0.55 in. at the top of the

cell increasing to approximately 2.05 in. at 14 ft above the dredgeline. Figure 6.30

shows a comparison of deflections of sheet piling at completion of the filling of the

main cell for the new three-dimensional model and those of the previous isolated

main cell model. The results from the current model are symmetric about the cen-

terline of the cofferdam, and the deflections of the sheet piling at four locations on

the cofferdam are used to describe the response. These results are compared with

the range of observed instrumentation measurements and the results of the isolated

main cell analysis. The deflections for the three-dimensional model are less than

those obtained from the isolated main cell model. This may be due to number

element in modeling the cells and the location of the boundaries. Included in the

figure are four slices through the cofferdam that show the deformed shape compared

to the undeformed configuration. Table 6.1 summarizes the radial deflections of the

four pile locations for these slices.

The deflections from finite element analyses of the main and arc cell model are

less than those calculated from the isolated main cell model. They are also on the

low side of the observed movements.

A similar response was obtained in the analysis of the main cell for the model with

a penetration of 15 ft. The main cell radial deflections increase from approximately

0.57 in. at the top to approximately 2.71 in. at 20 ft above the dredgeline and

then decrease to approximately 1.75 in. at the dredgeline. Figure 6.31 presents

the predicted radial movements of the sheet piling due to filling for four locations
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around the main cell. Again, four horizontal slices through the cell are shown in

the figure. Table 6.2 sunm,izes the radial deflections of the four pile locations for

these slices.

The deflections of the sheet piling at the four locations (Pile A - Pile B) in Fig-

ures 6.30 and 6.31 are virtually the same above the dredgeline. Below the dredgeline,

the deflections of the piling differ slightly from one another with the greatest de-

flections occurring in the direction to the furthest fixed boundary and the least

deflection in the direction to the closest fixed boundary. The other two fall within

these extremes.

Interlock Forces

The distribution of sheet-pile interlock forces in the main cell predicted by the

three-dimensional finite element analysis for models with penetration of 35 ft and

15 ft are shown in Figure 6.32 and 6.33, respectively. The distributions of interlock

forces from the three-dimensional main and arc cell models are similar in shape to

that ascertained in the isolated main cell analysis but are of smaller magnitude. The

maximum predicted interlock forces for penetrations of 35 ft and 15 ft are 2.1 kips

per inch and 3.7 kips per inch, respectively, as compared with the maximums of 3.1

kips per inch and 4.2 kips per inch for penetration of 35 ft and 10 ft, respectively,

from the isolated main cell analyses.

Earth Pressures

The distributions of lateral earth pressures against the sheet piling of the main

cell computed from the three-dimensional finite element analyses are shown in Fig-

ures 6.34 and 6.35 for the penetrations of 35 ft and 15 ft, respectively. Reference
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Table 6.1: Radial Deflections after Main Cell Filling, Cell with 35-ft Penetration.

Radial Deflection (in.)
Location Top Maximum Dredgeline Bottom
Pile A 0.55 2.09 1.41 0.36
Pile B 0.55 2.07 1.36 0.33
Pile C 0.55 2.05 1.30 0.22
Pile D 0.55 2.02 1.02 0.08

Isolated Cell 0.3 3.10 1.82 0.26

Table 6.2: Radial Deflections after Main Cell Filling, Cell with 15-ft Penetration.

Radial Deflection (in.)
Location Top Maximum Dredgeline Bottom

Pile A 0.57 2.73 1.83 1.25
Pile B 0.57 2.72 1.77 1.15
Pile C 0.56 2.71 1.71 0.99
Pile D 0.56 2.70 1.68 0.90

Isolated Cell 0.4 4.20 2.00 0.5
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Figure 6.31: Radial deflections after main cell filling for a penetration of 15 ft.
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Figure 6.33: Interlock forces after main cell filling with 15-ft penetration.
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lines denoting the at-rest and the active pressures are also shown in these figures.

Pressures against the wall, above the dredgeline, after filling are at an at-rest value

at the top of the cell and approach an active value in the lower portion of the cell.

This is similar to the lateral earth pressure distributions found in the isolated main

cell analyses.

Soil Stresses

Figures 6.36 and 6.37 present the vertical soil stresses normalized with respect to

the vertical overburden pressure for the elements on planes that pass perpendicular

and parallel to the centerline of the cofferdam leg and through the center of the

cell, respectively, for the model with a penetration of 35 ft. As in the isolated main

cell analyses, the normalized vertical stress ratios in the cell fill vary from slightly

less than 1.0 near top of the cell to substantially less than 1.0 as the dredgeline is

approached. Further down the cell, the vertical stress ratio decreases with depth.

The vertical stress ratio varies from the center of the cell to the cell walls. This

variation in vertical stress ratio from the center to the wall is similar to that found

in the isolated main cell analyses.

Figures 6.38 and 6.39 present the horizontal soil stresses normalized with respect

to the vertical overburden pressure for the elements on these same reference planes

for the model with a penetration of 35 ft. The normalized horizontal soil stresses

reported in the these figures are for the direction normal to the sheet-pile walls.

These values represent lateral earth pressure coefficients. As in the case of the

vertical stresses in the cell fill, the horizontal stress ratios decrease with depth in

the cell. The horizontal stress ratios vary from a high of 0.5 at the top of the cell

to 0.27 and 0.24 near the location of maximum bulge of the cell for a penetration of
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Figure 6.34: Predicted lateral earth pressures after main cell filling with 35-ft pen-
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35 ft and 15 ft, respectively. Below the dredgeline, the horizontal stress ratio drops

to as low as 0.20.

6.3.3 Response at Completion of Main and Arc Cell Filling

The second major construction step in this analysis is to fill the arc cells. This

section describes the results with the arc cell filling process complete.

Cell Movements

Figures 6.40 and 6.41 show the comparison of deflections of sheet piling at the

completion of the filling process for the models with penetrations of 35 ft and 15

ft, respectively. The results from the isolated main cell analyses and the observed

instrumentation measurements are presented for comparison. As in the previous

analyses, the results are symmetric about the centerline of the cofferdam. The

response of the cofferdam can be described by looking at the deflections of the sheet

piling at six locations as shown in Figures 6.40 and 6.41.

The deflections of sheet piling vary from one location to another (Figures 6.40 and

6.41). The movement centerlines are captured by Pile A and Pile D. Pile A is along

the upstream-downstream centerline of the main cell, while Pile D is found along

the centerline perpendicular to upstream-downstream centerline. Not surprisingly,

Pile A has the greatest deflection while, Pile D has the least deflection when all

filling is complete. At the end of main cell filling only, the deflections of Piles A, B,

C, and D were essentially the same, Figures 6.30 and 6.31. Therefore, the differences

in the deflections for piles A, B, C, and D, shown in Figuies 6.40 and 6.41, are due

to the influence of the filling of the arc cell. The differences in the deformations

throughout the cell depend on their relative location to the arc cell. Pile A and
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Figure 6.39: Normalized horizontal soil stresses after main cell filling with 35-ft
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B, being furthest away from the arc cell and having no arc cell fill placed against

them, had the greatest deflections. Notably, after filling the main and arc cells,

the deflections of Pile A are close to those predicted for the analysis of an isolated

cell. For Pile C, located at the wye connection of the arc cell to the main cell,

the overall radial deflections are actually reduced slightly in magnitude from that

reported at the end of main cell filling. Pile D, located in the common wall between

the main and arc cells, is pushed back in the direction of the main cell decreasing

the magnitude of its radial deflections from that which had occurred during main

cell filling.

For Piles E and F, located in the arc cell, the deflections are due solely to the

filling of the arc cell. Yet, their deflections are influenced by their proximity to the

main cell. Pile F has the greater deflections and is further from the main cell. The

radial deflections for both Piles E and F are less than those found in the main cell

at the conclusion of its filling.

The three-dimensional analyses reveal that the sheet piling in the main cell un-

dergoes some twisting as a result of filling of the arc cell. This can be seen by

examining the plots of the horizontal slices through the cofferdam in Figures 6.40

and 6.41. At the top of the cell, Pile C deformed in a direction normal to the sheet

piling. However, at the point of maximum bulge, Pile C deformed in a direction at

some angle to the normal demonstrating the twisting induced at this location. A

similar twisting is found at Pile B. Piles A and D are not allowed to twist because

of the specified boundary conditions.
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Interlock Forces

Figures 6.42 and 6.43 show the distribution of sheet-pile interlock forces at five

locations in the main and arc cell system for models with penetrations of 35 ft and

15 ft, respectively. Included in the figures are the results of the isolated main cell

analyses and the observed instrumentation measurements. The distribution of the

interlock forces are similar in shape at all five locations, but different in magnitude.

The two locations in the main cell, A and B, are essentially the same in shape and

magnitude. For a penetration of 35 ft, maximum interlock forces are 3.43 kips per

inch and 3.40 kips per inch for Piles A and B, respectively. For a penetration of 15

ft, maximum interlock forces are 4.44 kips per inch and 4.32 kips per inch for Piles

A and B, respectively. These values are an increase over those reported at the end

of main cell filling. These interlock forces are similar to those in the isolated main

cell analyses. The highest interlock forces are found in the common walls as would

be expected. The maximum interlock forces in the common walls for models with

penetrations of 35 ft and 15 ft show an increase of 29 and 35 percent, respectively,

over the maximum interlock forces in the main celi. The interlock forces in the

common wall are 29 to 35 percent higher than those in the main cell. This is

less than the maximum interlock forces in the common wall computed by Swatek's

equation, given in Chapter 2 (Eq. 2.3), which would yield a 36 percent increase over

main cell values for a cell of the same main and arc cell configuration. The TVA's

secant equation, given in Chapter 3 (Eq. 2.2), would yield a 58 percent increase for

the same geometry. The interlock forces in the arc cell are significantly less than

those found in the main cell with maximum interlock values for penetrations of 35

ft being 32 and 36 percent less than the maximum interlock forces found in the
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main cell for Piles D and E, respectively. For a penetration of 15 ft, the maximum

interlock forces for Piles D and E are 26 and 29 percent, respectively, less than the

maximum interlock forces found in the main cell. This can be attributed to the

lower lateral earth pressures in the cell due to the high level of arching taking place.

The question arises of how well do interlock forces predicted with generalized

plane strain compare with the three-dimensional analysis. Hardin [25] reported on

a series of generalized plane strain analyses for a cell of the same main and arc

cell configuration as the Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam cells and at depth

of 40 ft. Comparison of the three-dimensional model and the generalized plane

strain model (Figure 6.44) shows that the three-dimensional analysis yielded main

cell interlock forces that were equal to the piecewise-linear elastic analysis with a

Poisson's ratio of 0.45, less th-n the nonlinear elastic analysis with a Poisson's ratio

of 0.45, but greater than the linear elastic analysis with a Poisson's ratio of 0.45.

The interlock forces in the common wall from the three-dimensional analysis were

less than all of the generalized plane strain analyses (16 percent for the nonlinear

and 6 percent for piecewise-linear), and the interlock forces in the arc cell were

greater than all the generalized plane strain analyses (17 percent for the nonlinear

and 4 percent for piecewise-linear). While the three-dimensional and piecewise-

linear elastic generalized plane strain results compare closely to one another, as

whole the generalized plane strain analyses had wide range values for the interlock

forces at a given location. This leaves considerable uncertainty about the accuracy

of the generalized plane strain model.
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Figure 6.42: Interlock forces after arc cell filling with 35-ft penetration.
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Figure 6.43: Interlock forces after arc cell filling with 15-ft penetration.
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Figure 6.44: Comparison of interlock forces from generalized plane strain analysis.
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Earth Pressures

As would be expected from the results presented in the previous two sections, the

distribution of lateral earth pressures against the sheet piling varies from location

to location throughout the main and arc cells. Figures 6.45 and 6.46 present the

distribution of lateral earth pressures after the arc cell filling for three locations ;n

the main cell for models with the penetrations of 35 ft and 15 ft, respectively. The

reference lines in the figures are denoting the at-rest and the active pressures for

the cell fill.

During arc cell filling, the earth pressures at Piles A and B stay essentially un-

changed from those reported at the completion of main cell filling. There is a slight

increase in the earth pressures below the dredgeline in the model with a penetration

of 15 ft during arc cell filling. For the model with a penetration of 35 ft, at the

dredgeline and directly below, the earth pressures remain approximately the same

as they were at the end of main cell filling, but near the tip of the sheet piling the

earth pressure decreases for Pile A and increases for Pile B.

The earth pressures against the main cell side of the common wall, Pile C, shows

the most significant change in magnitude and distribution of any location in the main

cell. The earth pressures in the upper portion increase during arc cell filling. This

is expected because soil is placed against the common wall during arc fill placement

which would tend to push the sheet piling back toward the main cell. This can be

seen by examining the sheet-pile movements in Figures 6.40 and 6.41.

The distributions of earth pressures in the arc cell fill for the models with pene-

trations of 35 ft and 15 ft are shown in Figures 6.47 and 6.48, respectively. Near the

top of the cell, the earth pressures are between at-rest and active. In the middle
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and lower portion of the cell, the earth pressures drop below active values. The fact

that the pressures are lower than active is a sign of significant soil arching is taking

place in the arc cell. This arching is seen in the soil stresses.

Below the dredgeline, the earth pressure for locations at Piles E and F location

increases to values just greater than active with the Pile F having the greatest value.

This increase below the dredgeline for Piles E and F is due to their proximity to the

main cell. The results show that the closer to the main cell, the higher the earth

pressure.

Comparing the earth pressures normal to the sheet piling from the three-dimensional

analysis with those from the generalized plane strain analyses, Figure 6.49 shows

that earth pressures in the main cell are between the values from the linear elastic

generalized plane strain analysis and the piecewise-linear elastic generalized plane

strain analysis and are approximately equal to active values. The earth pressures

against the main cell side of the common wall from the three-dimensional analysis

are less than those computed by all of the generalized plane strain analyses with

the linear elastic analysis being the closest. The trce-dimcnsional analysis shows

a 64 percent increase in the earth pressures along the main side of the common wall

over the earth pressure in the main cell. The earth pressures in the arc cell are

significantly less than those computed in the generalized plane strain analyses. This

would be consistent with the high level of arching in the arc cell seen in the three-

dimensional analysis and the inability of the generalized plane strain to account for

the arching.
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Figure 6.45: Predicted lateral earth pressures in the main cell after arc cell filling
with 35-ft penetration.
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Figure 6.46: Predicted lateral earth pressures in the main cell after arc cell filling
with 15-ft penetration.
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Figure 6.47: Predicted lateral earth pressures in the arc cell after arc cell filling with
35-ft penetration.
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Figure 6.49: Comparison of earth pressures from generalized plane strain analysis.
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Soil Stresses

Figure 6.50 shows the normalized vertical soil stresses at the end of arc cell filling

for the elements on a plane perpendicular to the centerline of the cofferdam leg

and passing through the center of the main cell for the model with a penetration

of 35 ft. This figure shows a general increase in the vertical stress ratios over that

found at the end of main cell filling, Figure 6.36. The increases are greatest at the

center of the cell for this section. The increase in vertical stress for this section

varies from a low of 0 percent to a high of 30 percent with an average increase of

approximately 10 percent. Similar results were found for the model with 15 ft of

sheet-pile penetration. In the rest of this section, the results for a penetration of 15

ft will be presented only when they are different from those for a penetration of 35

ft.

Figure 6.51 shows the normalized vertical soil stresses at the end of arc cell filling

for the elements on a plane passing through the centerline of the cofferdam leg for

the model with a penetration of 35 ft. This figure shows the same general trend

for an increase in the vertical stress ratios over that found at the end of main cell

filling, Figure 6.37, but the distribution with respect to depth in cell fill is somewhat

different. The increase in vertical stress ratio is higher in upper portion of the cell

near the cell walls. The placement of the arc cell fill adjacent to the sheet piling

in the common wall is the primary reason for the increase being more pronounced

near the cell wall for this section.

The vertical stress ratio in the arc cell fill indicates that a significant amount of

arching is taking place. Figure 6.52 shows the vertical stress ratios for the fill in the

arc cell for the model with a penetration of 35 ft. This figure shows that the vertical
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Figure 6.50: Normalized vertical soil stresses in the main cell after arc cell fillingwith 35-ft penetration.
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Figure 6.51: Normalized vertical soil stresses in the main cell after arc cell filing
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stress ratio decreases from a value of 1.0 at the top of the cell to values of less than

0.35 near the dredgeline. This means at the dredgeline less than 35 percent of the

gravity stress is being transferred through the soil, and this is the principal reason

that the lateral earth pressures in the arc cell, reported in the previous section, are

below the active values. The type of arching is predominately frictional and is so

highly developed due to the slenderness of the arc cell.

An examination of the horizontal stress ratio in the main cell reveals no general

trend of increase or decrease for the cells as a whole, but rather a trend for increase

and decrease within certain regions in the cells. Figures 6.53 and 6.54 show the

normalized horizontal soil stresses at the end of arc cell filling for the elements on a

plane perpendicular to the centerline of the cofferdam leg and passing through the

center of the main cell for models with penetrations of 35 ft and 15 ft, respectively.

These figures show that the horizontal stress ratio has decreased over those at the

completion of main cell filling for the elements near the center of the main cell and

for the elements adjacent to the cell walls in the region of maximum bulge. This

reflects the increase in radial deflections occurring in this section during the arc cell

filling. The model with 35 ft of penetration shows a slight increase in horizontal

stress ratio in the upper portion of the cell near the cell walls, while the model

with the 15-ft penetration shows a decrease. This decrease is probably duie to the

greater settlement and lateral deformation experienced by the model with the 15-ft

penetration.

Figure 6.55 shows the normalized horizontal soil stresses at the end of arc cell

filling for the elements on a plane along the centerline of the cofferdam leg for

the model with a penetration of 35 ft. This figure shows a major increase in the

horizontal stress ratios for the elements in the main cell over those reported at the
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Figure 6.53: Normalized horizontal soil stresses in the main cell after arc cell fillingwith 35-ft penetration.
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Figure 6.54: Normalized horizontal soil stresses in the main cell after arc cell filling
with 15-ft penetration.
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completion of main cell filling, Figure 6.39. The increase is greatest in the upper

portion of the cell near the cell walls and at the dredgeline where there is little

change. The increase in horizontal stress ratio is a result of the arc cell fill being

placed against the sheet piling of the common wall.

As would be expected after seeing the lateral earth pressures and vertical stress

ratios in the arc cell, the horizontal stress ratios in the arc cell, shown in Figure 6.56

for the model with a penetration of 35 ft are below active lateral earth pressure

coefficient values for all except the last two layers of elements placed in the arc cell.

The top layer reflects only the stress at the end of placement and next layer below

the top has not had sufficient vertical movement to fully develop the friction between

the cell fill and the sheet-pile walls. The lower values in the remaining elements are

due to the high amount of arching in the arc cell fill.

6.4 Summary

The analyses of the isolated main cell presented in this chapter serve several pur-

poses. First, they confirm the basic formulation and implementation of the various

elements used in the new three-dimensional finite element code. Secondly, they ver-

ify the new three-dimensional nonlinear constitutive soil model and the incremental

analysis procedure used in the new code. In the initial isolated main cell grav-

ity turn-on analyses, the deflections from the models, both three-dimensional and

two-dimensional and using shell elements to represent the sheet piling, were over

twice that obtained from the analyses of models using a 1-ft-thick solid elements

for the sheet piling. The sheet-pile interlock forces from analyses with both types of

elements were practically the same. This demonstrated that the shell elements are
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Figure 6.55: Normalized horizontal soil stresses in the main cell after arc cell filling
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more flexible than the 1-ft-thick solid elements and should provide a more accurate

representati3n of the sheet-pile behavior. In the nonlinear soil-structure interac-

tion analyses, the displacements are over one order of magnitude greater than those

in the gravity turn-on analyses. The displacements in the nonlinear analyses are

predominately due to the movements of the cell fill. The differences in deflections

between the two types of elements for the sheet piling are so small when compared

with the overall movements of the cell in the nonlinear analyses that they are not

discernible, and, therefore, they are not as significant as once thought.

In general, the predicted sheet-pile movements from the nonlinear analyses of the

isolated main cell are characterized by outward radial deflections increasing from the

top of the cell until approximately 15 ft above the dredgeline and then decreasing

thereafter due to the constraints provided by the embedment of the sheet piling in

the foundation. The radial deflections computed by the new three-dimensional code

compared well with the two-dimensional finite element results.

The predicted distribution of interlock forces by the nonlinear analyses were com-

parable to those from previous two-dimensional finite element results and compare

well with the mean of the instrumentation measurements. The location of the max-

imum interlock force approximately coincides with the location of the maximum

bulge in the sheet-pile

cell wall.

The arching in the cell fill had a substantial effect on the lateral earth pressures

applied to the sheet-pile cell walls. Earth pressures in the cell were above active

values in the upper to midportion of cell fill, but less than active in the lower portion

of the cell, due to arching effects [25]. The arching reduces the effective vertical and

horizontal stresses throughout the cell fill. The arching is more pronounced in the
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lower portion of the cell due to the higher vertical deformations and is greatest

adjacent to the sheet piling because of the arching mechanism. The arching is

principally due to the friction between sheet piling and cell fill.

A general conclusion from the study of the isolated main cell problem, is that

the three-dimensional and two-dimensional analyses predicted essentially the same

response of the isolated main cell, and the results are supported by the instrumen-

tation measurements. These analyses provided confidence in the new code for its

application to more complex aspects of the cofferdam.

After confirmation of the new three-dimensional finite element code by the study

of the isolated main cell problem, the code was used to study the filling of a main

and an arc cell. This problem is truly a three-dimensional problem that no two-

dimensional analysis is fully capable of modeling. The point of primary interest is the

effect of the arc cell filling on the interlock forces in the common wall. This has been

studied with the two-dimensional generalized plane strain finite element analyses [L,

33, 53] which assumes that both the main and arc cell are filled simultaneously, and

this is not the actual case in the field. The three-dimensional analyses uses a scenario

that has the main cell being filled first, followed by the filling of the arc cell.

At completion of the filling of the main cell, the analyses reveals that the de-

formations of the sheet piling are generally radial in direction (normal to the sheet

piling), as in the isolated main cell analyses, but are slightly smaller in magnitude

which may be due to the model itself. The deformations of the sheet piling of

the main cell are uniform within a horizontal plane for the cell above the dredge-

line. Below the dredgeline, the deformations of sheet piling decrease in accordance

with their distance to the nearest fixed boundary. The interlock forces are also less

than those reported in the isolated main cell analyses. The reason for this is that
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a higher degree of arching is taking place in the cell fill, thus reducing the lateral

earth pressure on the cell walls, even though the soil may not have moved sufficiently

to develop the same level of shear strength mobilization, the reduction in vertical

stresses resulting from the arching causes lower lateral earth pressures.

After the filling of the arc cell, the cell movements were no longer simply radial.

The deflections of the sheet piling had a variation from one location to another due

to the influence of the arc cell filling, the deflections Of the sheet piling depended on

their relative location with respect to the arc cell. For the sheet piling further away

from the arc cell and having no arc cell fill placed against them, the deflections were

the greatest and are comparable to those found in the isolated main cell analyses.

The outward deflections of the sheet piling lessened with proximity to the arc cell.

The three-dimensional finite element interlock forces in the main cell after arc

cell filling were approximately the same as those reported in the isolated main cell

analyses, although they were increased over those reported at the end of main cell

filling. The interlock forces in the common wall were 29 to 35 percent higher than

those in the main cell. These three-dimensional interlock forces in the common wall

were less than those calculated by conventional methods. The three-dimensional

interlock forces compare well with the measured values at Lock and Dam No. 26(R).

The interlock forces in the arc cell were significantly less than those found in the

main cell. This can be attributed to the lower lateral earth pressures in the cell due

to the high level of arching taking place.

In conclusion, the results of the three-dimensional analyses of the cofferdam fill-

ing process presented in the chapter have shown the important aspects of cofferdam

behavior that can be studied only by a three-dimensional model. The most impor-

tant is the interlock forces in the common wall due to arc cell filling. The analyses
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demonstrate the importance of consideration of the arching in the cell fill. This is

believed to be one of the three major reasons that the generalized plane strain model

is unable to accurately predict the interlock forces in the common wall. The second

major reason is the simultaneous placement of the main and arc cell fill required

in the generalized plane strain model. The filling of the main cell has the effect of

stiffening the main cell prior to the arc cell fill placement and altering the overall

response of the model as compared with the general plane strain analysis. The third

reason is the inability of the generalized plane strain model to consider the three-

dimensional response of the soil. Chapter 4, it was shown how important it is to use

a three-dimensional constitutive soil model when a true three-dimensional state of

stress is present as is the case in the generalized plane strain model.

In the next chapter, the new three-dimensional code is used to investigate the

behavior of the first and second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam under

differential water loading. This is a continuation of the analyses performed in this

chapter.
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Chapter 7

Differential Loading Analysis

In the preceding chapter, the construction process for the second-stage Lock and

Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam was analyzed with the new three-dimensional finite

element code. The construction of the cells is a significant loading event in the life

of the cofferdam. During the cell filling process, interlock forces are at their highest

value. Other critical design events pertaining to the internal and external stability

occur once the cofferdam has been dewatered and placed in operation.

In this chapter, the second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam is analyzed

under differential loading due to initial dewatering of the interior of the cofferdam

and changes in river levels. As the water in the interior of the cofferdam is low-

ered, a net hydrostatic head develops between the exterior and interior walls of the

cofferdam. This loading causes the cofferdam to deflect toward the interior. The

second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam is modeled from the time of berm

placement and initial dewatering through a major flood event. The deflections of

the cofferdam are compared to the survey data collected from the second-stage cof-
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ferdam and the instrumentation results from the first-stage cofferdam. Changes in

stresses are reported and related to the overall performance of the cofferdam.

Also, in this chapter, the finite element model is loaded to near collapse in order to Iro

study the behavior of cofferdams under extreme loading conditions. The deflections

and the related stresses are examined to explain the unusual strength of the cellular

cofferdams.

7.1 Differential Loads Applied to Cofferdams

After completion of the cell filling, the first differential loading felt by the cofferdam

cells is due to the placement of interior and exterior berms. The interior berm

provides additional sliding stability for the cofferdam, and the exterior berm provides

scour protection for the outboard sheet piling. The berms are generally placed before

dewatering of the interior of the cofferdam. For the Lock and Dam No. 26(R)

cofferdam, the sand stability berm and the stone scour protection berm placement

occurred shortly after completion of the cell filling operation. The material for the

stability berm was the same dredged river sand that was used in the filling of the

cells, and it had an estimated relative density of 55 percent. The exterior berm was

made of rip-rap stone.

The placement of the berm- apply a net lateral force to the cell in the direction of

the exterior of the cofferdam. This is in an opposite direction to future differential

water lcads. The cells at Lock and Dam No. 26(R) were observed to move less than

1 in. toward the outboard of the cofferdam at the top of the cells, P movement that

is relatively insignificant compared to the movements occurring during dewatering

and high water. Although the movemen's may be insignificant, the importance of
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the berm is not insignificant. The berms play a major role in providing strength to

the cofferdam and reducing lateral deflections in later loading [38].

Dewatering of the second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam was achieved

in several phases. First, the interior pool of the coff'rdam was lowered by pumping

water directly from the pool and discharging it into the river. Once, the interior

pool was low enough, well points were placed along the inboard side of the cells.

As the interior pool receded, additional well points were placed at lower elevations.

Several stages of well points were used to lower the interior pool to a level below

the surface of the river bottom.

Upon lowering the water level in the interior of the cofferdam, a net hydrostatic

head develops between the exterior and interior walls of the cofferdam resulting in

the deflection of the cofferdam towards the interior. This deflection is made up

of both a lateral movement and a rotation of the cells. The amount of horizontal

deflection at the top of the cells during the initial dewatering is usually less than

one percent of the free height of the cofferdam [18]. Dewatering also lowers the

phreatic surface in the cell fill. This can lead to significant settlement of the cell

fill. The Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam had settlement as high as 2 ft during

dewatering.

During high water or flood stages, the water head on the exterior of a cofferdam

increases, and the cofferdam is subjected to a new, higher load than previously

applied. The cofferdam cells respond by moving toward the interior of the cofferdam

until they reach equilibrium under this new loading. As the high water from the

flood recedes, the cofferdam moves toward the outboard but without fully recovering

the deformation occurring during the flood event.
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7.2 Finite Element Models

The starting points for the analyses presented in this chapter are the end of the cell

filling process. The two finite element models, for the cell penetrations of 35 ft and

15 ft, consisting of one-half of a main cell and one-half of an arc cell as used in the

cell filling analyses.

To develop the finite element meshes for the analyses of differential loading, the

finite element meshes used in the cell filling analyses had elements added to them

to represent the stability and scour protection berms. The new meshes are shown

in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. The mesh for a penetration of 35 ft consists of 2,458 nodes,

483 three-dimensional, twenty-node solid elements to represent the foundation, cell

fill, and berms, 198 eight-node shell elements to represent the sheet piling, and 360

three-dimensional, eight-node interface elements. The mesh for a penetration of

15 ft consists of 2,646 nodes, 512 three-dimensional, twenty-node solid elements

to represent the foundatiun, cell fill, and berms, 198 eight-node shell elements to

represent the sheet piling, i . 372 three-dimensional, eight-node interface elements.

In Figures 7.1 and 7.2, the inboard of the cofferdam and stability berm are located

on the right and the outboard and river are on the left. The slice through the

cofferdam is 43.207 ft wide and extends 162 ft on the riverside of the cofferdam and

205 ft on the dewatered side.

7.3 Construction Simulation

Figure 7.3 schematically depicts the key construction phases modeled in the three-

dimensional finite element analyses. The preceding chapter presented the results for
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OUT BOARD

Figure 7.1: Mesh for second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) with 35-ft penetration.
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OUTBOARD

ARC CELL-.

INBOARD /

Figure 7.2: Mesh for second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) with 15-ft penetration.
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the initial conditions, placement of the sheet piling, and main and arc cell filling, as

shown in Figure 7.3a, b and c. The remaining phases of construction simulation are

presented in this chapter.

Following the filling of the main and arc cells, the stability berm and scout

protection berm are placed, Figure 7.3d. The stability berm has a slope of one

vertical on five horizontal with top elevations of 395 ft and 385 ft for the models

with 35 ft and 15 ft of penetration, Figures 7.1 and 7.2, respectively. The inboard and

outboard river level is maintained at El 402 throughout berm and scour protection

placement.

After berm placement, the interior of the cofferdam is dewatered, Figure 7.3e.

The river level is maintained at El 402 on the outboard side of the cell while the

water level inside the cofferdam is incrementally lowered to a minimum El 345. The

flow nets from Shannon and Wilson study [55], assuming the horizontal permeability

in the foundation soils is four times greater than in the vertical direction, were used

for the pore water pressures in the model. It is further assumed that the sides

and the bottom of cells form an impervious barrier to seepage. The water levels

corresponding to the fully dewatered state within the cofferdam vary from El 361

adjacent to the inboard cell wall to El 345 at the center of the dewatered area.

The last step considered in these analyses of the cofferdam is the raising of the

river level on the exterior of the cofferdam to simulate high water and flood condi-

tions for the river, Figure 7.3f. The river level on the outboard side of the cofferdam

is raised to El 420 in 2 steps with 10 substeps and then to the top of cells at El 430

in 1 step with 10 substeps. The rise in the river level is assumed to occur rapidly

enough so that the water levels within the foundation and the cell fill do not have

sufficient time to respond to the increased head in the river outside the cofferdam.
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The increased water loading on the outboard side of the cofferdam is modeled as a

boundary pressure load against this side of the cofferdam.

7.4 Response to Normal Differential Loading

This section presents the results of the three-dimensional finite element analyses

of the second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam from berm placement

through dewatering to an exterior river level equal to the top of the cells. The results

presented here concentrate on deflections of the cell walls and soil stresses in the

cell fill. Only the results from the model with 35-ft penetration are presented, since

they are representative of the overall behavior of the second-stage cofferdam and are

directly comparable to the instrumentation results from the first-stage cofferdam.

The inclinometer readings presented in this section represent only the net lateral

movement during the differential loading and do not necessary represent the true

shape of the sheeting.

7.4.1 Cell Deflections

Berm Placement

Figure 7.4 shows the movements of the inboard and outboard cell walls, respectively,

of the cofferdam after placement of the interior stability berm and exterior scour

protection. These results are compared with the inclinometer readings from cells

33 and 34 in the first-stage cofferdam. The placement of the stability berm against

the inboard of the cells causes the entire cell to move toward the outboard. The

movement at the top of the cell is on the order of 0.3 in. for the inboard and 0.4 in.

for the outboard. The predicted inboard movements show a localized response at
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a. INITIAL CONDITION b. PLACEMENT OF THE SHEET PILING

c. MAIN AND ARC CELL FILLING d. PLACEMENT OF BERMS

e. DEWATERING f. FLOOD

Figure 7.3: Schematic of construction simulation.
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the dredgeline to the placement of the berm that is not found in the incl;nometer

readings. Below the surface of the berm, El 395, the inboard wall movements are

greater than at the top of the cells. The predicted inboard movements below the

surface of the berm are greater than the inclinometer readings. This difference in the

predicted deflection from the field measurements is believed to be due to the initial

shape of the cell in the field. The cells after fill placement are not perfectly shaped

as assumed in the finite element model. The instrumented cells had an initial shape

after filling that had a bias towards the outboard wall which was in the direction

of the river flow. Above the top of the berm the predicted movements provide

a favorable comparison with the inclinometer readings. The predicted outboard

movements compare extremely well with the inclinometer readings.

Initial Dewatering

Figure 7.5 shows the deflections of the inboard and outboard cell walls, respectively,

of the cofferdam after dewatering. Dewatering causes both cell walls to move toward

the interior of the cofferdam in response to the net hydrostatic pressure on the

cofferdam and the seepage forces in the foundation. The predicted incremental

movements at the top of the cell as a result of dewatering are approximately 1.8 in.

for the inboard and 0.6 in. for the outboard. The outboard wall exhibits smaller

movements and has a different profile relative to the inboard wall.

This behavior is explained by Martin and Clough [381 by examining the manner

in which the differential loading is applied to the cofferdam as a result of dewatering.

During dewatering. the water level on the exterior of the cofferdam remains essen-

tially constant. The differential head on the cofferdam is created by reducing the

head on the inboard. The removal of a balancing force on the interior walls of the
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Figure 7.4: Movements of inboard and outboard walls after berm placement.
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cells creates the driving forces which induces cell movements. In the finite element

model, this is simulated by incrementally applying pressures to the outboard sheet-

ing equal to pressures due to the differential head between the inboard and outboard

of the cofferdam at various stages of the dewatering process. The inboard sheeting

is free of any loading and moves laterally toward the interior of the cofferdam. The

movement is caused by the cell fill pushing against the inboard sheeting toward the

interior of the cofferdam.

The outboard sheeting is more nearly vertical in profile which is consistent with

the outboard sheeting pushing against the cell fill. At the dredgeline a small reverse

curvature in both the inboard and outboard wall is found. Below the dredgeline,

the inboard sheeting profile is near vertical. Figure 7.5 shows that the berm limits

movements and bulging of the inboard sheeting near the dredgeline and reduces the

deflections between the dredgeline and the top of the berm.

River at Flood Stage

A flood was simulated by increasing the pressure on the exterior of the cofferdam by

an amount equal to the difference between the differential water load at the flood

level and that which it had experienced during the initial dewatering. Figure 7.6

shows the deflections of the inboard and outboard cell walls, respectively, of the

cofferdam for the river at a flood stage resulting from a differential head of 62 ft.

A differential head of about 48 ft was exerted on the cofferdam at the completion

of dewatering. The additional 14 ft of differential head from the rising flood waters

cause both the inboard and outboard walls to translate toward the interior of the

cofferdam, approximately 1.3 in. at the top of the cell and 0.5 in. at the top of the

berm for the inboard cell wall and approximately 1.9 in. at the top of the cell and
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Figure 7.5: 'Movements of inboard and outboard walls after dewatering.
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Figure 7.6: Movements of inboard and outboard walls for river at flood stage.
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1.4 in. at the dredgeline for the outboard cell wall. The distinctive difference in the

deformed shape between the inboard and outboard walls seen during the dewatering

are also observed at this flood stage. The cell movements computed for the flood

stage are greater than the movements resulting from dewatering even though the

change in differential head is less during this stage of loading.

Figure 7.7 shows a comparison of the predicted and observed response of the

top of the cells to the change in differential water head. Figure 7.7 also shows the

average deflection of the top of the inboard and outboard cell walls as a percentage

of the free height of the cell along with the ranges of values [38]. As the differential

head grows larger, the deflections at the top of the cell increase for both the observed

values and the three-dimensional finite element results.

Both the predicted and observed responses show that during flooding the out-

board walls of the cells move more than the inboard walls. This trend is not consis-

tent with the cell response during dewatering, where the inboard wall movements

were larger. Martin and Clough [38] proposed an explanation for this reversal by

relating it to the way in which the differential head is applied. They felt that the

additional differential head during a flood is created by an increase in the load on

the outboard wall of the cofferdam as opposed to dewatering where the differential

head is created by lowering the water on the inboard walls of the cofferdam. They

felt that the load on the outboard wall tended to accentuate its movements. This

explanation does not seem to fully explain the differences. In the finite element

analysis, both the dewatering and the flooding are simulated by applying boundary

pressures to the outboard wall. Yet, the same reversal is found in the finite element

results.

Another possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the greater lateral
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Figure 7.7: Movement of top of cell due to differential loading for Dam No. 26(R)

cofferdam [38].
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movement of the inboard wall of the cofferdam is a result of the lowering of the

phreatic surface in the cell fill. During dewatering, the phreatic surface is lowered

from a river level of El 402 to El 360 resulting in an increase of effective stresses in

the cell fill. The increase in effective stresses leads to vertical settlement and lateral

deformation of the cell fill. With the exception of the inboard wall above the berm,

the lateral deformation is resisted not only by the sheet piling but also by the external

pressures applied to the cells resulting from the berm, foundation, and water. The

inboard wall above the berm is free of any external pressures, allowing the inboard

wall to have a greater lateral movement toward the interior of the cofferdam than the

outboard wall during dewatering. During flooding, the phreatic surface in the cell

fill and the water level in the interior of cofferdam remains constant and the water

level on the outboard walls is increased, resulting in a greater lateral movement of

outboard walls.

Also shown in Figure 7.7 are the results from a two-dimensional finite element

analysis presented in Shannon and Wilson's report [53]. They show a stiffer response

than the three-dimensional finite element results to differential water loading by

underpredicting the movement of the top the cell. This may be due to the two-

dimensional assumptions that do not consider the geometry or the soil stresses in

the third dimension.

The predicted results for the flood are "or a loading condition that coincides with

the greatest differcitial I.ad on the cofferdam that was reported by the instrumen-

tation readings. No instrumentation readings were available for the most severe

possible loading condition of a water level to the top of the cells on the exterior of

the cofferdarn and a fully dewatc:cd interior. However, it is useful to c %.sider this

case in the finite element tnalvsis. Figure 7.8 shows the predicted deflections of the
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inboard and outboard cell walls, respectively, of the cofferdam for a river flood stage

resulting in a differential head of 80 ft. The additional differential head causes both

the inboard and outboard walls to translate toward the interior of the cofferdam;

approximately 2.0 in. at the top of the cell and 0.8 in. at the top of the berm for

the inboard cell wall and approximately 2.1 in. at the top of the cell and 1.1 in.

at the dredgeline for the outboard cell wall. The movements at the top of the cell

for both inboard and outboard walls are essentially the same and the cumulative

movements are within 10 percent of each other at the end of this stage of loading.

The berm has a significant influence on the deformed shape of the inboard wall.

The constraint provided by the berm restricts lateral movement of the inboard wall

below and just above the top of the berm. The berm has the effect of moving the

effective dredgeline to the top of the berm.

7.4.2 Interlock Force

The loading fiom berm placement, initial dewatering, and a river flood stage influ-

enced the interlock forces. The maximum interlock forces changed in response to

each of these changes in the loading, but the maximum interlock forces were less

than those experienced during the main and arc cell filling. The magnitude of the

change depended upon the specific elevation and plan location in the cell. During

the river flood stage, the maximum interlock forces tended to increase slightly, but

they remained less that those occurring during main and arc cell filling. The finite

element analysis results show the same trends found in the instrumentation results

described in the Shannon and Wilson report [55].
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Figure 7.8: Movements of inboard and outboard walls for river at maximum flood
stage.
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7.4.3 Lateral Earth Pressure Coefficients

In Chapter 7, the behavior of the cofferdam during filling of the main and arc cells

was studied in detail. Lateral earth pressures were investigated with respect to

their influence on the interlock forces. During cell filling, chanae- in the lateral

earth pressure coefficient adjacent to the sheet piling are directly related to changes

in the maximum interlock forces. The lateral earth pressure coefficients, k, at the

end of main and arc cell filling are shown in Figures 6.53, 6.55, and 6.56. The lateral

earth pressure coefficients shown in these figures are oriented in the direction normal

to the sheet piling.

Figure 7.9 shows the lateral earth pressure coefficients for the cell fill and sur-

rounding soil at the end of the main and arc cell filling; values after the initial

dewatering analysis in Figure 7.10. The lateral earth pressure coefficients in the

x direction in the cell fill increased as a result of dewatering. The increase varies

from approximately 30 to 40 percent in the upper portion of the cell to as high as

60 to 70 percent in the lower portion along the center line of the cell. Figure 7.11

shows the lateral earth pressure coefficient values during flood conditions. An addi-

tional increase in the lateral earth pressure coefficients over the values found after

dewatering are seen under flood conditions.

In Chapter 2, Terzaghi's vertical shear method of analysis [60] for internal stabil-

ity was presented. In this method, the lateral earth pressure is the key component

in providing the shear resistance in the cell fill, and, as indicated, there has been

controversy about the appropriate value of the lateral earth pressure coefficient to

be used in the analysis.

Terzaghi suggested that a lateral earth pressure coefficient, k, with a value of
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0.4 be used to compute the normal force on the shear plane at the center of the

cell. Krynine [321 pointed out that it was incorrect to use the Rankine active earth

pressure coefficient to calculate vertical shear resistance in the cell fill because the

failure plane (the vertical plane) cannot be a principal plane since shear stress acts

on it. Terzaghi [60] concurred with Krynine's point and agreed that the lateral earth

pressure coefficient would be greater than 0.4, possibly as high as 0.6.

Field observations by Schroeder et al. [50] have shown that k may be as high as 0.7

in cells used as bulkheads. In subsequent model tests, Schroeder and Maitland [51]

argued that the overturning moment applied to the cell tends to compress the fill

significantly on the inboard side, and, as a result, the lateral earth coefficient is

appreciably increased. They suggested using k = 1, a value which yielded calculated

values of ultimate overturning moment in good agreement with values obtained

experimentally in model tests. Schroeder [49] was led to comment that the Schroeder

and Maitland approach did not provide a fully rational explanation for the use of

k=1.

The results of the finite element analysis reported here show that the lateral

loads applied to the cell from the differential water level causes an increase in the

lateral stresses in the cell fill. This increase was also seen in the two-dimensional

finite element analysis performed by Singh [56]. Unfortunately, the increase is not

uniform throughout the cell fill making it difficult to draw a direct correlation to an

increase in the lateral earth pressure coefficient that should be used in the vertical

shear analysis.
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7.4.4 Soil Stresses

The increase in the horizontal stress in the cell fill increases the confining stresses

in the cell fill. Figures 7.12 and 7.13 show the mobilized shear strength in the soil

after initial dewatering and during flood conditions, respectively. The effect of the

increase in confining stresses is seen in these figures by the decrease in the level of

mobilized shear strength in the cell fill as the differential water level changes from

48 ft at the initial dewatered stage, Figure 7.12, to 80 ft at the extreme flood stage,

Figure 7.13.

The increase in confining stresses and the resulting decrease in mobilized shear

strength with increasing differential water loading is the principal reason that cellu-

lar cofferdams can withstand extremely high lateral loads and lateral deformations

without collapsing [35, 38, 60].

7.5 Response to Extreme Differential Loading

The second-stage cofferdam for Lock and Dam No. 26(R) was designed to provide

a margin of safety against failure. The stresses and deflections of the second-stage

cofferdam are well below those occurring as the cofferdam approaches failure. To

study the response of a cellular cofferdam under extreme conditions, the lateral

loads on the second-stage cofferdam model were increased by applying nine stages

of load equal to one to nine times the lateral load used for the final flood condition

presented in the preceding section.
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Figure 7.13: Mobilized shear strength during flood conditions.
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7.5.1 Load-Deflection Response

The deflections of the sheet piling at the top of the cell for different multiples of the

maximum flood lateral loading are plotted in Figure 7.14. The average deflection

at the top of the cell for the maximum flood load, a fully dewatered interior and

water to the top cells on the exterior, is approximately 4.5 in. The average deflection

increases almost linearly from 4.5 in. for the maximum flood load to 18 in. for seven

times the normal flood load. For loading greater than seven times the maximum

flood load, the deflections increase more rapidly. Continued loading would result in

greater deflections and eventually leading to the collapse of the cell.

Figure 7.15 shows the deformed shape of the model for a loading of nine times

the maximum flood load. The main and arc cells move laterally and rotate towards

the inboard. The greatest movements occur on the inboard wall above the top of

the berm.

7.5.2 Lateral Earth Pressure Coefficient

Figure 7.16 shows the lateral earth pressure coefficients for the cell fill and sur-

rounding soil after loading the cofferdam to nine times the maximum flood load.

The lateral earth pressure coefficients in the x direction along the center line of

the cell fill have significantly increased from those found under the maximum flood

load, Figure 7.11. The increase varies from approximately 100 to 200 percent with

an average at approximating 100 percent. The lateral earth pressure coefficients

for the fill adjacent to the sheet piling, in general, decreased with increasing load.

This decrease was accompanied with a decrease in the vertical stresses in this same

region which results from the high level of shear stress between the sheet piling and
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Figure 7.14: Lateral load versus deflection of top of sheet piling.
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Figure 7.15: Deformed shape of model for nine times the normal flood load.
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the cell fill.

These results further demonstrate the influence that the applied water load on

the outboard of the cofferdam has on the zonfining stresses in the cell fill. In a

reexamination of the results of his model studies, Schroeder [49] showed good agree-

ment between the factor of safety computed with a new vertical shear analysis which

includes an additional normal force on the vertical shear plane equal tu the externa!

applied load. The conventional vertical shear analysis proposed by Terzaghi [60]

(Eq. 2.11) calculates the factor of safety as

FS = bH' (K, tan 0 + Kif) (7.1)
3M

The new procedure proposed by Schroeder calculates the factor of safety as

FS = ybH 2 (K, tan € + Kif) + E P tan (FS=W(7.2)

where F P tan o is equal to the shear resistance on the vertical shear plane due

to the external applied loads on the cofferdam. Using the Lock and Darm No.

26(R) cofferdam as a basis and keeping all similar terms the same, Figure 7 '7

shows how the factor of safety from the vertical shear analysis with the external

water force added as a normal force on the vertical shear plane as suggested by

Schroeder [49] and the conventional analysis varies with increasing load by multiples

of the maximum flood load. For the maximum flood load, the factor of safety is

2.94 as compared with 1.66 from the conventional analysis where the normal force

acting on the centerline of the cell is computed using only the vertical overburden

pressure in the cell fill and Krynine's lateral pressure coefficient. For Schroeder's

approach, as the load increases, the factor of safety decreases, but at a lesser rate

than the conventional analysis. Using the external water force added as a normal
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force on the vertical shear plane is the equivalent of having a lateral earth pressure

coefficient of approximately 0.8 and 5.4 for the maximum flood load and nine times

the maximum flood loading, respectively. The finite element analyses showed an

increase in the lateral earth pressure coefficients for the cell, 100 to 200 percent, but

not the 600-percent increase found in this vertical shear analysis.

Using the same basic cofferdam configuration, an alternative loading condition

was examined. The height of cell and external water were raised and the factor

of safety of vertical shear using Schroeder's and the conventional approach were

determined. The results are shown in Figure 7.18. This shows that a cell with a

diameter of 63 feet could reach a height of 140 feet before Schroeder's approach

would say that failure would occur. The conventional approach would allow only a

height of 108 feet. The equivalent lateral earth pressure coefficient from Schroeder's

approach would be approximately 1.5.

7.5.3 Soil Stresses

Figures 7.19 and 7.20 show the mobilized strength shear in the soil at two and

nine time the maximum flood load, respectively. Both figures show that the shear

strength is fully mobilized in the soil outside the cell on the outboard side. This

is consistent with the development of active lateral earth pressures in this area. In

Figure 7.19, the mobilized shear strength ranges from a high of 0.9 in a small area

adjacent to the berm to a low of 0.29 at the top of the cell. Along the centerline

of the cell, the mobilized shear strength ranges from approximately 0.45 to 0.61.

Figure 7.20 shows that the shear strength of soil is fully mobilized in the cell fill

adjacent to the berm and outside the cell in the berm. The zone of high shear

strength mobilization has greatly increased over that shown in Figure 7.19 for two
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Figure 7.17: Vertical shear factor of safety versus multiples of normal flood load.
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times the maximum flood load. The mobilized shear strength along the centerline

of the cell for nine times the normal flood load ranges from approximately 0.5 to

0.7.

There has been a shift in the mobilized shear strength for two times to nine times

the maximum flood load. The mobilized shear strength has decreased slightly in the

fill at the top of the cell and has increased significantly near the dredgeline as the

loading has increased. This change is due to the shape of the pressure distribution

used to define the loading. The pressure distribution on the cell is always zero at the

top of the cell and the loading on the cofferdam is increased by increasing the slope

of the pressure distribution. Thus, the pressures on the cell are greatly increased

near the dredgeline. This also only increases the moment applied to the cofferdam

by the equivalent lateral force from the pressure distribution with no change in the

moment arm.

These results show that the cofferdam would have failed in sliding rather than

by collapse due to shear failure of the cell fill.

7.6 Summary

The three-dimensional finite element analyses have provided new insight into the

behavior of cell fill during differential water loading. First, the lowering of the

phreatic surface in the cell fill during dewatering causes the inboard sheeting to

move toward the interior of the cofferdam more than the outboard sheeting moves.

The lowering of the phreatic surface increases the effective stresses in the cell fill

which leads to vertical settlement and lateral spread of the unrestrained inboard

wall. This lateral spread of the inboard wall coupled with the overall movement
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toward the interior cofferdam from the differential water loading results in a greater

movement of the inboard wall than the outboard wall. Secondly, the finite element

analysis results show that the lateral loads applied to the cell from the differential

water level causes an increase in the lateral earth pressure coefficients, thus the

horizontal stresses in the cell fill are increased. This increase in horizontal stresses

increases the confining stresses in the cell fill. The effect of the increase in confining

stresses results in a decrease in the level of mobilized shear strength in the cell fill

as the differential water level increases.

The increase in confining stresses and the resulting decrease in mobilized shear

strength with increasing differential water loading explains why the cellular coffer-

dam can withstand extremely high lateral loads and lateral deformations without

collapsing.

Schroeder [49] proposed a new procedure to account for this increase in confining

stresses in the conventional vertical shear analysis by adding the force due to the

external differential water as a normal force on the vertical shear plane through the

cell fill. While this proposed approach recognizes that the differential water loading

increases the shearing resistance of the cell fill, it significantly underestimated the

capacity of a cofferdam to endure differential loading.
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Chapter 8

SUMMARY AND

CONCLUSIONS

Conventional design methods for sheet-pile cellular cofferdams were developed in

the 1940's and 1950's based primarily on field and experimental observations. The

analytical techniques of the day were unable to account for the complexities involved.

The procedures used only rudimentary concepts of soil-structure interaction which

do not exhibit the true response of the cofferdam for most circumstances. Further-

more, no attempt were made to determine the possible cofferdam deformations that

could be expected under the various loading conditions. This last deficiency is an

important aspect in performance when deformations must be limited or when the

deformations are used to monitor the field performance of the cofferdam.

Computational capabilities have greatly improved since the early investigations.

Many of the complexities that were ignored or crudely approximated can now be

considered through the use of the finite element method. Early efforts in the finite

element analysis of cellular cofferdams were performed without due consideration
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of the soil-structure interaction involved in the sheet pile-soil system. Clough and

his associates [7, 8] first demonstrated that with proper consideration of the soil-

structure interaction effects, the finite element method could be a powerful tool

for the investigation of cellular cofferdam behavior. Importantly, it provided the

means to predict cofferdam deformations which were lacking in previous methods.

Considerable success was obtained in predicting the response of the instrumented

cofferdam for the Lock and Dam No. 26(R) project. The results also showed that

most conventional techniques were overly conservative and led to more costly designs

than necessary. While attempts have been made to generalize the findings of these

analyses, this could not be done since uncertainties remained about the assumptions

made in the two-dimensional models. The only way to address the uncertainties

was through a three-dimensional analysis.

The focus of this investigation was to develop a new three-dimensional soil-

structure interaction finite element code for cellular cofferdam modeling and apply

the new code to study the behavior of the first- and second-stage cofferdams at

Lock and Dam No. 26 (R). The purpose of the work was to allow a more complete

assessment of the validity of existing cofferdam analysis and design procedures than

had been possible in the past.

8.1 Development of New Three-Dimensional Fi-

nite Element Code

An important decision faced in undertaking a three-dimensional finite element anal-

ysis was whether to use an existing general-purpose finite element code. After study,
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it was found that as general as these codes may be, they were developed with a cer-

tain class of problems in mind. These codes lacked one or more of the following

modeling capabilities necessary for the analysis of a cellular cofferdam: nonlinear

soil behavior, incremental fill placement, initial gravity stress generation, interface

elements, seepage effects, and construction simulation. In addition, they contained

numerous other options not needed for the cofferdam analysis. Furthermore, the

commercially available codes required a payment of fees for their use and are diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to modify. It was decided to develop a new code which could

accommodate for the unique aspects of the cofferdam problem.

The philosophy for developing the new three-dimensional finite element code was

to do only the things necessary to have a functioning code which could be verified

and documented rapidly so that it could used to test critical phases of the Lock and

Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam. Also, the modeling procedures were to be kept in line

with the two-dimensional codes used in earlier cofferdam studies when possible, so

that the two-dimensional codes could be validated. Further, the code would be kept

flexible so that changes could be made in the future.

Once it was decided to develop a code, and a philosophy was established, the

next step was to formulate the necessary requirements for the code. In keeping with

the development philosophy, the capabilities of the two-dimensional code, SOIL-

STRUCT, were used to form the initial requirements for the three-dimensional

code.

To accurately model a sheet-pile cellular cofferdam through its construction and

operation, the key aspects that are fundamental to its behavior must be represented

as closely as possible. It was felt the code should have the capability to:

e Model the geometry of the cellular cofferdam.
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* Model the anisotropic response of the sheet-pile assemblage.

* Model the interaction between the sheet piles and the soil.

* Model the nonlinear response of the soil.

* Determine the initial state of stress in the soil prior to construction.

* Simulate the process of construction of the cellular cofferdam.

.Model the various events experienced during the operation of the cofferdam.

To simulate these aspects, a number of features were required in the code. These

included:

* Higher-order isoparametric elements to allow the actual representation of curved

cell geometry.

* Three-dimensional interface elements to allow relative movements to occur be-

tween the sheet piling and the soil.

* Three-dimensional shell and/or membrane elements to model the sheet piling

with anisotropic capabilities to allow for different Young's modulus values in

the horizontal and vertical directions.

* A three-dimensional nonlinear constitutive model to represent the stress-strain

response of the soil.

* Procedures to simulate the construction process of the cofferdam. This includes

the calculation of initial stresses in the foundation, placement of the sheet pile

and cell fill, dewatering of the interior of the cofferdam, placement of the berms,

and raising of the river level on the exterior ot ,he cofferdam.
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Knowing that the development of a three-dimensional finite element code would

require a significant effort in both time and money, consideration was given to

modifying an existing code that had some of the features needed for the cofferdam

analysis. Instead of using one of the existing general-purpose finite element codes,

the decision was made to develop a new code by enhancing a basic linear elastic

code written by Kasali and Clough [29] . The code written by Kasali and Clough

has many of the features needed for the analysis of a sheet-pile cellular cofferdam,

including the use of a higher-order three-dimensional solid element and an efficient

element assemblage and equation solution routine. While the Kasali and Clough

code met the basic requirements for this study, it required considerable modification

for three-dimensional analysis of sheet-pile cellular cofferdams.

8.2 Additions to The Element Library

One of the most important aspects in soil-structure interaction analysis is the sim-

ulation of the behavior of the interface where the soil and the structure meet. To

model this phenomenon, a new three-dimensional interface element was developed

and implemented. The new interface element used relative displacements as indepen-

dent degrees of freedom. This formulation avoids the possible ill conditioning of the

stiffness matrix due to very large off-diagonal terms or very small diagonal terms

which can occur in other formulations. Advantages of the new interface element

were demonstrated in terms of improved stability and modeling of soil-structure

interaction.

The geometry of the cofferdam required the use of wedge-shaped elements in

locations to generate a smooth consistent mesh. In the process of verifying the
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code, it was discovered that the quadratic forms of the brick element in the original

code would not yield the correct displacements when they degenerate to a wedge

element. To solve this problem, a procedure was implemented that modified the

serendipity-shape functions to accommodate the degeneration of the brick-type

element.

The small cross-sectional thickness of the sheet piles, 0.5 in., and the large number

of elements needed to model the problem made it necessary to have a shell element

in the new code. The presence of such an element simplifies mesh generation around

the connection of the arc cell to the main cell. A functional shell element was selected

which allows for:

* Nodes only at the midsurface of the element.

* Higher-order shape functions to approximate the curved geometry of the cells.

9 Anisotropic stress-strain properties to allow for a different Young's modulus

value in the tangential and vertical direction.

8.3 Three-Dimensional Soil Model

For the analysis of the cofferdam, it was important to capture the key aspects of the

soil behavior and the parameters that control that behavior within a constitutive

relationship. In keeping with tlie general philosophy for developing the finite element

code, the constitutive model for the soil was to be of the same order of complexity

as the one employed in the finite element code, SOILSTRUCT, used in the two-

dimensional analyses of the Lock and Dam 26(R) cofferdam. SOILSTRUCT uses

a version of the Duncan-Chang model which is often referred to as the hyperbolic
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model because a hyperbola is used to approximate the relationship between shear

stress and strain during primary loading.

A new three-dimensional constitutive model for soil was developed based on

the variable moduli concept. The primary criteria for the model were: to keep it

simple, conceptually similar to the Duncan-Chang model, and to have parameters

definable by commonly used laboratory tests. The three important characteristics of

the stress-strain response of soils that the model had to emulate were nonlinearity,

stress-dependency, and inelasticity.

The new model was formulated in terms of the tangent shear modulus, Gt, and

bulk modulus, Kt. For the tangent shear modulus, it was assumed that the relation-

ship between shear stress and strain could be represented by a hyperbolic curve, and

the stiffness was dependent on the mean normal stress and the shear stress ratio.

For the tangent bulk modulus, it was assumed that the relationship between mean

normal stress and volumetric strain could be represented by power function, and

the stiffness was a function of the mean normal stress.

To assess the new soil model and refine the parameters of the model, the three-

dimensional finite element code with the new constitutive model was used to predict

the stress-strain response from the compression and extension triaxial test and cubi-

cal shear tests. The differences in predictions of the cubical shear test results between

the two-dimensional and three-dimensional soil models led to several interesting dis-

coveries. First, even though the shear strength determined from compression and

extension tests was the same, the stiffness of the stress-strain curves was different.

The differences were not great, but they were significant. Secondly, the stiffness

parameters that matched the extension tests also gave the best match to the cubical

shear tests. Finally, the difference in the formulation of the three-dimensional model
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in terms of shear and bulk moduli from that used in the two-dimensional model in

terms of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio provided a significant advantage for

the three-dimensional model in predicting the cubical shear tests.

8.4 Analysis of an Isolated Main Cell

The behavior of the second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cellular cofferdam

was analyzed for the filling conditions. This analysis allowed confirmation of the

basic formulation of the elements and the incremental analysis procedure used in

the new finite element code and provided verification of the new three-dimensional

constitutive soil model.

The radial deflections computed by the new three-dimensional code compared

well with two-dimensional finite element results. Predicted distributions of interlock

forces were comparable to those from two-dimensional axisymmetric finite element

results and compared well with the mean of the instrumentation measurements. The

location of the maximum interlock force approximately coincided with the location

of the maximum bulge in the sheet-pile cell wall. Arching in the cell fill had a

substantial effect on the lateral earth pressures applied to the sheet-pile cell walls.

In large part, the arching was attributable to friction developing between the sheet

piles and the cell fill. Lateral earth pressures in the cell were above active values

in the upper to midportion of cell fill but less than active in the lower portion of

the cell. Arching served to reduce the effective vertical stresses from the gravity

conditions throughout the cell fill.

A general conclusion from the study of the isolated main cell problem is that

the three-dimensional and two-dimensional analyses predicted essentially the same
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response of the isolated main cell, and the results are supported by the instrumen-

tation measurements. These analyses provided confidence in the new code for its

application to more complex aspects of the cofferdam.

8.5 Analysis of Main and Arc Cells During Fill-

ing

After confirmation of the new three-dimensional finite element code by the study

of the isolated main cell problem, the code was used to study the filling of the main

and arc cells. This problem is a three-dimensional problem that no two-dimensional

analysis is fully capable of modeling. The point of primary interest is the effect of

the arc cell filling on the interlock forces in the common wall. This has been studied

with the two-dimensional generalized plane strain finite element analyses [8, 33, 53]

which assume that both the main and arc cells are filled simultaneously. This is not

the actual case in the field. The three-dimensional analyses used a scenario that

has the main cell being filled first, followed by the filling of the arc cell.

At completion of the filling of the main cell, the analyses revealed that the defor-

mations of the sheet piling were generally radial in direction (normal to the sheet

piling), as in the isolated main cell analyses, but are slightly smaller in magnitude

due to the closest of the side boundary of the model. The interlock forces were also

less than those reported in the isolated main cell analyses. The reason for this is

that a higher degree of arching is taking place in the cell fill for this model.

After the filling of the arc cell, the cell movements were no longer simply radial

as would be expected. They varied depending on their location with respect to arc

cell, but are in the range of observed values at Lock and Dam No. 26(R). The
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interlock forces in the main cell were approximately the same as those reported in

the isolated main cell analyses, although they were increased over those reported at

the end of main cell filling. The interlock forces in the common wall were 29 to 35

percent higher than those in the main cell. These interlock forces in the common

wall were less than those calculated by conventional methods and compare well with

the measured values at Lock and Dam No. 26(R). The interlock forces in the arc

cell were significantly less than those found in the main cell. This can be attributed

to the lower lateral earth pressures in the arc cell due to the high level of arching

taking place. This high level of arching results from the small size of the arc cell.

The arching in the cell fill in the three-dimensional analyses is believed to be

one of the reasons that the generalized plane strain model is unable to accurately

predict the interlock forces in the common wall. A second factor is the limitation

of assuming simultaneous placement of the main and arc cell fill in the generalized

plane strain model. The filling of the main cell in three-dimensional analyses has the

effect of stiffening the main cell prior to the arc cell fill placement and altering the

overall response of the model as compared with the general plane strain analysis. Fi-

nally, the generalized plane strain model is unable to consider the three-dimensional

response of the soil.

8.6 Differential Loading of the Cofferdam

Following modeling of the filling, the three-dimensional analysis of the second-stage

Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam was used to simulate the cofferdam under

differential loading due to initial dewatering of the interior of the cofferdam and

changes in river levels. The second-stage Lock and Dam No. 26(R) cofferdam was
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modeled from the time of berm placement and initial dewatering through a major

flood event. The deflections of the cofferdam were compared to the survey data

collected from the second-stage cofferdam and the instrumentation results from the

first-stage cofferdam. Changes in stresses were reported and related to the overall

performance of the cofferdam. The three-dimensional finite element model was also

loaded to near collapse to study the behavior of cofferdams under extreme loading

conditions. The deflections and the related stresseswere examined to explain the

unusual resistance of cellular cofferdams to lateral loads.

The three-dimensional finite element analyses provided new insight into the be-

havior of cell fill during differential water loading. The most significant finding was

that the lateral loads applied to the cell from the differential water level cause an

increase the horizontal stresses in the cell fill. In turn, this increased the confining

stresses in the cell fill. The increase in confining stresses had the positive effect of

lowering the level of mobilized shear strength in the cell fill, under conditions cover-

ing a maximum flood load (water to the top of the cells) to nine times the maximum

load. The decrease in mobilized shear strength in the cell fill with increasing dif-

ferential water loading explains why the cellular cofferdam appears to gain strength

as the water rises. In addition, because the cellular structure is flexible, it can

withstand the associated large lateral deformation without failure.

Schroeder [49] proposed a new procedure to account for some increase in confining

stresses in the conventional vertical shear analysis by adding the force due to the

external differential water as a normal force on the vertical shear plane through the

cell fill. While this proposed approach recognized that the differential water loading

increases the shearing resistance of the cell fill, it significantly underestimated the

degree of this effect.
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8.7 Conclusion

The principal conclusions from this investigation include:

e Cell Filling

1. Conventional design methods for determining interlock forces in the com-

mon wall yield higher maximum values than those from the three-dimensional

finite element analysis. While Swatek's formula [19] gives the best agree-

ment, with the three-dimensional finite element results, the agreement is

essentially fortuitous. The Swatel's formula does not consider the arch-

ing in the cell fill which is the most significant phenomena controlling the

interlock forces.

2. Sequential filling of the main cell followed by filling of the arc cell is neces-

sary for accurate representation of a cofferdam when investigating common

wall or arc cell response. This is possible to simulate only by a three-

dimensional analysis.

3. Interlock forces in the main cell after arc cell filling compare well with

those from the isolated main cell analyses. Thus, the two-dimensional

axisymmetric model is sufficiently accurate for determining the interlock

force in the main cell.

* Differential Loading

1. Conventional methods are conservative in predicting the cofferdam capac-

ity under differential loads. The finite element analyses explain this, show-

ing the differential loading led to an increase in lateral confining stress in

the fill and a reduced level of mobilized shear strength.
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2. The three-dimensional response more closely represented the observed cell

behavior under differential loading than those predicted by two-dimensional,

vertical slice, plane strain model.

3. The greater movement of the inboard cell wall as compared to the outboard

wall during dewatering can be explained by examining the effects of the

lowering of the phreatic surface in the cell fill. As the phreatic surface is

lowered, the effective stresses in the cell fill increases leading to vertical

settlement and lateral spread of the unrestrained inboard wall. Coupling

this with the overall movement toward the interior of the cofferdam from

the differential water loading results in a greater movement of the inboard

wall than of the outboard wall.
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Appendix A

Derivation of the Goodman

Interface Element

The element was derived based on the principle of minimum potential energy. Using

the local coordinate system shown in Figure A.1, the stored energy element is

1 L/2 wPjdx 
(A.1)2,J-L/2

or in matrix notation
1r /2/ T2 L/2 I{w I T {P dx (A.2)

where {w} is the relative displacement vector given by

}w} = -" - ' to (A.3)
Stop - bottom

and {PJ is the force vector per unit length given by

P. (A.4)
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APPENDIX A. DERIVATION OF THE GOODMAN INTERFACE ELEMENT

The vector, {P}, may be expressed in terms of the unit joint stiffness and relative

displacements as

{P} = [k] {w} (A.5)

where [k] is the diagonal material matrix expressing the stiffness in the normal and

tangential directions,

[k] = (A.6)
0 k]

Substituting Eq. A.5 into Eq. A.2 yields

1JL/2 {w }T [k] fw} dx (A.7)

The displacements, {w}, may be expressed in terms of the nodal point displace-

ments, {u}, through linear shape functions. With components of {u} being the

displacements in tangential, ui, and normal, vi, directions, respectively, the dis-

placements may be expressed along the bottom of the joint element as

U1

wbotom 1 A 0 B 0 vi A8
~bo~o 2 (A.8)

wbottom 2 0 A 0 B U2

V2

and along the top of the joint element as

U13

wO 1 B 0 A 0 V3  (A.9). top =2 0 B 0 A U4

V4

where A = 1 -2' and B= 1 + 2'. The relative displacements in the joint element

are
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APPENDIX A. DERIVATION OF THE GOODMAN INTERFACE ELEMENT

{} op - Wottom (A.10)

top - bottom

which equals

U 1

V1

U 2

-A 0 -B 0 B 0 A 0 V2I (A. 11)0 -A 0 -B 0 B 0 A] U3

V3

U 4

V4

Writing this in matrix form
1

{w}= [D] {u} (A.12)
2

with [D] and {u} as defined above. Substituting this into Eq. A.2 yields

LjL/2 1 T[D]T[k][D]{uld x  (A.13)

Performing the matrix multiplication gives

[D]" [k][D] =
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A2k. 0 ABko 0 -ABk. 0 -A 2k. 0

0 A 2k,, 0 ABk, 0 -ABk,, 0 -A2k,

ABk. 0 B 2k, 0 -B 2 k, 0 -ABk° 0

0 ABk, 0 B 2k,, 0 -B 2 k, 0 -ABk,n

-ABko 0 -B 2k, 0 B2 k. 0 ABk, 0

0 -ABk, 0 -Bk, 0 B2 k,, 0 ABk,

-A2k, 0 -ABk° 0 ABk, 0 A 2 k° 0

0 -A 2 k,n 0 -ABk, 0 ABk, 0 A2 k,,

(A.14)

Since the material matrix is independent of length, the integration of the terms A2 ,

AB, and B 2 can be performed independently. The results of the integration yields

the stored energy as

1-L {u} T [K] {u} (A.15)
2

in which

2k, 0 1kS 0 -1k 0 -2k. 0

0 2k,. 0 1k,. 0 -1k, 0 -2kn

1k, 0 2k, 0 -2k, 0 -1k, 0

0 1k,. 0 2kn 0 -2k, 0 -1k,(jK] = (A.16)

-1k, 0 -2k, 0 2k, 0 1k, 0

0 -1k, 0 -2k, 0 2kn 0 lk,n

-2k, 0 -1k, 0 1k, 0 2k, 0

0 -2k, 0 -1k, 0 1k,. 0 2kn

is the joint stiffness matrix.
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Y. w

SOLID
Y3

4 TOP y-O '3

BOTTOM Y-0 2 ,W
L/2 L/2

SOLID

INTERFACE to

SOLID

Figure Al: Goodman, Taylor, and Berkke Interface Element [22].
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Appendix B

1-D Example of the Goodman

Interface Element

The stiffnoss is formulated in terms of the absolute displacments:

P1  1.5 0 U}
= or {P,}=[K,]{u} (B.1)

0 0 U2

U, or {P2} [K21 {u} (B.2)

P2 0 1.5 U2

{ = 1000.0 -1000.0 I or {P 3} = [K31 {u} (B.3)
P2  -1000.0 1000.0 U2

The value of the stiffness coefficients for the interface element was chosen to illustrate

what may happen when large values of the stiffness coefficients are used for normal

stiffness in a zero thickness two-dimensional or three-dimensional interface element.
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APPENDIX B. 1-D EXAMPLE OF THE GOODMAN INTERFACE ELEMENT

O JOINT ELEMENT10 /

(A) ELEMENT IDEALIZATION OF JOINT

(8) DISPLACEMENT AND EXTERNAL LOADS

, ®(3) ~ 1  P2 2o

(C) DEFINTION OF POSITIVE INTERNAL FORCES

Figure B.1: Example problem to evaluate interface element [63].
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The global equilibrium equations for the system are

{F} ={ 1 = {P 1 } + {P}+{P 3 } = [[K 1 ] + [K 2] + [K 3 ]] {u} (B.4)

or in matrix

[K] {u} = {F} (B.5)

If the external forces are F1 = 0 and F2 = 1.0, the global equilibrium equations are

1001.5 - 1000.0 Ul 0 (B.6)

-1000.0 1001.5 U2 1.0 1

Retaining the five significant figures shown in the stiffness matrix during the solution

of equilibrium equations yields

ul = 0.33283 and U2 = 0.33333 (B.7)

If only four significant figures are possible for the stiffness matrix, the solution will

be

1000 100 U1 0 or = (B.8)

-1000 1001 U2 1.0 U2 0.5000

If only three significant figures are possible, the set of equations are singular and

U 1 = U 2 = 00.
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Appendix C

Basic Shell Element Formulation

The shell element proposed by Reddy (47] uses a doubly curved isoparametric rectan-

gular anisotropic shell element used in the code. Orthogonal curvilinear coordinates

(shell coordinates) are denoted by 1, 6, and C such that j and 2 correspond

to the lines of cuivature of the midsurface (reference surface) of the shell element,

and C = 0, and ( coincide with straight lines perpendicular to the midsurface (Fig-

ure C.1). The lines of the principal curvature coincide with the j and 2 coordinate

lines. The values of the principal radii of curvature of the midsurface of the element

are specified by R1 and R2 . A point on the midsurface is denoted by the position

vector r, and a point at a distance from the reference surface is denoted by the

position vector R, Figure C.lb.

The distance ds between points (1, 2,0) and (.j + di, 2 + d 2 ,0) is defined by

(ds) 2 = dr dr = a2(d ,)2 + c(d 2 )2  (C.1)

where dr = rjd~j + r2d 2 , the vectors r, and r2 (ri = 8r/o9) are tangent to the {

and 2 coordinate lines and a, and a 2 are surface metrics defined as

oi= r,.ri where i= 1,2 (C.2)
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dA. ,.

R2 
R

(a)

E2

(b)

Figure C.A: Geometry of the shell element [47].
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The position vector R of a point at distance C' from the midsurface can be expressed

as

R = r + h( (C.3)

where ii is the unit vector normal to the midsurface and is determined by

ri_ 2  (0.4)

By differentiation

OR _Or OfL4 , + 4 ,- where i=1,2 (C.5)
'i 9 i

from a theorem of Rodrigues [47]

h 49r where i = 1,2 (C.6)

Substituting Eq. C.6 into Eq. C.5

OR I'1 ( , r
-- = 1+- I where i=1,2 (C.7)

Using these geometrical relations, the distance dS between points ( 1, 2,C) and

( j + dj, 2 + d 2,C + d() is given by

(dS)2 = dR. dR = L2(d<1) 2 + L2(d 2 )2 + L2 (d() 2  (C.8)

where

dR= R + + d( (C.9)

and L1 , L 2, and L3 are the Lame coefficients which are defined as

Li=ai 1+ -) where i=1,2 and L 3 =1 (0.10)

It should be noted that vcctors OR/O,1 and OR/O 2 are parallel to the vectors

r, = Or/Oai and r2 = ar/0 2.
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The stress resultants are obtained by integrating the corresponding stress com-

ponents over the thickness. If N1 is the tensile force measured per unit length along

the coordinate line 2 on the cross section perpendicular to the j direction, the

total tensile force in that direction is Naa2d 2. This force is equal to the integral of

aodA2 over the thickness
h/2

Nia2d 2 = I-h/2 01dA 2  (C.11)

where h is the shell thickness. Using Lami coefficients, the elements of the area of

the cross sections can be defined as

dA, = Ljdd = ai (l+-i) did where i = 1,2 (C.12)

Substituting Eq. C.12 into Eq. C.11 and rearranging gives

h/2 1+

The other stress resultants can be derived in a similar manner and given as

NR 1N2  o02(1++)

N12 o'";( + -L2

:/ s(a' + L-) dC (C.14)

Q J-h/2 ( + )

M 1  o (7 + L)

Al 2  Co (i +R 1)

-,-L
hi 12  0 6 (i+ R2

MI21  (0 6 ( R+ ;
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For thin shells, (/R, and (/R 2 can be assumed to be negligible in comparison to

unity. For this assumption, N 12 = N 21 and M 12 = M 21 can be replaced by N6 and

M 6 , respectively.

The strain-displacement equations for the shell are an approximation based on

the following assumptions [47]

e The thickness of the shell is small compared to the principal radii of the cur-

vature (h/Ri, h/R 2 < 1).

* The transverse strain energy is negligible.

* Normals to the reference surface of the shell before deformation remain straight

but not necessarily normal to the surface after deformation.

In view of the first assumption, the stress resultants in Eq. C.14 can be expressed

as

Ni = aid(, where i = 1,2,6 (C.15)
Jh/2

Mi = h/2 oi~d(, where i = 1,2,6 (C.16)

21 h/2

Qi = Kfh/2aj d(, where i = 4,5 (C.17)

where Ki equals the shear correction factors. It is also assumed that transverse

displacement u3 does not vary with ( so that u 3 = u3(6, 2 ). The displacement field

for the shell is

1

d=- (Liu i ) + ( , where i = 1,2 and 13 =U3 (C.18)
Cti

where ul, u2,u3 are displacements of a point (6, 2, () and ul, U2 ,u3 are the displace-

ments of a point (0,2,0) on the midsurface. €1 and €2 are the rotations about
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the 2 and j coordinate lines of the midsurface, respectively. Substituting Eq. C.18

into Sander's strain-displacement relationship [47] for an orthogonal curvilinear co-

ordinate system gives
61 c0 + (1co

0 (C.19)

0f5 f0

where

O 1  Ul U3  (C.20)I a, a8j R1

0 1 1U2  U3f22 3 (C.21)

a 2 82 R2o 1 19u3 + 2 (C.22)

(5 3 a 01k(C.23)
alu 2 1lu 1

6 al 1 + ---- (C.24)
0 a2 1a2

o 1 (C.25)
01  1 0

Ko 2a (C.26)
02 1 K2€ 1 1 1 N02 1 Ul

Ro _ a, O 1 1 U( +- (C.27)
Cil a 2 O6 2 R 12  01 2 492

For the most general case of anisotropy, the number of independent elastic con-

stants is 21. This number can be significantly reduced by limiting the anisotropy to

the three mutually orthogonal planes of symmetry. The sheet piles of the cellular

cofferdam possess this type of symmetry, with the midsurface being a symmetric

plane at each point ( , , 0). If the material and geometric reference systems are
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parallel, the general strain-stress relationship is given as

a, = ciij or {} = [0] {} (C.28)

Based on the assumption of zero normal stress, a3 = 0, the stress and strain vectors

are

{} = {Ui, U2,i,,a U s }T  (C.29)

{4 = {f1,f2,f,,-5, 6}T (C.30)

and the constitutive matrix, C, relating the stresses and strains is denoted as

C11 012 0 0 0

C12 C22 0 0 0

[C "  0 0 C 44  0 0 (C.31)

0 0 0 C55 0

0 0 0 0 C66

where the elastic constants Cij can be expressed as functions of Young's moduli,

Poisson's ratios, and shear moduli

= (I - v12v21) (.32)

C22 = (1 -Ev 2 v2 1 ) (C.33)

E2 v 12

012 - ( 212 (C.34)(I - V12V21)

C44 = G 23  (C.35)

Css = G13 (C.36)

C66 = G12 (C.37)

If the principal axes of anisotropy does not coincide with the reference lines ((i,
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but are rotated to the reference lines by a certain angle 0, the new constitute matrix

C' is determined from the following transformation

{'} [T] {o} (C.38)

f '}= [T'I {f} (C.39)

where

[T] [ I (C.40)

0 [T21

in which
cos2 0 sin 2 0

[Tfl= (C.41)

sin2 0 cos 2 0

and

cos 0 sin 0 2 sin 0 cos 0

[T2] = -sin0 cos0 -2 sin 0cos 0 (C.42)

-sin0cosO cos0sin0 (cos2 0 - sin 2 0 )

and

[T'] = 0 (C.43)
0 [T2']

in which

cos 0 sin 0 sin 0 cos 0

[T2] = -sin0 cos0 - sin0cos0 (C.44)

-2 sin0cos0 2sin0cos0 (cos20 -sin2 0)

From Eq. C.38 and Eq. C.39, the relation between stresses and strains can be

written as

{a} = [C'] { } (C.45)
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where C' is the general constitutive matrix, which is given by

C 1 C' 0 0 C16

C 2 C 2  0 0 C26

[C'] = [T]- 1 [C] [T'] = 0 o C 4 C 5  0 (C.46)

0 0 C45 C55  0

C16 C26  0 0 C6

Using Eq. C.15, C.16, and C.17 in Eq. C.19, the stress resultants, (Ni, Mi, Qj), can

be related to f? and K, as

N = A~jj ° + Bj3ic, where ij = 1,2,6 (C.47)

M = Bj ° + Dj3 ° , where ij = 1,2,6 (C.48)

Qj = Aie ° , where i,j = 4,5 (C.49)

where Aj, Bj, and Dj are for the extension, flexural-extension coupling, and flex-

ural stiffness, respectively, and determined by

A j C d/2(Cd, where i,j = 1,2,6 (C.50)

Bj = Ch/2 C(d(, where ij = 1,2,6 (C.51)

Dj= Lh/2 C(d(2 , where ij = 1,2,6 (C.52)

= h/2

A, = -h/2 KKCijd(, where i,j = 4,5 (C.53)

Applying the principle of virtual work yields

0 h/2 ./
0= [u1 64 O'bf + Or2bf 2 + 6'363 + 6~4bf4

+abES + a66] aia2 d ,d6}d( (C.54)
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Substituting into the expression for 64 and ai in terms of f- and r and the stress

resultants, (N,, M,, Qj), respectively, gives

(I= [N 16fo + N26fo + N6bfo + M 1 CK + M26K'c + M66KOc

+QiW + Q26, - q6u3] alCr 2  (C.55)

For the finite element formulation, the displacements (ul, u2 , u3 , 01, 02) of the

shell element are interpolated over the surface of the shell element by expressions of

the form

TI

= u b (l2), where i= 1,2,3 (C.56)
j=1
n

= E , j (62), where i 1,2 (C.57)

where ;bj are interpolation functions and ui and €i are the nodal values of ui and

0j. By substituting Eq. C.56 and C.57 into the virtual work principle, Eq. C.55

the element equations are obtained as

[K] {A} = {F} (C.58)

where {A} is the nodal point displacement vector, [K] is the element stiffness matrix,

and {F} is the force vector. The stiffness matrix coefficients for the five degrees of

freedom at a given nodal point are [47]

K11 , n n [All O +(A 16 + cB 1 6) 80i O; 2-L9 8 ]

+ (A 66 + 2coB66 + c2D6) 1k±ak± + Asikitk1 ] ajd.C 249X2 49X2 I dI a~

K12 = nR Z [(A1 6 - coB,6) a0 , +,j (A 6-c4D.) "" O;j

i=1 j=1 axl OXI +  -0X2 09X
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+A 12 -- 2jh' + (A26  + cB6 9i10 A4O'4'djad
Xl 56T2 + x coB 6)6 RR2 45IJ

K13 nn Al + A1 aoi )j E A16 +A 26 + (oB16 +B 26  a~

R,, 64', 6ax 6'64 6

K 14  'R IRZBil -a-+ B16~f- + (B16 + coD 16) 5

+ (B66+ coD 6 6 ) ) li+A 5s'i4'j al-d~1 a2 d 2
6X2 612 RtI

K15 n B12 aj l + B166 ao aj+(2 + coD 26 ) ao v
15 JR1E= F-;[ 5xi 49X2 B x~ + Y; aX 19X

+ (B6 +coD6) oi lbi+ IA 45V',4', ajd~1 a2d62

-i- /-- 64R, Iv
K 2 2 - LA22-- + (A 26 - coB 2 6 ) oao+ai,0

612 61 Y2 (Ox 61 626
a-p 64', 19X 1

+~ (A66 - 2coB 66 + c 2D66) i~-.y-- + 1 2 A45V'sikVtJ cj~Q

K23 n n [ 16 A2 _co ( 16+~ 14 B2 6~ij(l 12 a
K23 j~ R, R2~f~ftR B tj 4 3 +aXi) 4

- ( A444'6 4' j+A 4s5k 2  !±)} ald4~a 2d 2

R 2 619X 2 612 t2 4tl.-

K 2 4 n nzz[B,69i - B2D 6) -oia + (B 6 - coD 6 ) oao

+B1 (90i (90 + L B 6i. , 090ie + A 4 5.~ a jda 2d 2

=~ -- ,x fZf---±s )ij±AlO?

K25 R. 1 1 n 6n612 69000611B2 61 a +(26 o261 a 6xao

I ~ ~ ~ _ 1~~= X2jX2 7 x X

+ (66 cD66 &, aj + I 46 ,' adA
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=n n
=Ik' r, + A 4 5 - B BO2i=1 j= Ox1  aX 2  R, R 2 ) 9x1

( B16  ,16+ R+ R 2 ¢ 19-sx2Jjd12d2

K. f i j +¢ (¢. '11 + 1 ;b

R [A 4 5 -i 0j + A4-by k-d-,atd-
K, = O x a , R, R2 4Ox2

/ ¢ O tky 1

+ D B16 + , J a0di ] 1 2 d6 2

Ks= +D r0,0¢ ¢ 0Ob8¢ __
D 1 + D16 -"' -'b + D126 abi

=1 j= 1 9X IR19[xx Ox1 O19X Ox2 O9XI

K5 5 6 -- =0- f+ J 0 ~"A+ 0 4"0 +D I

K45 1 ,1 1 D 1 2  O D 16 + D 26

i= Oi= a 1 a j1 xl (92d(9X

+D 26  + D+A44  a 22

0X2 O9XI I

where n is the total number of nodes for a given element and

2 1 R12
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Appendix D

Determination of Soil Model

Parameters

The first step in evaluating any parameters for a constitutive model is to select data

appropriate to the problem being analyzed. In the case of cell fill, the laboratory

tests were performed using specimens compacted to the same density as found in

the cell fill. The tests were performed at pressures that were in the range of those

present in the field.

The results were inspected closely to ensure correctness and consistency. The

triaxial test data were replotted to form new stress-strain curves. The stress-strain

curve from a conventional triaxial test is normally reported as the measure of shear

stress versus axial strain (major principal strain). The two-dimensional hyperbolic

model was developed to relate shear stress to the major principal strain as would be

found in the conventional triaxial test. In the two-dimensional incremental analysis,

the incremental shear stress is related to the incremental major principal strain

through a Young's tangent modulus. The new three-dimensional hyperbolic model
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relates the shear stress to the shear strain. In the new finite element code, the

incremental shear stress is related to incremental shear strain through a tangent

shear modulus. For the triaxial state of stress, the shear stress is

q = (al - 0 3) (D.1)

and the shear strain is
2

C,= - (fI - 63 ) (D.2)

The strength parameters c and 0 were evaluated by plotting the Mohr's circles.

The cell fill is a medium dense sand, therefore, the value of c is zero. The values

of 0 were determined by drawing the failure envelope and measuring the angle of

inclination. The Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope for almost all soils is curved to

some extent. The wider the range of pressures involved, the greater the curvature.

For the cell fill, the range of pressures are such that one value for the angle of internal

friction is sufficient to describe the failure envelope.

The evaluation of the stress-strain curve parameter K and n is a two-step pro-

cedure. The first step is to determine the values for the initial slope for each test by

plotting the test data in the form of c,/(aj - 0'3 ) normalized by the mean normal

stress versus c,. The second step is to plot the initial slope values versus mean

normal stress on a log-log scale to determine the values of K and n. The initial

slope and mean normal stress are normalized by atmosphere pressure. By drawing

a straight line through the data points, the value of K is equal to the value of the

normalized initial slope at the point where the normalized mean normal stress is

equal to unity . The value of n is equal to the slope of a straight line drawn through

the data points.

The stress-dependency of the asymptote, quit, was shown earlier to relate to the
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shear stress at failure based on Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion by P! as

Rf = quit (D.3)qf

The asymptotic value obtained from the plot of the data on the transformed axis is

b = (D.4)

quit P

Therefore, Rf is found from the data plotted on the transformed axis as

R - quitp (D.5)

Most actual stress-curves are approximated only by the hyperbolic expression.

Duncan and Chang [171 found that for the two-dimensional hyperbolic model the

best fit is usually attained by determining initial slopes (reciprocals of the intercepts)

and asymptotic values (reciprocals of the slope) from the points on experimental

curves corresponding to 70 and 95 percent of the strength. This was based on

the fact that at low strain values the triaxial curves diverge from the hyperbolic

expression. This same phenomena is true for the reduction of the data for the new

three-dimensional model, Figure D.1. Based on these findings, it was necessary

to analyze the test data to find the best procedure to follow to fit the hyperbolic

expression to the triaxial data.

To examine the fitting of the hyperbolic expression to the compressive triaxial test

data, the initial slope normalized by the mean normal stress and Rf were calculated

by fitting a straight line through each data point and the data point corresponding

to 99 percent of the failure stress.

Using the data for the relative densities of 55 and 70 percent, the approximate

relative densities of the cell fill and foundation soil, the values of normalized initial
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Figure D.1: Diverge from hyperbolic expression.
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slope were plotted against the corresponding values of R1 , Figures D.2 and D.3,

respectively. The plots show that the initial slope and R! are interdependent. For

each confining pressure, the value of the normalized initial slope increases as the

Rf value increases where different points are used in the fitting process. Similarly,

Figures D.4 and D.5 show the plot of the normalized initial slope versus the percent

of shear strength developed of the data point used in fitting the curve parameters

for relative densities of 55 and 70 percent, respectively. The relationship between

normalized initial slope and percent of shear strength is not as consistent as the

one between initial slope and Rf. Figures D.6 and D.7 show plots of percent of

shear strength versus R! for relative densities of 55 and 70 percent, respectively. If

there were a one-to-one correspondence between the two, the tests would form one

line. Figures D.8 and D.9 show plots of the normalized initial slope values versus the

normalized mean normal stress on a log-log scale for common values of Rf as obtain

from Figures D.2 and D.3 for relative densities of 55 and 70 percent, respectively.

The values of normalized initial slope corresponding to a given Rf form a straight

line from which the parameters K and n can be determined. Tables D.1 and D.2

show the values of K and n corresponding to the plots in Figures D.8 and D.9.

This analysis to determine the best curve fit of the compression triaxial test

data show that R1 is a better means of selection of data points for the fitting of

the hyperbolic curve to the test data than using the percent of shear strength. Rf

serves as a measure of the rate of curvature of the hyperbolic curve; as Rf increases,

the greater the rate of curvature.

The extension triaxial tests did not show the divergence from hyperbolic expres-

sion at low strain rate as found in the compression tests. Figures D.10 and D.11

show that the data conforms to the hyperbolic expression. One reason is that there
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Figure D.2: Relationship between normalized initial slope and R/ for a relative
density of 55 percent.
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Figure D.3: Relationship between normalized initial slope and R/ for a relative
density of 70 percent.
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Figure D.4: Relationship between normalized initial slope and shear strength for a
relative density of 55 percent.
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Figure D.5: Relationship between normalized initial slope and shear strength for a
relative density of 70 percent.
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Figure D.6: Relationship between shear strength mobilized and Rf for a relative
density of 55 percent.
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Figure D.7: Relationship between shear strength mobilized and Rj for a relative
density of 70 percent.
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Figure D.8: Relationship between normalized initial slope and normalized mean
normal stress for a relative density of 55 percent.
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Figure D.9: Relationship between normalized initial slope and normalized mean
normal stress for a relative density of 70 percent.
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Table D.1: Three-dimensional hyperbolic model parameters determined from triax-
ial tests for a relative density of 55 percent.

Rf K n
0.65 190 .68
0.70 230 .68
0.75 290 .68
0.80 350 .68
0.85 450 .68
0.90 600 .68

Table D.2: Three-dimensional hyperbolic model parameters determined from triax-
ial tests for a relative density of 70 percent.

R I K n
0.60 200 .53

0.65 230 .53
0.70 280 .53
0.75 350 .53
0.80 450 .53
0.85 580 .53
0.90 800 .53
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are fewer data points in the low stress range, while the rate of curvature was high.

R1 ranged between 0.95 to 0.99. The straight lines shown in Figures D.10 and D.11

were formed using a least squares fit and resulted in the normalized initial slope val-

ues that are compared with the compression test values in Figures D.12 and D.13.

The extension tests are similar to compression tests, but the magnitude of the nor-

malized initial slope for a given R! would appear to be less than the compression

tests.

The bulk modulus of the soil was assumed to be independent of changes in shear

stress and to vary with the mean normal stress. This approximation is reasonable

and provides the best possible representation of soil behavior within the framework

of this incremental elasticity methodology. It assumes that changes in volume are

due only to changes in mean normal stress.

Since real soils undergo some volume change as a result of changes in shear stress,

in addition to those caused by changes in mean normal stress, the values of the bulk

modulus computed from a triaxial test depend upon the stage in the test when it

is calculated. Figure D.14 shows a plot of mean normal stress versus volumetric

strain during a triaxial test. As the mean normal stress increases, the soil specimen

contracts and volumetric strain is approximately linear. As the mean normal stress

levels off, the volumetric strain changes direction and the soil specimen starts to

dilate. The dilation is due to the shearing of the soil. At zero volumetric strain in

triaxial tests, some volume change has already taken place due to consolidation. It

appears impossible to separate the volume change due to the mean normal stress

from that due to shearing in the triaxial tests.

To determine the model parameters Kb and m, the volumetric strain due to

consolidation of the triaxial tests was plotted against mean normal stress (confining
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Figure D.1O: Extension triaxial test data plotted transformed axis for relative den-
sity of 55 percent.
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Figure D.11: Extension triaxial test data plotted transformed axis for a relative
density of 70 percent.
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Figure D.12: Comparison of initial slope versus mean normal stress between exten-
sion and compression triaxial test data for relative density of 55 percent.
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Figure D.13: Comparison of initial slope versus mean normal stress between exten-
sion and compression triaxial test data for a relative density of 70 percent.
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stress) on a log-log scale. To supplement this data, volumetric strain at low shear

stress levels from the triaxial tests was included in th3 data base. The parameters

Kb and m can be found directly from this plot of the data. By drawing a straight

line through the data points, the value of Kb is equal to the volumetric strain at

a normalized mean normal stress value of unity and the value of m is equal to the

slope of the line.

Figures D.15 and D.16 show plots of volumetric strain versus normalized mean

normal stress for the compression triaxial tests for relative densities of 55 and 70

percent, respectively. Figures D.17 and D.18 show plots of volumetric strain versus

normalized mean normal stress for the compression triaxial tests for relative densities

of 55 and 70 percent, respectively. Table D.3 gives the values of the parameters Kb

and m calculated from these plots.
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Figure D.14: Volumetric strains occurring during a triaxial test.
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Figure D.15: Mean normal stress versus volumetric strain for relative density of 55
percent.
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Figure D.16: Mean normal stress versus volumetric strain for relative density of 70
percent.
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Figure D.17: Volumetric strain versus mean normal stress on a log-log scale for a
relative density of 55 percent
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Figure D.18: Volumetric strain versus mean normal stress on a log-log scale for a
relative density of 70 percent
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Table D.3: Parameters of the bulk modulus model.

Relative
Density (percent) Kb m

55 0.0025 0.8
70 0.0030 0.7
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